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Chapter 1

A Simple Fuzzy System Applied to Predict Default Rate
Fábio M. Soares, Olavo S. Rocha Neto and
Hevertton H. K. Barbosa
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/60079

1. Introduction
Fuzzy systems have been applied in a variety of problems with great success. One key factor is
that the fuzzy rules database can be easily designed, in order to emulate a human rational
decision making process just as experts usually do while facing hard jobs. Thus, in essence any
process that requires human judgment can be translated into simple rules in a fuzzy system,
provided that variables can be used in fuzzy sets or linguistic terms. One example is the
prediction of a customer’s default delay in payment, which seems to be a very simplistic and
intuitive process and can be indeed modeled into a set of rules based on an expert’s knowl‐
edge. In addition, the facility of implementing a fuzzy system can speed up the analysis of huge
customer databases, since the usual manual process of analyzing each customer can be
automated by a system which in theory has the same ability to infer as the human mind does.
This chapter shows the whole design of the fuzzy system to predict the customers’ default rate
in small and medium-sized businesses, and how this information can be used to provide a
better cash flow estimate. The chapter is structured as follows: in section 2 we present the
current economy scenario and why the default is a big problem; in section 3 we analyze some
tools that are used to mitigate the risks; in section 4 we explain in details how the fuzzy
approach can be exploited in this case; in section 5 we show the design of the fuzzy system; in
section 6 we show some results from the simulations of this system; and finally in section 7 we
discuss the results and conclude this chapter.

2. The default in the microeconomics
The default in the retail sector is a concerning problem in the modern world [1]. According to
the formal definition, the default is a broader term. Technically it means any failure of some

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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entity, natural or legal, to meet its legal obligations by not paying invoices of loan, services,
bonds or wholesales [2]. The term default also applies to the failure of a government to repay
its national debt; in that case it is national or sovereign default. In the case of customer default,
the concerns are on rent, mortgage, consumer credits, utility payments or funding. While in
the first case, the debt is related to the macroeconomic scenario, that means financial crisis over
a whole country or continent, the latter is more related to customer’s profiles and microeco‐
nomics. That led to the development of risk and credit analysis [3].
The default has a strong effect in developing companies, as well as in small and medium sized
business. Mortgage and interest rates could be strongly affected by the customer default rate.
Since the whole economy is tightly linked, the default represents a break in this chain, leading,
in large scale, to a national level crisis.

Distributor
Manufactured
Goods
Production

Retail

Banks
Primary Goods
Production

Customers

Services

Figure 1. Economic Chain

When the default happens, it starts a shortcoming in a company’s finance, and that means a
loss for the provider. Some tools such as financial protection insurance and risk scores may
remedy to a certain point, but in most cases they are insufficient to recover from the main
problem [4]. However, if one could forecast or predict how many customers would delay
payment or how much would be default, the companies would have the chance to prepare
itself against a possible low cash flow.
Analysing per sector, it is known that service based industries are usually more affected by
defaults.
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Figure 2. Defaults per Industry. Source: Serasa, 2013 [5]

2.1. Reasons for default
In order to better understand this problem, we should take into account the reasons for
consumer default. The recent economic growing and integration speeded up the development
of many enterprises, and much of this has been accomplished by the mechanisms of credit and
financial leasing [6]. The credit offers expanded to small businesses and so have been to
ordinary workers, thus increasing the economic activity [7]. In developing countries such as
Brazil, many families from lower and middle classes turned out to actively participate in the
economy as voracious consumers [4]. Consequently the debt of Brazilian families rose from
15% in 1992 to over 40% in 2012 [5]. Moreover, by analysing the reasons for the debt, it can be
easily perceived that this index is not likely to be lowered, but limiting credit seems also not
to be a good option [7]. However, the consumer default is correlated to some behaviours that
can be detected in risk analysis systems [8]. Therefore by understanding the reasons for default,
this problem can be more controllable.
Upon a report issued by Central Bank of Brazil [9], the causes for consumer default vary from
bad financial habits (compulsivity, expenses greater than revenue) to financial problems
(unemployment, little wages, crises, default from their clients).

Figure 3. Causes for Defaults. Source: Annibal, 2009
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Risk Analysis tools take into account as much information as possible from clients in order to
evaluate the risk score of a given client. It is known that when a customer faces problems, he
or she is more likely to overdue the bills or even not to pay at all. Likewise when customers
always pay their bills without delay, it is a good sign they are less likely to delay.
2.2. The effects of default in the economy
The customer default prediction remains a concern for many enterprises, owners, investors
and business men all over the world. Every default implies that some party is losing money,
since a good or a service has been offered for free without any compensation. In large scale
this leads to economy shrinking and inflation [10]. For small companies the effects may be even
more drastic due to its small budget. Every small business is oriented to observe its cash flow,
but in fact when a customer fails to pay its debt to the company, the cash flow accuracy is
severely affected. So there is a need to estimate a percentage of default from its clients. The
first and main consequence for small business is that it may not be able to meet its obligations,
although it has a quite good financial planning. A second consequence is that the billing
department will be overloaded since many bills remain unpaid and the company itself may
fail to operate.

3. Existing tools for mitigating the risks
The defaults cannot be prevented, but can be forecasted. Whenever a lender wants to issue
credits to a borrower, he may perform an analysis on the financial statements of the borrower
in order to assess its capability to comply with its debts [11]. However many aspects may be
not considered in traditional risk and credit analysis, since many risk analysis are conducted
by means of likelihood and probabilities [2]. On the other hand, there is a call for simpler and
quicker risk analysis [12, 13].
Although most of these tools address the credit analysis in the form of a loan, the same
procedure applies to any customer that is buying goods/services from a supplier [14], espe‐
cially if it is in the form of leasing or even contracting. Since we are dealing here with the
problem of predicting default, our goal is to forecast when a customer will not pay his/debt
causing a default. To that end, the methodologies fall particularly on risk and credit analysis,
bankruptcy prediction and probability of default.
3.1. Risk and credit analysis
In recent decades, a number of objective, quantitative systems for scoring credits have been
developed. The risk of credit is assessed by comparison of accounting ratios of potential
borrowers with industry or trends in the financial variables. The banks are provided with many
of these ratios, since they are the main credit providers, but that information is not always
available to enterprises. Traditional credit risk analyses are implemented in expensive expert
systems whose development is very time-consuming. On the other hand simpler forms to grant
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credit may be achieved by the use of reduced models, such as Balanced Scorecard, JarrowTurnbull, among others [15].
Balanced Scorecard, also known as BSC, is actually a management technique aimed at assess‐
ing an enterprise’s performance from four perspectives: financial, customer, internal process‐
es, and learning. A balanced score of these indicators makes a system that helps the enterprise
to select and focus strategies to achieve goals in the near future. The customer and financial
perspective of this analysis composes a good index to evaluate the risk of servicing a given client
[12]. But unfortunately this is not always enough to define strategy, and there should be also
other performance indicators to determine the risk in a more accurate way.
A reduced form of risk model was published by [16] which is an extension of the Merton model
[17] to a random interest rates framework. In this model, risk is modeled as a statistical process.
The value of risk is evaluated using a continuous probability of default, estimated in two
approaches: Deriving Point in Time (PIT) or Through the Cycle (TTC). The main difference
between these approaches regards to internal and external factors. The term PIT applies to
probabilities of default that are dependent of general credit conditions or external factors, while
TTC applies to probabilities of default that are not subjected to external factors [18].
PIT Factors

TTC Factors

GDP Growth Rates

Revenue Growth

House Price Indices

Number of Default Cases

Unemployment

Load to Value Ratio

Table 1. Factors Analyzed in PIT and TTC Probabilities

3.2. Bankruptcy prediction
One benefit of risk analysis is that it allows the prediction of bankruptcy for a given entity.
One of the oldest methods for bankruptcy prediction was published in 1968 by Altman. His
formula is used to predict the probability of bankruptcy within 2 years by using Z-scores. The
Z-score is a linear combination of four or five coefficient-weighted common business ratios.
Z = 1.2T1 + 1.4T2 + 3.3T3 + 0.6T4 + 0.99T5
where:
T1 is the Working Capital / Total Assets
T2 is the Retained Earnings / Total Assets
T3 is the Earnings Before Interest and Taxes / Total Assets
T4 is the Market Value of Equity / Book Value of Liabilities
T5 is the Sales or Revenue / Total Assets

(1)
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Z is the score which denotes where an entity will face bankruptcy or not. The Bankruptcy
threshold varies on the entity’s activity, but in general it is defined as follows
Z > 2.99 - Non Bankrupt
1.81 < Z < 2.99 - Gray Zone
Z < 1.81 - Bankrupt

(2)

Altman Z-Score [19] model was found to be 72% accurate in predicting bankruptcy two years
before the event with only 6% of false negatives. It is still well accepted by auditors, manage‐
ment accountants and financial directors for load evaluation. However, this model is not
recommended for use with financial companies such as banks or factoring, because the balance
sheets of companies are usually opaque and the model does not address off-balance sheet
items. For prediction of default for financial companies, the Merton Model is used.
Although additional methods for bankruptcy prediction have been developed by taking into
account more data, their practicability turned out to be expensive, since it depends on a lot of
data to be collected [20].
3.3. Probability of default
Given that many methods of risk and credit analysis, and bankruptcy prediction are based on
stochastic models, we are now focusing on the measures for evaluating the probability of
default. Most of methods exploit logistic regression functions as well as inversed probability
distribution formulas.
The Probability of Default may be used in two ways: to address the causes of default; to predict
and prevent new cases of default. Camargos et al [7] performed a survey to find conditioning
The Probability
Default
may betoused
inastwo
ways:
to address
the causes of default; to
factors thatoflead
small business
default,
depicted
in figure
4.

predict and prevent new cases of default. Camargos (2007) performed a survey to find
conditioning factors that lead small business to default, as depicted in figure 2.
Financial and
Economic Variables

Funding
Variables

Default

Socioeconomic
Variables

Fig.4 Variables that influence the default according to Camargos (2007)
Figure 4. Variables that influence the default according to [7]

This survey has been conducted in an important Brazilian Program for encouragement of
entrepreneurship among small-sized businesses. The method used to assess the risk of
default was the logistic regression:
(3)
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This survey has been conducted in an important Brazilian Program for encouragement of
entrepreneurship among small-sized businesses. The method used to assess the risk of default
was the logistic regression:
P( X1 ) =

1
1 + e - X1

(3)

The equation has only one dependent variable X1, as the variable influencing on defaut. A
threshold value of 0.5 is selected to determine whether a case is to be classified as compliant
or default. Considering the probability as an input for the binary logistic regression variable
Y, and then rearranging the coefficients, we obtain a linear logarithmic model:
Y ( X1 ) =

P ( X1 )

1 - P ( X1 )

Y ( X1 ) = e b0 +b1 X1

ln Y ( X1 ) = b0 + b1X1

(4)

æ P(X) ö
ln ç
÷ =b0 + åbi Xi
ç
÷
è 1 - P(X) ø
where:
P(X) is the probability of default according to the set of variables X
β0 is a model bias constant
βi is coefficient for the variable Xi
Xi variable taken into account in the model
Other models include bivariate probit model by Jacobson and Roszbach [21], to estimate
default probabilities and the effects of default-risk-based acceptance rule changes on a bank’s
portfolio. Katchova and Barry [6] used the distance-to-default approach to determine the Value
at Risk (VaR). All these models use logistic regression functions on multiple variables. By
investigating these models amongst others, Odeh et al [22] applied a conceptual model for
predicting default in agricultural loans, assuming the expected loss is expressed as a result of
three components.
EL = PD*LGD*EAD
where
EL is the expected loss in monetary units
PD is the probability of default in percentages

(5)
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LGD is the percentage of loss from the loan volume suffered by the granting institution
EAD is the loan amount plus accrued fees
Usually the Probability of Default is expressed in terms of N customers, so the equation 5 can
be rearranged in the form:

P

EL

å
=

N
i

PDi

N

*LGD*EAD

(6)

where now
ELP is the expected loss on a specific portfolio
PDi is the probability of default for a specific loan
N is the total of granted loans
Combining the logistic regression (eq. 4) with the conceptual model (eq. 6), we can express the
maximum likelihood estimation as in the equation:

æ PDi ö
'
=
ln çç
÷÷ B X + e
PD
1
i ø
è

(7)

where
PDi is the probability of default as stated in the equation 6
B is a vector of coefficients
X is a vector of explanatory variables and ε is a stochastic error
The coefficients may be determined empirically and vary from many aspects taken from the
enterprise’s assets. Odeh et al [22] evaluated these methods by using data from Farm Credit
System, and found that credit default predictions are really sensitive on data.
3.4. Recent approaches
One of the recent technologies that has evolved and been used are the expert systems. Not only
they have been used considerably since the 1980’s in financial institutions for decision making
tasks, the prediction of default has also been an issue the experts systems have been used for
[23]. In addition, computing intelligence techniques, such as Genetic Algorithms, Fuzzy CMeans, and Mars, have also been exploited [24] due to its capability of learning from an expert.
The use of neural networks, neuro-fuzzy and fuzzy logic has also grown in recent decades,
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because they better handle on imprecise information and there is no pure analytical model of
the market [25].
Furthermore, the database containing hundreds of financial operations represent an implicit
knowledge that is available for modeling and prediction. By means of data mining [14], many
customer behaviors can be analyzed based on past values. Thus, more reliable and developed
models can be accomplished by the use of artificial intelligence.

4. A fuzzy approach
Fuzzy Systems have already been used in a variety of problems, not only regarding risk and
credit analysis, but also bankruptcy and default prediction. A Fuzzy approach combines an
easy design fully based both on an expert’s opinion and on data history. Zirakja and Samizadeh
[8] performed a risk analysis in e-commerce (EC) activities in a more broad vision, including
the projects’ risk, by relying on experts’ opinions to build a fuzzy decision support system
(FDSS). Martin et al [24] implemented a fuzzy system to predict bankruptcy by using expert
knowledge applied in fuzzy rules with a classification rate of 88% in a single model. In a hybrid
model, by using neuro-fuzzy and genetic algorithm, the classification rate was 73,6% but with
more input variables.
Fuzzy logic arises as a good tool to emulate expert rules since they don’t require too much
effort for modeling as other traditional methods do. A fuzzy system can emulate rules of type:
IF {condition}THEN {consequence}

(8)

where conditions and consequences are fuzzy propositions built by linguistic expressions:
1.

x is Low

2.

y is NOT Tall

3.

x is Low AND y is Tall

4.

x is Low OR y is Tall

The expressions 1 and 2 define “immediate“ propositions, and the expressions 3 and 4 define
combined propositions. Since they operate over fuzzy variables, they need to be defined in
linguistic terms or fuzzy sets. Fuzzy sets usually take the form of membership functions.
ì 0 if x doesnot belong to set A
ï
m A ( x ) = í y if x partially belongsto set A
ï 1 if x fully belongsto set A
î

(9)
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Fig 5. Example of a membership function plot.
Figure 5. Example of a membership function plot.

Fuzzy expressions are built using operators such as NOT, OR and AND. These expressions
are combined
to form
R. Aboolean
fuzzy relation
is defined
against
U and
V,
Fuzzy
expressions
are relations
built using
operators
such as
NOT,two
ORuniverses
and AND.
These
as
U
x
V
being
a
subset
of
the
Cartesian
product
of
those,
so
that
R:
UxV
→
{0,1}.
That
expressions are combined to form relations R. A fuzzy relation is defined against two universes
given A a fuzzy relation and x and y crisp values, if x U and y V then R(x,y)=1,
Umeans,
and V, as
U x V being a subset of the Cartesian product of those, so that R: UxV → {0,1}. That
otherwise R(x,y)=0.
means, given A a fuzzy relation and x and y crisp values, if x
Therefore, Fuzzy rules can be defined in fuzzy operations as in the equation.
∈ U and y

(10)

∈ V then R(x,y)=1, otherwise R(x,y)=0.

where Fuzzy rules can be defined in fuzzy operations as in the equation.
Therefore,
R(l) is a Fuzzy rule of index l
xi is an input fuzzy variable of index i
l
Ail is an input fuzzy
in a rule
l x is Al THEN y is Bl
R( )set
is A1l iAND
: Ifofx1index
... AND
n
n
y is an output fuzzy variable
Bl is an output fuzzy set in a rule l
where
which in turn can be represented by membership functions
R(l) is a Fuzzy rule of index l

xi is an input fuzzy variable of index i

)

(

[ set of index
( i in a rule l )]
Ail is an input fuzzy

(10)

(11)
(12)

y where
is an output fuzzy variable
µR(l)(X) is the membership function of the rule
BlµisA1an
fuzzy set in afunction
rule l of the input variable of index i on fuzzy set Ail
l(xi)output
is the membership
µB(y) is the resulting membership function of the output variable y on fuzzy set B in rule l
which in turn can be represented by membership functions
min is the minimum operator
max is the maximum operator
sup is the supremum operator
m ( X ) = min m x ,..., m x
R( )
l

(

A1l

( 1)

Anl

( n ))

4.1 Fuzzy System Structure
A Fuzzy System usually has:
m é
supXÎU min Fuzzy
), m Bl ( y ) ùú
m B ( y )(with
= maxtheir
m (l) ( Xdatasets);
l = 1 ê respective

Input Variables
R
ë
û

(

)

(11)

(12)
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where
µR(l)(X) is the membership function of the rule
µA1l(xi) is the membership function of the input variable of index i on fuzzy set Ail
µB(y) is the resulting membership function of the output variable y on fuzzy set B in rule l
min is the minimum operator
max is the maximum operator
sup is the supremum operator
4.1. Fuzzy system structure
A Fuzzy System usually has:
• Input Variables (with their respective Fuzzy datasets);
• Output Variables (the diagnostics values);
• Rule Base: determines outputs for each combination of input fuzzy values;
• Inference Machine: applies fuzzy operations;
• Fuzzy Sets: Linguistic Terms for each Variable;
• Crisp Values: Numeric values taken from real world.

Inference Machine /
Decision Making Unit

Fuzzy
Values

Fuzzy
Sets

Rule Database

Fuzzy
Sets

Defuzzificator

Fuzzy
Values

Fuzzy
Rules

Input Crisp
Values

Fuzzificator

Figure 6 shows the structure of a basic model of fuzzy system, consisting of four components:
Input Fuzzification, Rule Database, Inference Machine and Defuzzification.

Output Crisp
Values

Figure 6. Fuzzy System Structure

A Fuzzy system can be defined in the following operations:
• Input Fuzzyfication: transform the real world crisp values into fuzzy values.
• Fuzzy Operation: Applies Fuzzy Operators Min or Max in input Variables according to
available rules if they should be inclusive (AND) or exclusive (OR).
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• Aggregation: These operators can group several found output values provided that several
rules may have triggered.
• Defuzzification: transform the output found fuzzy values into real world crisp values.
In this chapter we are dealing with the application of a fuzzy system in predicting the default,
so the details on these operations are beyond the scope, and for further information the reader
is suggested with the references [26, 27].
4.2. Reasons to apply fuzzy logic
Fuzzy systems are relatively simple to create and deploy, and it is fully based on human
experts’ evaluation. Fuzzy has been applied in many fields involving decision processes which
require some sort of judgment. The human mind abstracts real world variables in an imprecise
manner forming semantic networks [28]. These semantic networks define relations that can be
expressed with linguistic terms just as experts do. Therefore any activity requiring an expert
opinion or judgment can be modeled in fuzzy logic rules without the need of an existing
theoretic model to lie upon.
In small and medium-sized companies, the financial/collect department usually takes deci‐
sions regarding granting credit or not. Without any supporting tool, the decision is taken
purely by an expert’s experience or opinion. The same applies for predicting cash flow based
on client’s past financial transactions. Based on a given customer’s history, it can be inferred
whether this customer will pay on time or default. This kind of analysis can be performed by
an expert, but as a company’s portfolio grows, the task of analyzing becomes more timeconsuming and then needs to be automated, and fuzzy systems emerge as a good option to
automate this type of analysis [29].
taken purely by an expert’s experience or opinion. The same applies for predicting cash flow
based on client’s past financial transactions. Based on a given customer’s history, it can be
inferred whether this customer will pay on time or default. This kind of analysis can be
performed by an expert, but as a company’s portfolio grows, the task of analyzing becomes
more time-consuming and then needs to be automated, and fuzzy systems emerge as a good
option to automate this type of analysis [Shang & Hossen, 2013].

5. Fuzzy system development

5. Fuzzy System Development

By taking into account all the previous information, we designed a system capable of predicting
By taking into account all the previous information, we designed a system capable of
the default ratepredicting
based on
historical records of customers. The methodology used in this design
the default rate based on historical records of customers. The methodology used
in this in
design
the of
same
used
in the work
of Pereira
(2012),
which consisted
of the
was the same used
the was
work
[27],
which
consisted
of the
following
procedure.
following procedure.

Definition of
Variables

Definition of
Rules

•Sets Definition
•Membership
Functions

•Operational
Research
•Database formation

Definition of
Inference
Machine Settings
•Aggregation
•Defuzzification

Fig. 7 Fuzzy Modelling Procedure

Figure 7. Fuzzy Modelling Procedure

According to literature, the default is influenced by many aspects of the customers, but
many of them are unknown to the provider, unless they are declared. However, simple
models of probability of default can be able to yield good results using statistical measures.
So, to make this system more applicable, we took into account only the minimum amount of
information a collection or billing department would have regarding customers’
transactions. Thus in this work, we considered the database consisting only of customer
records in the form of table.
Id
23129
23137

Client
Incs. Co.
Sol. Llc.

Description
Maintenance apr/12
Development apr/12

Value
99.00
1342.00

Due Date
20/04/12
25/04/12

Payment
24/04/12
23/04/12
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According to literature, the default is influenced by many aspects of the customers, but many
of them are unknown to the provider, unless they are declared. However, simple models of
probability of default can be able to yield good results using statistical measures. So, to make
this system more applicable, we took into account only the minimum amount of information
a collection or billing department would have regarding customers’ transactions. Thus in this
work, we considered the database consisting only of customer invoices in the form of table.
Id

Client

Description

Value

Due Date

Payment

23129

Incs. Co.

Maintenance apr/12

99.00

20/04/12

24/04/12

23137

Sol. Llc.

Development apr/12

1342.00

25/04/12

23/04/12

23144

White Ss.

Fin. SSAS fee apr/12

49.90

11/04/12

09/06/12

...

...

...

...

...

...

Table 2. Accounting Records Database

5.1. Fuzzy variables
According to the database depicted in table 2, we defined the following input variables for the
fuzzy system.
• Average Payment Delay (APD)
• Amount Owed (AO)
• Maximum Payment Delay (MPD)
• Maximum Amount Owed (MAO)
• Time as a Client (TC)
• Number of Default Cases (NDC)
A formal definition of each variable is outlined in the following equations:
=
APDi E éë PDij - DDij ùû
=
MPDi max éë PDij - DDij ùû
N

(13)
(14)

AOi = åAOij " PDij is null and DDij < t

(15)

MAO
=
max éë AOi ùû "PDij > DDij
i

(16)

j

13
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TCi = t - min éë Dij ùû
N

NDC = å1 "PDij > DDij and DDij < t
j

(17)

(18)

where
PDij is the Payment Date of the Invoice j of the Client i
DDij is the Due Date of the Invoice j of the Client i
N is the number of issued Invoices
t is the current Date
For specific purposes of this work, a default is considered to be when an invoice is not paid
before the due date.
Upon consultation with experts in the collect department, we found the following terms for
each of the input variables.
Input Variables

Linguistic terms

APD

Average Payment Delay

Short, Middle, Long

AO

Amount Owed

Low, Middle, High

MPD

Maximum Payment Delay

Short, Middle, Long

MAO

Maximum Amount Owed

Low, Middle, High

TC

Time as a Client

New, Known, Old Known

NDC

Number of Default Cases

Low, Middle, High

Table 3. Fuzzy Input Variables and their Linguistic Terms

The output variables are the values we want to predict, namely when and how much is
customer going to pay. That can be express in two ways: Expected Amount/Date of receipt;
Probability of Receiving a certain amount within a period of time. Since here we are considering
only internal factors, this kind of prediction is through the cycle (TTC). According to Basel II
Parameters [10], the simplest approach to estimate the probability of default is logistic
regression, taking historical database as a basis for estimation.
Thus, given a date, the probability distribution of payment can be expressed by the following
equation:
PDR = A*e( B*EDR ) -(C/ NDC) -( D*EAR ) -1

(19)
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where
PDR is the Probability of Receipt or Payment
EDR is the Expected Date of Receipt (in days)
EAR is the Expected Amount to Receive (in monetary units)
NDC is the Number of Default Cases
A, B, C and D are coefficients
Upon experiments and linear regression we found the coefficients to be.
A = 13.338
B = 1.6231
C = 0.875
D = 22.81

(20)

It can be seen that there is a relation between the next payment date and the probability. So
the output variables were chosen to be the next payment and expected amount to be paid.
Output Variables

Linguistic terms

EAR

Expected Amount to Receive

None, Little, Enough, Integral

EDR

Expected Date of Receipt

Near, Reasonably Near, Far, Never

Table 4. Expected Output Variables

However, from these outputs the probability of receiving over time t can also be derived,
according to the equation.
t

PP(t ) = òPDR dEDR =
0

t

+E
t
e EDR
EDR

(21)

where
PP(t) is the probability of payment over time t
PDR is the probability distribution function
EDR is the expected Date of Receipt
E is the remaining part of the probability distribution function PDR, independent of EDR
Thus, we can state the variables PPW and PPM with parameter values for t of 7 and 30,
respectively. The probabilities can also be defined in fuzzy sets.
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Output Variables

Linguistic terms

PPW

Probability of Payment in a Week

Null, Very Low, Low, Medium, High, Very High

PPM

Probability of Payment in a Month

Null, Very Low, Low, Medium, High, Very High

Table 5. Probability Output Variables

Likewise, the expected date of payment can be derived from the quantile equation, which is
the inverted probability density function.

(

)

ER PP ( t ) =

(

-ln 1 - PP ( t )

)

(22)

1
+E
1 + EDR

where ER is the Expected date of payment resulted from the probability distribution PP(t).
5.2. Fuzzy set limits
We defined the fuzzy set limits upon querying against a huge database containing over 5 years
of financial records, in such way that each set should have the same number of clients belonging
to it. To that end, we had to rearrange the database to group the results per client.
Maximum

Maximum

Number of

Owed

Cases

0.00

150.00

24

235

12

230.00

15500.00

4

346

18.5426

128

57.50

6500.50

16

1448

...

...

...

...

...

...

Client

Average Delay

Incs. Co.

5.666

18

Sol. Llc.

0.2222

White Ss.
...

Delay

Amount Owed

Time as Client

Table 6. Accounting Database records grouped by each client

We defined the Gaussian function as a membership function for each set, on input and output.
After querying the dataset, we defined the sets’ limits as can be show in the table and figures.

m A ( x; c; s ) =e

1 æ x-c ö
- ç
÷
2è s ø

2

(23)

where c is the center of the function, and σ is the variance. Then, we defined as the set’s
limits c±σ.
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Low/Short/New

Variable

Middle/Known

High/Long/Old Known

Inf.Lim.

Sup.Lim.

Inf.Lim.

Sup.Lim.

Inf.Lim.

Sup.Lim.

APD

0

13.91

13.91

34.91

34.91

222

AO

0

272.66

272.66

3723.53

3723.53

50084

MPD

0

100.45

100.45

200.45

200.45

1009

MAO

0

845.00

845.00

5593.75

5593.75

50084

TC

0

234

234

1304

1304

2233

NDC

1

3

3

10

10

38

Table 7. Sets’ limits defined upon database querying

1.2
1
0.8
Short

0.6

Middle
Long

0.4
0.2

1
13
25
37
49
61
73
85
97
109
121
133
145
157
169
181
193
205
217
229
241

0
Fig. 8 Fuzzy Sets’ Plots of Variable Average Payment Date
Figure 8. Fuzzy Sets’ Plots of Variable Average Payment Date
5.3 Fuzzy Rules
As performed in the work of Pereira (2012), we have built the fuzzy rules upon querying the
database shown in table 6 for each combination of the input sets. That would give 729 rules.
5.3. FuzzyBut
rules
before querying a database, we cut some combinations that would never happen in
practice or could be intuitively disposed. Some examples are the following rules:

As performed in the work of [27], we have built the fuzzy rules upon querying the database
If APD is long and MPD is short and …
shown in table 6 for each combination
of the input sets. That would give 729 rules. But before
If AO is high and MAO is short and …
querying a database, we cut someIfcombinations
that
would
TC is new and NDC
is high
and …never happen in practice or could
be intuitively disposed. Some examples are the following rules:
By cutting infeasible rules, the rules database has been reduced to 288 rules. The outputs for
and amount of receipt, have been determined upon
querying the history database. Nevertheless, some situations never happened, so we had to
decide the output by asking the experts. That procedure trimmed down the rule database to
AO is high
and MAO is short and...
53 rules.
For a given rule, we found and average difference between the due date and the payment
TC is new
and NDC is high and...
date.

each rule, both for expected date
If APD is long
and MPD is short and...

If
If

√ *(

) +

[

]

(24)
(25)

where
APDi is the average payment date for the client i;
STDi is the standard deviation for the difference between due dates and payment dates of
the client i.
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By cutting infeasible rules, the rules database has been reduced to 288 rules. The outputs for
each rule, both for expected date and amount of receipt, have been determined upon querying
the history database. Nevertheless, some situations never happened, so we had to decide the
output for these rules by asking the experts. That procedure trimmed down the rule database
to only 53 rules
For a given rule, we found an average difference between the due date and the payment date.
APD=
E éë PDij - DDij ùû "DDij > t
i

STDi =

(

(24)

)

2
E éê PDij - DDij ùú - APDi 2
ë
û

(25)

where
APDi is the average payment date for the client i;
STDi is the standard deviation for the difference between due dates and payment dates of the
client i.
After querying the database for any given rule, we built out a histogram of each fuzzy output
variable corresponding to that rule. Table 8 shows a histogram found for the following rule:
“if APD is Middle and AO is Low and MPD is Long and MAO is Low and TC is Old Known and
NDC is Low”

Expected Date of

None/Near

Little/Reasonably Near Enough/Far

Integral/Never

3

2

1

0

0

0

1

5

Receipt
Expected Amount of
Receipt
Table 8. Histogram for a given rule

The output set was chosen as the one that the rule result better fits into, which is Near for
Expected Date of Receipt and Integral for Expected Amount of Receipt.
5.4. Database preparation
In order to have a separation between the rules database development and the validation, we
defined distinct periods for querying and for validation. The database in the form shown in
table 6 has been cut into these two periods, 2 years and a half each, forming a new database
grouped by period. This database is shown in table 9.
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Client

Period

Average

Maximum

Delay

Delay

Amount Owed

Maximum

Number of

Time as

Owed

Cases

Client

Incs. Co.

1

5.666

18

0.00

150.00

24

235

Incs. Co.

2

7.183

18

120.00

250.00

33

622

Sol. Llc.

1

0.2222

12

230.00

15500.00

4

346

Sol. Llc.

2

0.3333

12

230.00

15500.50

4

733

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Table 9. Database split into 2 periods

The validation period was replicated multiple times in order to perform a continuous valida‐
tion from first until the last date of the period. For each date, a snapshot of the database of
table 6 was taken in order to simulate the Fuzzy Prediction.

Snapshot taken on date 1

Snapshot taken on date 2

.....

Snapshot taken on date N

Database
Database S
Server
erver

Figure 9. Schema of database snapshots taken for every date in the periods for simulation

Current Date Id

Client

Description

Value

Due Date

Payment

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

23/04/12

23129

Incs. Co.

Maintenance apr/12

99.00

20/04/12

23/04/12

23137

Sol. Llc.

Development apr/12

1342.00

25/04/12

23/04/12

23144

White Ss.

Fin. SSAS fee apr/12

49.90

11/04/12

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

24/04/12

23129

Incs. Co.

Maintenance apr/12

99.00

20/04/12

24/04/12

24/04/12

23137

Sol. Llc.

Development apr/12

1342.00

25/04/12

23/04/12

24/04/12

23144

White Ss.

Fin. SSAS fee apr/12

49.90

11/04/12

...

...

...

...

...

...

Table 10. Database with time dimension

23/04/12

...
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5.5. Further fuzzy settings
The fuzzy system was implemented using Mamdani [26] as the inference machine, because of
its simplicity in processing the rules and values and ease to be implemented in this case. Then
it was deployed on an important Brazilian Financial Accounting System whose aim was to
infer how much of the accounts receivable could be received within a week or a month, and
what would be the default rate. The fuzzy system was set up as follows.
Input Fuzzy Sets

Gaussian

Output Fuzzy Sets

Triangle

Implication Method

AND/OR

Aggregation Method

Product

Defuzzification Method

Centre of gravity

Table 11. Fuzzy Settings

6. Results and simulation
After defining and validating the rules database, we performed a simulation of prediction the
default rate in a period of 2 years and a half. Since we have a probability as an output, we had
to apply the Monte Carlo method to generate random numbers and get real results from the
simulations and confront them against the real values [30].
6.1. Simulation procedure
We used the database shown in table 10 to perform simulations on any record for every invoice
which was supposed to be paid. The fuzzy system would give an expected date and amount
to be received. So we applied for a given record some calculations using equations 19, 21 and
22 to get probabilities of payment within a day, a week and a month. With the Monte Carlo
method, we have gotten a number of random values to be applied in the probability distribu‐
tion as shown in the equations 21 and 22. If that random number would be greater less than
the corresponding probability value, calculated in the equations 21 and 22, it means the debt
has been paid.
The algorithm for the simulation was defined as follows.
Then, we performed simulations to predict:
• the default rate of customers
• the future revenue within a short period (a month)
• the revenue within a long term (a year)
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For every accounting record not yet
written off, evaluate using the fuzzy
system the probability density for
payment

Update the
simulation date
No
No

Yes

Every accounting record is assigned
a random number by the Monte
Carlo Simulation

Did we get to the final simulation
date

Did we run all of the
records
No

Does the random number indicate a
write off of the record?

Yes
Write off the corresponding
accounting record

Yes

Figure 10. Flowchart of the simulation

6.2. Prediction of the default rate
The default rate is assumed to be the percentage of invoices that are delayed or paid after the
due date:
DR ( t ) =

åAO

i

"PDi > DDi and DDi < t

åAO

i

(26)

"DDi < t

where DR(t) is the default rate at the date t.
Then we applied the Fuzzy system to give an expected percentage of invoices that were about
to be paid after due date, and compared to what happened in fact. We repeated the experiments
100 times, in order to have more accurate values. The results are outlined in table 12.
Amount

Estimated Payment

Estimated

Date

...

...

...

03/12/12

03/12/12

190.0±15.0

46±40 days after

314.25

20/12/12

01/02/13

330.0±20.0

12±4 days after

Houth

160.00

11/10/12

10/10/12

150.0±10.0

2±1 days after

19041

York S.

195.00

19/09/12

03/12/12

190.0±15.0

46±40 days after

19045

N. Shots

149.00

06/09/12

13/09/12

180.0±20.0

7±5 days after

19048

Net Sol.

1081.22

11/11/12

12/11/12

1050.0±100

6±1 days after

19062

Yamada

225.00

09/12/12

05/04/13

200.0±20.0

68±43 days after

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Id

Client

...

...

19027

Amount

Due Date

Payment Date

...

...

York S.

195.85

19028

Bennetts

19033

Received

Table 12. Some results from predictions. Correct estimations are bolded.
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The following plots show how the default rate is predicted from the Fuzzy system over time.
One data series is the actual default rate per month, and the other is the average prediction
after simulating a 100 times.

Figure 11. Prediction of the Default Rate

By applying this procedure, one can infer the revenue over a period, using the expected amount
to be paid as the output value in addition to the expected date of payment. The expected
revenue is then set to be:
PERi = PEPRi + DRi *ERi

(27)

where
PERi is the Predicted revenue for the period i
PEPRi is the Predicted revenue from past periods of period i
DRi is the default rate for period i
ERi is the original expected revenue for period i
6.3. Forecasting revenue
We processed the results from the default rate prediction and built several snapshots out of
the simulations to forecast the revenue over each period by taking into account recent real
records up to the current period.
The results are outlined in the plots shown in figure 12.
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6.4. Long term simulations
To calculate how much the enterprise expects to receive in the long term, we performed
random simulations on the probabilities given by the fuzzy system for the whole period. By
checking the history for each client until the present moment in the simulation, and an
estimative of when this client will pay is obtained. For validation we compared the predicted
default rate against the real default rate that happened in the period. The system was validated
with a 12 month period simulation using past values for 100 times. This strategy was able to
give a prediction of the default rate with an 80% accuracy.

Figure 12. Bar charts comparing the expected, real and predicted revenue for one year

As can be seen, the fuzzy system has learned the expert’s knowledge, therefore acting as a
process expert and releasing them from the task of analysing, judging, and change the chosen
values, then becoming able to do other activities.

7. Discussions and conclusion
The results produced by this initiative show how the default issue can be addressed by the use
of Fuzzy Systems. The default in the economy is a serious problem, and although this problem
cannot be solved easily, the facility to predict it can prevent bad clients to buy services for
which it is not able to pay. Moreover, the Fuzzy System can be used to infer and forecast a
more accurate cash flow, instead of traditional approaches.
One important advantage of this fuzzy system to forecast defaults is that it needed just a little
piece of information to predict when a given customer would default a payment and under
which probability. The simulation using quantitative techniques such as Monte Carlo method
turned out a good estimation because of the stochastic nature of this process. Many models of
the probability of default rely on statistical methods to infer the probabilities. This is an
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interesting option when there is little data available on the customers to forecast default or
bankruptcy by taking into account TTC probabilities.
The system has been applied in an Accounting System having aided financial analysts with
predictions on cash flow and liquidity. One drawback of this system though is the lack of good
predictions on new clients’ transactions, but even in these cases the predictions are within the
margin established by the fuzzy sets. However these results can be improved by performing
risk and credit analysis or taking into account more information from the clients in the fuzzy
system.
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Chapter 2

Applying Fuzzy Logic to Understanding Driving Modes
in Real Road Environments
Toshihisa Sato and Motoyuki Akamatsu
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/59438

1. Introduction
Driving a vehicle is a task in which the environment and the situation are changing in real
time. The driver controls the vehicle on the road and manages spatial distance to a preceding
vehicle, pedestrians, or other stationary or moving obstacles, while travelling from an origin
to a destination. The driver must pay attention to objects around the vehicle in addition to the
road environment (e.g. road alignment, traffic signals, and traffic signs). The result may be a
high workload for the driver.
Advanced driver-assistance systems have been developed over a long period of time in order
to enhance road safety and decrease driver workload. Some systems present information that
helps the driver recognize a route to the destination and traffic conditions near the driver’s
vehicle. Other systems provide the driver with warnings regarding possible collision with a
lead vehicle or a stationary vehicle, and lane departure warnings. Automatic control systems
to avoid collisions (e.g., automatic braking just before a rear-end collision when a lead vehicle
suddenly slows down) have been installed in several passenger cars. Recently, autonomous
vehicle controls have been developed, and field operational tests using such systems have been
planned or have already begun [1].
A key issue for implementation and popularization of advanced driver-assistance systems is
human-centered design for information and warning presentations and self-control systems
[2,3]. Human-centered design is expected to enhance drivers‘ acceptance of the information
provided and system-paced operations. The presentation and control algorithm, which adapt
to a driver’s typical driving behavior, might contribute to realizing human-centered design for
driver-assistance systems. However, driver acceptance is not ensured when the system
presents assistance information at the same timing as the driver’s usual maneuver or when
the system controls the vehicle in the same manner as the driver’s usual time-course stabili‐
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zation. Most drivers do not objectively understand their own behavior, and they might not
understand that the control methods of the assistance systems are similar to their own control.
Greater margins for the driver’s operational timing and input (e.g., the driver’s onset of braking
and the driver’s maneuvers to avoid collisions) will be necessary when driver-assistance
systems are developed based on a driver’s usual behavior.
1.1. Task difficulty while driving
The difficulty of a driving task is determined by the interaction between driver capability and
task demand. The driver adjusts the task difficulty, which is calculated by subtracting the
capability from the task demand. The task-capability interface model suggests the concept of
task difficulty controls in driving [4]. When task demand exceeds driver capability, task
difficulty is so high that the driver cannot complete the driving task. This condition may lead
to a collision or a loss of control. When capability exceeds demand, the task is easy and the
driver successfully accomplishes it. Figure 1 presents the concept of task difficulty adjustment.
The driver’s capability is maintained and the task demand is decreased in order to maintain
the driver’s capability above the task demand.
D>C Higher task difficulty
Failure of task completion

C>D Lower task difficulty
Success of task completion

Task Demand(D)
Influencing factors
 Operational

features of vehicle (control
characteristics, size of vehicle body,
information display, etc.)
 Road environments (visibility, road
surfaces, curve radii, road signs and
signals, etc. )
 Traffic conditions (solo-driving, carfollowing, congestion, etc.)
 Interaction with other road users
(slowing down of a lead vehicle,
crossing of pedestrians, etc.)
 Driving behaviors (choice of driving
speeds, choice of headway distances,
control of acceleration, etc.)

Driver’s Capability(C)
Influencing factors

 Aptitude

for driving
style
 Driving skill
 Physical characteristics
 Cognitive characteristics
 Resource allocation
 Physical and mental states
 Driving

Figure 1. Interaction between task demand and driver capability

The task demand and the driver’s capability are influenced by several factors. The task demand
is determined by the operational features of the vehicle, environmental factors including the
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road environment and traffic conditions, and interactions with other road users. Different
passenger cars have different operational features. The road environment includes visibility
and road surfaces changed by the weather, curve radii, and road signs and signals. Traffic
conditions differ with the number of vehicles, pedestrians, and bicycles near the driver’s
vehicle; and the movements of other road users influence task demand. Task demand is also
influenced by driving behavior, including control of driving speed, headway distance, and
acceleration. For example, shorter headway distance leads to higher task demand and requires
higher driver capability of paying attention to the movement of the lead vehicle. In contrast,
greater headway distance leads to lower task demand; thus, the possibility of rear-end collision
is lower even when the driver does not allocate many resources to the driving task. The
important point in the task-capability interface model is that the driving task demand can be
controlled by the driver’s own driving behavior.
The driver’s capability is constrained by aptitude for driving, driving style, driving skill, and
physical and cognitive characteristics (e.g., physical reach, reaction time, and information
processing capacity). It is also constrained by resource allocation. More concentration on the
driving task enhances the driver’s capability, and distracted driving decreases the driver’s
capability. The driver’s physical and mental states, including fatigue and drowsiness, also
impact the driver’s capability and can vary at different times while driving.
1.2. New concept of driver-assistance systems: Reduction of usual task demand
Figure 2(a) presents a typical driving area in the two-dimensional space of task demand and
driver capability. The typical driving area has some range because both the task demand and
the driver’s temporary capability change according to driving conditions. For example, task
demand increases when a lead vehicle suddenly decelerates and the headway distance
decreases while following the lead vehicle. However, task demand decreases when driving
with no other vehicles around the driver’s vehicle on a straight road with wide traffic lanes.
A driver allocates more resources when changing traffic lanes or overtaking a vehicle, leading
to higher driver capability. When a driver glances at objects irrelevant to the driving task, the
driver’s temporary capability decreases.
Conventional driver-assistance systems that are now installed in passenger cars assist drivers
when the task demand suddenly increases and/or the driver’s capability decreases. The vertical
dashed arrow and the horizontal dashed arrow in Figure 2(b) suggest these situations. The
sensors installed in the vehicle detect situations in which task demand suddenly increases due
to an immediate change in traffic conditions (e.g., sudden deceleration of a lead vehicle or a
traffic jam after a sharp curve) [5]. The vertical dashed arrow shows the change of the task
demand in such situations.The camera monitoring the driver’s face detects situations in which
the driver’s capability decreases temporarily due to a glance off the road or a decrease in the
driver’s awareness level [6]. The horizontal dashed arrow shows the change of the driver’s
capability in these situation. The assistance systems support safe driving by providing the
driver with warnings or by operating the vehicle automatically.
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Fig. 2. Concept of conventional and proposed driver-assistance systems in the task demand
and driver capability space

Figure 2. Concept of conventional and proposed driver-assistance systems in the task demand and driver capability
space

When the base of the driving task demand is lower during usual driving, sudden changes in
traffic conditions may not increase task difficulty because the driver’s capability remains
higher than the temporal task demand. In addition, the driver can maintain driving safety by
reducing the base of the task demand even when the driver is tired or sleepy and the driver’s
capability decreases temporarily. Figure 2(c) presents the concept of new driver-assistance
systems that promote driving with lower task demand. This new system may contribute to
reducing driving risk: the possibility of entering the area where task demand is above driver
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capability, which potentially underlies normal drives. It is essential to clarify how drivers
control task demand while driving and to apply the control method of task demand in order
to develop the proposed driver-assistance systems. We need mathematical modeling techni‐
ques to understand driving behaviors based on the behavioral data.
1.3. Applying fuzzy logic to detecting and understanding of driver behavior
Several research studies have conducted to investigate differences in the driving behavior
within and between drivers. Driver states, including a fatigue, a vigilance, and a frustration,
are one aspect of the dynamic changes of the individual driver’s behavior in a wide sense.
These conditions were measured by physiological signals [7-9]. Pattern recognition techniques
(e.g., Neural Network Model, Hidden Markov Model, ARX (AutoRegressive with eXogenous)
Model) have been applied to driving behavior data, contributing to recognizing and identify‐
ing characteristics of the drivers‘ behaviors [10-12].
In this chapter, we use fuzzy logic to clarify typical driving behavior and behavior with low
task demand. A driver recognizes the physical conditions around the vehicle. Human
cognition and recognition are subjective and ambiguous. Drivers feel as if they are traveling
fast or are late according to road traffic conditions, even at the same speed. For example, drivers
feel as if they are driving faster when they accelerate to 40km/h after driving very slowly due
to a traffic jam. However, they feel as if they are traveling slowly when they drive on an urban
street at 40km/h after driving at 100km/h on a highway. Therefore, traditional controls using
a deterministic equation (e.g., PID controller) cannot tell the difference between usual driving
and driving with low task demand. Deterministic controls operate pedals or the steering wheel
in order to adjust the relationship between the current value and the desired value in a physical
space. The driver’s perception of driving states in a physical space (e.g., feelings of speed and
of relative distance) change according to road conditions and traffic situations. The control
algorithm should be changed based on the conditions around the driver’s vehicle, in order to
adjust the task demand so as to maintain a low level.
The fuzzy logic model constructs if-then rules in divided regional spaces and combines several
rules to the representation of input-output relationships [13]. Enabling appropriate control
rules according to road traffic conditions contributes to determining the driver’s perceived
demand while driving. Additionally, fuzzy logic controls correspond to linguistic controls.
This model describes driving operations using linguistic terms. Model construction using
ordinary language is suitable for estimating the driving mode in real road-traffic environ‐
ments.
We introduce a case study using fuzzy logic to clarify driving modes, focussing on carfollowing behavior. Fuzzy logic car-following models were developed by the Transportation
Research Group at the University of Southampton [14,15]. These models were applied to
behavior data collected on a real bypass in Japan. The input-output relationship estimated by
the fuzzy logic model was used to understand differences among car-following behaviors in
different driving modes. We compared car-following behavior in a driver’s usual manner with
the behavior observed in low task-demand conditions.
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2. Case study: Applying the fuzzy logic car-following model to clarify carfollowing behavior with low task demand
Drivers adjust headway distances according to the relative speed of a lead vehicle. Figure 3
presents an example of typical car-following behavior. The data were obtained from field
experiments using an instrumented vehicle. The horizontal axis denotes the headway distance
between the driver’s vehicle and the lead vehicle, and the vertical axis denotes the relative
speed of the lead vehicle (the positive relative speed means that the lead vehicle drives faster
than the driver’s vehicle). Drivers attempt to maintain a preferable following headway. When
the speed of the lead vehicle increases and the relative distance to the lead vehicle increases
(Figure 3 (1)), the driver accelerates in order to maintain the desired following distance. The
speed of the driver’s vehicle increases (i.e., the relative speed becomes negative) and the
headway distance decreases (Figure 3 (2)); the responses of headway distance occur a few
minutes later, due to the driver’s response time. When the headway distance decreases to less
than the desired distance, the driver decelerates and the relative speed increases. The distance
between the two vehicles again opens (Figure 3 (3)). These cycles continue in a car-following
situation, and car-following behavior is depicted by several spirals in a plot of headway
distance and relative speed.
The lead vehicle drives faster
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Figure 3. Typical car-following behavior in the plot of headway distance and relative speed

2.1. Fuzzy Logic car-following model
The concept of the fuzzy logic car-following model includes a description of the driver’s
acceleration in the divided headway distance and relative speed spaces. The relationship
among acceleration, headway distance, and relative speed is depicted in a natural manner
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Figure 5. Structure of the fuzzy logic car-following model

The input-output relationship is estimated using fuzzy sets that are described by membership
functions. This study uses a Sugeno inference system [21], a Gaussian membership function,
and a constant output membership function. The initial fuzzy inference system uses the grid
partition method. The membership functions of each input are evenly assigned in the range
of the training data. The parameters of the fuzzy-inference system are then estimated using a
combination of back-propagation and least-square methods. The parameters of input mem‐
bership functions are estimated using back propagation in each iteration, in which the
differences between training data and model output are propagated backward and the
parameters are updated by gradient descent. The parameters of output membership functions
are updated in a forward pass using the least-square method. Parameter optimization is
repeated until a given number of iterations or an error reduction threshold is reached. The
defuzzification method is a weighted average. See reference [22] for details of the fuzzy logic
car-following model, including input variable validation and model validation.
2.2. Data collection in real road traffic environments
Two methods are used to collect driving behavior data in a real road environment: using a
private car and field experiments using an instrumented vehicle. A simple driving recorder
system is installed in the private car that the participant owns and uses in daily living. This
recorder system collects the driving behavior data of the owner. This method contributes to
recording naturalistic behavior data. A famous research project is the 100-Car Naturalistic
Driving Study by the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) [23]. This study suggested
the actual conditions of Heinrich’s law in the real road traffic environment and the actual
occurrence rate of distracted driving of ordinary drivers. One shortcoming is that most drivers
do not always drive on the same road, so this research concept is not suitable for investigating
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the influence of road traffic environments on the individual driver’s maneuvering and
controlling.
An instrumented vehicle is equipped with various sensors to record the vehicle‘s driving status
and the driver’s operations of the pedals and steering wheel. Instrumented vehicles were
developed in the 1960s and 1970s, mainly in the USA and in Sweden [24-26]. In Japan, a driving
behavior database was constructed using four instrumented vehicles, 92 drivers (33 females)
of various ages, and measurement drives for 10 to 40 days per driver [27]. The advantage of
using an instrumented vehicle is an easy analysis of driving behavior data collected on the
same road, contributing to an evaluation of the impact of traffic conditions on the individual
driver’s behavior under the same road conditions.
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Driving
recorder
system

CCD camera for
recording rear scene

CCD camera for
recording front scene
CCD camera for
recording a traffic lane

D-GPS sensor
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Steering and lever sensors
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Driving recorder system
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CCD camera for
recording driver’s face

Laser radar to record relative distance and
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Laser sensors to detect the position of driver’s
right foot (cover of the accelerator or brake pedal
without pressing)

Figure 6. Sensors and driving recorder system of the AIST instrumented vehicle.

Figure 6 presents an overview of the AIST instrumented vehicle used to construct the driving
behavior database [28]. Sensors installed in the vehicle include a speed sensor, G-sensor and
gyro sensor, a D-GPS sensor, steering and lever sensors and laser radars. Five CCD cameras
are used to record visual images outside and inside the instrumented vehicle. The recorder
system is fixed in the trunk of the vehicle in order to encourage natural driving behavior in
measurement drives. The car-following behavior data introduced in this chapter was also
collected using the same vehicle.
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2.3. Data collection of driving behavior with low task demand
The experiment drive was made once a day for a total of 15 drives. The participants were
instructed to drive in their usual manner (typical driving) for seven trials, and to drive to
prevent accumulated fatigue and in a more relaxed manner (driving with low task demand)
for the other eight trials. The drives with high task demand would require higher resource
allocation to the driving task, and higher concentration on driving would lead to an accumu‐
lation of fatigue. Therefore, preventing fatigue while driving corresponds to a condition in
which drivers should control task demand by performing driving operations that do not
exceed their capability, where their capability is temporarily low due to the instructions.
Eight drivers (four females and four males) participated in the field experiments. The average
age was 37.6 years (25 to 51 years), the average driving experience was 15 years (5 to 33 years),
and the average annual mileage was 16,000km (8,000 to 30,000km).
Figure 7 depicts a road section used for analysis of car-following behavior with different
driving modes. The target road was a one-lane bypass and two different directions. There were
several oncoming vehicles, including buses or trucks in the opposite lane. The length was
1.8km (about 2 min drive). We focused on only drives with a lead vehicle, excluding the data
during drives without a lead vehicle on the target section.

To goal of driving route

From start of driving route
Figure 7. Photo and maps of the road in the analysis of car-following behavior.
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2.4. Results
Table 1 presents the number of traces and the data length of the data collection, which were
inputted into the fuzzy logic model specification. One trace was defined as a situation in which
a driver followed a lead vehicle for more than 20sec. There is a total of 24 traces in the typical
driving and 30 traces in the driving with low task demand. The two driving modes have similar
data length (typical driving: 20.03min, driving with low task demand: 19.11min).
Performance of fuzzy logic model estimation is usually evaluated using the root mean square
error (RMSE) of the model prediction:

RMSE =

N ^
∑ ( Y i - Y i) 2

i=1

(1)

N

where Ŷi is a predicted value using the fuzzy logic model at time increment i, Yi is raw data at
time increment i, and N is the number of data. Table 1 shows the results of the RMSEs calculated
in the typical drive and in the drive with low task demand, respectively. The RMSEs between
the predicted acceleration and the measured data in the estimated fuzzy logic car-following
model were 0.24m/sec2 in the typical driving and 0.23 m/sec2 in the driving with low task
demand. These indicate a satisfactory model-to-data fit compared to other real-world data [14].
Additionally, the results are similar to the errors calculated in the other car-following data on
the same road section [22].

Results of data collection

Results of fuzzy logic
model estimation

Driving mode

Traces

Data length (min)

RMSEs (m/sec2)

Typical driving

24

20.03

0.24

Driving with low task demand

30

19.11

0.23

Table 1. Data volume in the fuzzy logic model specification and the results of the RMSE

Figure 8 presents relative speed-acceleration mapping resulting from the fuzzy logic model
estimation. We focus on the relationship between relative speed and acceleration in order to
analyze the dynamic aspects of car-following behavior. When the distance between vehicles
is increasing, acceleration in drives with low task demand is lower than that in typical drives.
When the driver’s vehicle approaches the lead vehicle, deceleration of driving with low task
demand is less than that of typical driving.
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Figure 9 presents the distribution of time headway (THW) (relative distance between the lead
vehicle and the driver’s vehicle divided by the driving speed of the driver’s vehicle). Although
the distribution of THW is not a result estimated from the fuzzy logic, this suggests the static
aspects of the car-following behavior [29]. Distribution is defined as proportions of the time
when drivers take the relevant THW to the total time while driving on the target road section.
The graph shows the longer headway distance to the lead vehicle in drives with low task
demand. Here, 15% of the data are located in the category of more than 5sec.
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2.5. Discussion
2.5.1. Understanding of driving modes
Drivers‘ acceleration and deceleration were lower when they were conscious of preventing
fatigue while driving than when driving in the usual manner. Drivers are not sensitive to
movement of the lead vehicle under low task demand conditions, and they do not control the
vehicle tightly according to the acceleration or deceleration of the lead vehicle. Comparison of
THW distributions suggested that drivers allowed greater headway distances when driving
with low task demand. Greater headway distance permits the driver’s moderate controls
observed in the relative speed and acceleration mapping.
This finding is supported by the control methods of task demands while approaching an
intersection with a traffic light [30]. We compared behavioral data when driving in the driver’s
typical manner and when driving under instructions to prevent fatigue by driving with low
task demands. The target situation was approaching and stopping at intersections with red
traffic lights. The differences between the two driving modes were found in driving speed,
headway distance, accelerator pedal operation, or brake pedal operation. Drivers behaved so
as to maintain a margin for the movements of a lead vehicle, in order to reduce the task
demands. Our findings in the data analysis of the behaviors approaching the intersections
support the results described in this chapter. Our findings suggest that longer spatial distance
to a preceding vehicle contributes to reducing the task demands.
THWs of more than 5sec suggest that drivers maintain their desired driving speed and do not
follow the driving speed of the lead vehicle. This finding indicates that the driving situation
changes from car-following to solo-driving. Drivers often change the driving situation and
choose an easy driving task in order to reduce driving task demand.
2.5.2. Advantage of fuzzy logic car-following model
The fuzzy logic can develop smooth relations between the input and output spaces. We
calculated averages of the drivers‘ acceleration in the following categories: when the relative
speed between the lead vehicle and the driver’s vehicle was from -2 to -1.5 m/sec2, from -1.5
to -1 m/sec2, from -1 to -0.5 m/sec2, from -0.5 to 0 m/sec2, from 0 to 0.5 m/sec2, from 0.5 to 1 m/
sec2, from 1 to 1.5 m/sec2, and from 1,5 to 2 m/sec2. Figure 10 presents the results of our
calculations.
The deceleration of typical driving in the category of “-1.5 ~-1 m/sec2“ exceeded that of driving
with low task demand. The acceleration of typical driving in the category of “1.5 ~2 m/
sec2“ exceeded that of driving with low task demand. These results were similar to those
obtained from the estimation of the fuzzy logic car-following model (Figure 8). However, the
deceleration when the relative speeds were “-2 ~-1.5 m/sec2“and “-1 ~-0.5 m/sec2“and the
acceleration when the relative speeds were “1~1.5 m/sec2“ were almost the same between the
two driving modes. We cannot understand the driving behavior when the drivers reduce the
task demand based on Figure 10, because the averaged accelerations in some ranges of the
relative speeds does not indicate definite differences between when driving in the drivers‘ typ‐
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ical manner and when driving with low task demand. Linear approximation of the averages
suggests the tendencies similar to the fuzzy logic model estimation, while the details of the
differences in the relative speed and acceleration mapping between the two driving modes are
not described; e.g., the gradient of the acceleration in the range of “1~2 m/sec2“was almost the
same between the two driving modes, although the values of the driving with low task demand
were lower than those of the typical driving.
Multivalued logic of the fuzzy membership function, contrast to the concept of two-valued
logic, contributes to formulating smooth mapping from inputs to output values. If-then
statements in the fuzzy logic are described using natural language, leading to not so large of
the partition numbers of the inputs (e.g. “closing+“, “closing“, “zero“, “opening“, and
“opening+“ in the relative speed in this study). The fuzzy operation based on the moderate
partition numbers of the Gaussian membership functions could avoid an overfitting to the
data collected on a real road.
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3. Comparison of factors influencing a driver’s acceleration under carfollowing conditions
In the development of fuzzy logic car-following model, several candidates of behavioral data
indices were applied to the fuzzy inference system estimation [15]: headway distance to the
leading vehicle, THW, inverse of time to collision (time to collision (TTC) is calculated by the
headway distance divided by the relative speed between the lead vehicle and the driver’s
vehicle), etc. Model estimation tests using a single variable, a combination of two variables,
and a combination of three variables were tried. The trials had many numbers because of the
large number of all possible combinations. The results confirmed that drivers employed a
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combination of headway and relative speed for their control strategy in a car-following
situation. Distance divergence and relative speed were selected as the inputs of the carfollowing model. Car-following behavior for typical drives and drives with low task demand
were compared assuming that drivers control the vehicle acceleration based on the same
information regarding speed matching and headway matching.
The Bayesian network model would be useful in investigating the behavioral index automat‐
ically and comprehensively, when we hypothesize that drivers change information for vehicle
control in order to manage task demand. The Bayesian network model is a stochastic model
that focuses on causal networks between multiple parameters using a set of variables and a
set of direct links between variables [31]. The connection in the Bayesian model presents a
conditional probability between objective and explanatory variables, indicating a quantitative
relationship between variables. The direct link between A and B suggests that the two variables
are strongly related: data distribution of variable “A“ changes according to variable “B,“ and
vice versa.
We constructed Bayesian network models using the same data sets as when constructing the
fuzzy logic car-following model. The Bayesian models were applied to the data for each driving
mode (typical drives and drives with low task demand). The following indices were candidates
that have influences on driver’s acceleration while following a leading vehicle.
• Speed of driver’s vehicle
• Speed of the leading vehicle
• Headway distance
• Relative speed
• THW
• Inverse of TTC
• Distance divergence
• Angular velocity: Calculated using the approximate formula of “width*Relative speed/
Headway distance2”, where the width of the lead vehicle is assumed to be 2.5m.
Figure 11 and 12 present the results of the Bayesian network model estimation. AIC (Akaike
Information Criterion) was applied as the criteria when assessing the relations between
variables [32]. The two estimated Bayesian models suggest that drivers use the same behavioral
indices for acceleration control between in typical driving and in driving with low task
demand. “Distance divergence“, “Relative speed“, and “Speed of the driver’s vehicle“ influ‐
ence the driver’s acceleration. “Distance divergence“ and “Relative speed“ were the same as
the input variables of the fuzzy logic car-following model. Thus, Bayesian network model
estimation contributes to searching for the behavioral index influencing the driver’s operations
within all data sets collected in real road traffic environments.
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Figure 12. Bayesian network model estimated using the behavior data in driving with low task demand
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Differences between in the two driving modes were found in the relationships between the
candidates other than the factors influencing the acceleration. “Inverse of TTC“ has no parents
in the Bayesian network model of the typical driving. This item influences “Angular velocity“,
“Relative Speed“, and “THW“, however, no factors have an influence on “Inverse of TTC“.
The drivers might determine the speed and manage the headway distance based on the inverse
of TTC which indicates the possibility of collision while following the leading vehicle [33]. On
the other hand, “Speed of the driver’s vehicle“ has no parents in the Bayesian network model
when driving with low task demand. The speed of the driver’s vehicle influences the most
factors: “Acceleration“, “Distance divergence“, “THW“, “Headway distance“, and “Speed of
the leading vehicle“. This item might be a determinant when judging how to follow a lead
vehicle in order to reduce the task demand. This result supports the change of the driving
situation from car-following to solo-driving. Drivers focused on keeping their preferred
driving speed when they reduced the task demand, leading to changing the driving situation
by themselves.
The Bayesian network model would not be appropriate for clarifying the driver’s dynamic
operations such as acceleration response according to the movements of the lead vehicle. The
relationship between input and output variables is determined using conditional probability,
indicating that data were categorized in the model estimation. The category number and range
of one category in the data categorization are key factors in the model development. The data
volume in the categorized area directly affects the model‘s estimation performance. Sufficient
data volume cannot be necessarily collected in all of the categories when behavior data are
recorded in real road traffic environments. In the fuzzy logic model, if-then rules are also
developed in the categorized area. The fuzzy relationship in the total spaces combined for each
categorization shows a robust estimation ability.

4. Conclusion
This chapter introduces a concept of task demand controlling and describes the application of
fuzzy logic to understanding the difference of the driving behaviors between in usual drives
and in drives with low task demand. Conventional driver-assistance systems provide a driver
with assistance information and warnings or automatically control the vehicle when the
systems detect a sudden change of the task demand. We proposed a new concept of driver
assistance systems that reduce the base of the usual task demand.
The fuzzy logic, non-linear and linguistic rule-based modelling technique, is suitable to
describe the difference of the time-series behavior between in the different driving modes. The
fuzzy logic car-following model was applied to clarify the car-following behavior with low
task demand. The fuzzy logic model evaluates the degree to which a driver accelerates
according to the relation between the preceding vehicle and the driver’s vehicle. The driver
controls longitudinal acceleration moderately under low task demand conditions, both when
the relations between the two vehicles are opening and closing. Taking long headway distances
and moderate controlling of the vehicle, which is not sensitive to movement of the lead vehicle,
are essential to develop the assistance systems for keeping lower task demands in usual drives.
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Bayesian network model, representing causality between variables using conditional proba‐
bilities, was used to select factors influencing a driver’s acceleration control while following a
lead vehicle. The Bayesian model estimated that the drivers control the vehicle based on a
combination of speed matching and headway distance matching strategy, corresponding with
the findings obtained from the development of the fuzzy logic car-following model. The
detailed insight about the Bayesian model structures implied that the decision-making factors
for how to follow a lead vehicle are different between in typical driving and in driving with
low task demand. The fuzzy logic model would contribute to evaluating a dynamic aspect of
human controls and the Bayesian network model would contribute to understanding the
human decision-making process.
We will investigate the driving behaviors on the other driving scenes in further study. Turning
at intersections will be a next issue. Behaviors with low task demand should be clarified when
drivers prepare for making a turn while approaching an intersection as well as when they
make left or right turns at the target intersection.
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Chapter 3

Application of Fuzzy Logic Control for Grid-Connected
Wind Energy Conversion System
Jianzhong Zhang and Shuai Xu
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/59923

1. Introduction
Recent years have seen rapid development in wind energy across the world due to rising
pollution levels and worrying changes in the global climate [1]. China is the world’s largest
investor in wind energy and has set ambitious targets for renewable energy. At the end of 2012,
the installed capacity of wind farms in the world had reached 282.5 GW, an increase of 19%
compared with 2011. Wind power may become China’s third most important power resource
by 2020, with an expected installed capacity of 200 GW [2].
In the variable-speed wind-energy conversion system (WECS), wind turbines can operate as
close as possible to optimal speed to realize maximum power point tracking (MPPT) for
various wind-speeds [3-6]. To take advantage of the higher energy capture and increased
system compliance available from variable speed operation, power electronics interfaces must
be provided between the machine terminals and the grid. The back-to-back pulse width
modulation (PWM) converter-based power electronic interface is a suitable option for the
generator in wind-power applications, where the permanent magnet (PM) generator can offer
high efficiency and high power density. These advantages make it very attractive for variable
speed WECS, as shown in Figure 1 [7-10].
Two power electronic converters have to be co-operatively controlled to keep a constant
direct current-link (DC-link) voltage. The voltage source of the DC link enables both PWM
converters to operate at high efficiency. The generator-side converter keeps the wind
turbine-generator system operating at an overall optimal level by controlling the genera‐
tor torque and adjusting the reactive power exchanged between the rectifier and the
generator. The grid-side converter plays an important role in the control of power transfor‐
mation and power quality [7].

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and eproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Figure 1. Variable-speed wind-energy conversion system

This book chapter presents the significance and effectiveness of the fuzzy-logic-based control
strategies for grid-connected WECS in solving the fluctuation of DC-link voltage. The chapter
is organized as follows. Firstly, the model of the grid-connected PWM converter is presented,
and the DC-link voltage fluctuation is analysed. Secondly, three fuzzy-logic-control (FLC)based control strategies are proposed for the DC-link voltage control. Finally, a simulation
model of WECS is constructed by using the MATLAB/Simulink tool, where the steady- and
transient-state performances of the proposed fuzzy-logic-based controllers are simulated and
compared.

2. Model of grid-connected PWM converter
The simplified three-phase PWM converter is shown in Figure 2. Because the inductance
parameters have better ability in current harmonic suppression than the L filter in the same
case, the LCL filter is adopted in the WECS [5].

DC link
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Inverter bridge

AC-side
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i dc
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u ic
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ua
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Figure 2. The simplified three-phase PWM converter

The three-phase symmetrical system can be expressed by the single-phase equivalent circuit,
as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Single-phase equivalent circuit of PWM converter

The voltage balance equation, according to the single-phase equivalent circuit shown in Figure
3, can be written as follows:
éua ù
é ia ù
éia ù éuia ù
dê ú
ê ú
ê ú ê ú
u
L
i
R
=
+
×
ê bú
êib ú + êuib ú
dt ê b ú
êuc ú
ê ic ú
ê ic ú êuic ú
ë û
ë û
ë û ë û

(1)

Under the synchronous rotating coordinate system, ignoring the resistance voltage drop and
assuming that dωg/dt=const, we can obtain the following model:
éud ù
d éid ù é R -wg L ù éid ù éuid ù
ú×ê ú + ê ú
ê=
ú L ê ú+ê
R úû êë iq úû êëuiq úû
dt êë iq úû êëwg L
êëuq úû

(2)

The converter system can be expressed as an ideal switch model, and the AC-side phase to
ground voltage of converter is given as
ì
udc
=
(2SA - SB - SC )
ïuia
3
ï
udc
ï
( -SA + 2SB - SC )
íuib =
3
ï
udc
ï
ïuic = 3 ( -SA - SB + 2SC )
î

(3)

where Sk = 1 (the upper bridge turns on, the lower bridge turns off); Sk = 0 (the upper bridge
turns on, the lower bridge turns off), k = A, B, C. The DC-link voltage and the current of
converter is expressed as
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ì dudc
ïCdc = idcg - idc
dt
í
ïi = S i + S i + S i
A a
B b
C c
î dc

(4)

3. Wind-energy extraction and DC-link voltage fluctuations
The mechanical power of the wind turbine extracted from the wind is
Pw = 0.5C p ( b , l ) r Au 3

(5)

where ρ is density of air, A is area swept by blades, υ is wind-speed, Cp is the power coefficient
of the wind turbine, β is the blade pitch angle and λ is the tip speed ratio.

Generatorside
converter

idcg

icp

Cdc

idc
Grid-side

udc converter

Figure 4. Diagram of DC-link capacitor

The back-to-back PWM converter is composed of a grid-side converter, a generator-side
converter and a DC-link capacitor. The mechanical power is transferred into electrical power
by the PM generator and output to the generator-side converter. From the diagram of the DClink capacitor shown in Figure 4, the relationship between the DC-link voltage of the capacitor
and the current can be obtained as
i=
Cdc
cp

dudc
= idcg - idc
dt

(6)

where Cdc is the capacitance of the DC-link capacitor, udc is the DC-link voltage of the capacitor,
idcg is the current of the generator-side converter output to the DC link, and idc is the current
output to the grid.
At low wind-speed below the rated condition, the PM generator is supposed to work in MPPT
strategy. Then, for a well-designed generator-side control system, a simple model for the
generator-side converter may be used where the electrical power injected to the DC link is
proportional to the cube of the wind-speed, as follows:
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Prc = udc idcg = ku 3

(7)

where k is the factor related to the wind turbine system. The injection current idcg can be
expressed as
idcg =

ku 3
udc

(8)

where the current idcg inputs to the DC link and affects the DC-link voltage variations.
In the back-to-back PWM converter of the WECS, the power is transferred between the
generator-side and the grid-side converter. Ignoring the power losses of the power electronic
devices and supposing the DC-link voltage constant, the input power from the generator-side
converter should be equal to the output power of the grid-side converter:
Prc = Pgc

(9)

where Pgc, Prc are the instantaneous power of the grid-side converter and generator-side
converter.
Due to the stochastic wind-speed in the natural condition, the power absorbed by the wind
turbine is dynamically varied and transferred from the generator-side converter to the gridside converter. Then, the DC-link capacitor is used as energy buffer and the instantaneous
power of the DC-link capacitor is given as
Pc = udc icp = Cudc

dudc
dt

(10)

where icp is the current of the DC-link capacitor. The variation of the instantaneous power will
generate the current of the DC-link capacitor, according to equation (10). As a consequence,
the DC-link voltage is fluctuated, where the voltage fluctuation is proportional to the imbal‐
anced power flow between the generator-side converter and grid-side converter during the
dynamic regulation of the WECS. Here, the current balance equation is as follows:
idc = idcg - icp =

du
kv 3
- Cdc dc
udc
dt

(11)

By combining (4) and (11), the relationship between the AC-side current and DC-link voltage
of converter can be expressed as
iaSA + ibSB + icSC =

du
kv 3
- C dc
udc
dt

(12)
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It can be seen in (12) that the DC-link voltage ripples will inevitably influence the waveforms
of the grid-side current. In the actual operation of the WECS, the turbulence of the wind will
generate dynamic power variations and increase the DC-link voltage ripples. This will result
in deterioration of power quality on the grid side, and the DC-link voltage control strategy
thus becomes an important issue for the WECS. Recently, several DC-link voltage control
strategies have been proposed and applied in the WECS [11-13]. In the following parts, fuzzylogic-based as well as traditional PI-based DC-link voltage control strategies are described and
simulated in the MATLAB/Simulink environment. Simulation results are discussed and
compared to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control strategies.

4. Traditional PI-based control strategy
The mathematical model of continuous-time linear PID controller in position form is described
as
u(t ) = K( e(t ) +

1
Ti

t

ò e(t )dt + T

d

0

de(t )
)
dt

(13)

where e(t) is the error input signal, K is a gain, Ti is integral time, and Td is derivative time. In
some application fields, full PID control is sometimes not desired, to some extent. This is
because the derivative term tends to amplify noise, which should be avoided when applied
for the voltage source inverter (VSI). When Td is set to zero, the PID controller becomes a PI
controller. Hence, the incremental form of the PI controller is described as
u(t ) = K( e(t ) +

1
Ti

t

ò e(t )dt )
0

(14)

The corresponding discrete-time position form is described as
u(n) = K( e(n) +

n
T n
e(i )) = K p e(n) + Ki å e(i )
å
Ti i = 0
i =0

(15)

where T is the sampling period. Kp, Ki are the proportional gain and integral gain of the PI
controller, respectively.
The PI controller is often used in the incremental form, which calculates change of the controller
output. Note that at time n-1,
1) K( e(n - 1) +
u(n - =

n -1
T n -1
)) K p e(n - 1) + Ki å e(i )
e(i=
å
Ti i = 0
i =0

(16)

The PI controller has the advantages of simple structure, good stability, and high reliability,
and is especially suitable for the established accurate mathematical model of the control
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system. The PI controller has been widely applied to the control system of the WECS. The
control block diagram of a traditional PI-based vector control strategy for the grid-side
converter is shown in Figure 5. The grid-side converter is controlled with a vector decoupling
control strategy and the grid voltage orientation. The active power and reactive power can be
independently controlled with the double closed-loop strategy, where the outer loop is the
DC-link voltage controller and the inner loop is the current controller [13].
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Figure 5. Traditional PI-based vector control strategy

5. Fuzzy logic control strategies of grid-connected converter
Since the PI control depends on the precise mathematical model, the PI control performance
becomes poor when there is disturbance of the system parameters or stochastic variations of
wind-speed. Moreover, the setting of parameters for the controller is difficult since an accurate
mathematical model is usually hard to obtain. It should be noted that a complex system is often
composed with characteristics of non-linear, large time lag, uncertainty and time-variance. In
this case it is impossible to obtain a precise mathematical model. An important branch of
intelligent control, fuzzy logic control is an intelligent control method which uses fuzzy rule
sets and linguistic representation of a human’s knowledge to control a plant. The fuzzy logic
technology has been widely applied in many control fields, and positive control effects have
been obtained [14-20].
The essence of FLC is in converting expert knowledge of the related fields and the experience
of skilled operators into language rules, implementing the complex system control by using
fuzzy reasoning and fuzzy decision-making.
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Figure 6. Direct fuzzy logic control strategy

In this part, three FLC-based control strategies are proposed for the DC-link voltage control
to reduce the DC-link voltage ripples, where the PI controller is kept for the current inner loop
and the controller of the outer loop is substituted by FLC in the double-closed loop control
system of the WECS.
5.1. Direct FLC
Rule-based FLC is useful when the system dynamics are not well known or when they contain
significant non-linearities, such as with wind containing large turbulence. FLC applies
reasoning similarly to the way in which human beings make decisions; the controller rules
thus contain expert knowledge of the system. The structure diagram of the direct FLC-based
control strategy is shown in Figure 6.
The design process for a FLC consists of (i) determining the inputs, (ii) setting up the rules,
and (iii) designing a method to convert the fuzzy result of the rules into output signal, known
as defuzzification. The input and output membership functions are shown in Figure 7 and
Figure 8, respectively. Triangular symmetrical membership functions are suitable for the input
and output, which give more sensitivity especially as variables approach zero value. The width
of variation can be adjusted according to the system parameters [15].
The proposed FLC method is based on the DC-link voltage deviation from the reference value
∆udc and the variation δ(∆udc) during a sampled time; it is given as follows:
ìï
Dudc = udc - udcref
í
ïîd ( Dudc ) = Dudc (n) - Dudc (n - 1)

(17)
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where udcref is the referenced DC-link voltage.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Membership functions of FLC: (a) input signal error of the DC-link voltage; (b) input signal variation of DClink voltage
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Figure 8. Membership function of output signal variation of reference d-axis current

In the proposed FLC system, nine fuzzy sets have been considered for variables: negative big
(NB), negative medium big (NMB), negative medium (NM), negative small (NS), zero (ZE),
positive small (PS), positive medium (PM), positive medium big (PMB), and positive big (PB).
The rules of the FLC are shown in Table 1.

δ∆udc

∆udc
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PM
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ZE
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PS

PM

PM

PMB
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Table 1. Rules of the FLC
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Figure 9. Fuzzy-adaptive-PI-based vector control strategy

5.2. Fuzzy adaptive PI control
Based on new theory and new technology, fuzzy adaptive control is an effective method to
solve the problem of PI parameters’ online self-tuning. The idea of fuzzy adaptive PI control
is combines a conventional PI controller with FLC. On the one hand, it has adaptive ability,
which enables it to automatically identify the controlled process parameters, set control
parameters, and adapt to the changes of process parameters. On the other hand, it also has the
advantages of the PI controller, such as simple structure, high reliability and familiarity to
practical engineering-design personnel [21-26].
The block diagram of fuzzy adaptive PI control is shown in Figure 9. The DC-link voltage
control loop consists of one conventional PI controller and one online fuzzy inference calcu‐
lation. The calculation part is actually a FLC. The PI parameters are modified online by using
the fuzzy rules, and then the fuzzy adaptive PI controller is constructed.
The design process for a fuzzy adaptive PI controller consists of four parts: (i) determining of
inputs and outputs, (ii) reasoning of fuzzification and fuzzy logic, (iii) defuzzification, (iv)
parameters’ online self-tuning of PI controller.
a.

Inputs and outputs determining

The inputs of the FLC are the deviation e (e=Udcref-udc) and the rate of the deviation ec. The inputs
are continuously checked and calculated by the FLC, and then the parameters of the PI
controller are adjusted online by using the fuzzy logic rules in order to achieve optimal
parameters. As the inputs of FLC in fuzzy adaptive PI controller, error e and error change rate
ec can satisfy the requirements of PI parameters’ self-tuning at different times.
The input signals have seven membership functions, while the outputs each have seven
membership functions. The design of the input membership functions of variables is shown
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Input membership functions of fuzzy language variables (a) e (b) ec

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Output membership functions of language variables (a) ΔKP (b) ΔKi

in Figure 10. The membership functions of the proportional gain Kp and the integral gain Ki
are designed as shown in Figure 11.
The fuzzy set domain ranges of input and output variables are obtained by simple calculation
of normalization. The fuzzy set domain of input variables are set as
e, ec = { − 3, − 2, − 1, 0, 1, 2, 3} and the fuzzy set domain of outputs ΔKP, ΔKi are set as (-0.6, 0.6)
and (-0.06, 0.06) respectively.
The corresponding fuzzy sets of input and output variables are set as
e , ec , DK P , DKi =
{NB, NM , NS, Z , PS, PM , PB}

(18)

where negative big (NB), negative medium (NM), negative small (NS), zero (Z), positive small
(PS), positive medium (PM), positive big (PB) refer to the fuzzy sets’ means.
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b.

Fuzzification and fuzzy reasoning

All the fuzzy variables obey the normal distribution. The fuzzy inference system uses Mam‐
dani type, as follows:
If e is A and ec is B , then u is c
The fuzzy logic rules of the output variables are shown in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively.
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Table 2. Fuzzy logic rules of ΔKP
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Table 3. Fuzzy logic rules of ΔKi

c.

Defuzzification

Defuzzification involves designing a method to convert the fuzzy results of the rules into
output signals. The weighted average method is adopted to obtain accurate FLC output. The
weighted average method is described as follows:
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n

u0 =

å u m (u )
i =1
n

i

i

(19)

å m (u )
i =1

d.

c

c

i

Parameters’ online self-tuning of PI controller

The proposed PI parameters’ self-tuning seeks to find out the fuzzy relationship between two
parameters of PI and the inputs of FLC. In order to implement the FLC algorithm of the grid
connected in a closed loop, the DC-link voltage udc is sensed and then compared with the
reference DC-link voltage Udcref. In order to meet the control parameters of different require‐
ments for different e and ec, the deviations e and ec are continuously checked and calculated by
the FLC, and then the parameters of the PI controller are adjusted online by using the fuzzy
rules in order to achieve an excellent dynamic and static performance of the WECS. Parameters’
self-tuning is based on fuzzification results processing, fuzzy reasoning and defuzzification.
In order to achieve the purpose of online regulation, the work flowchart of parameters’ online
regulation is given in Figure 12.
The parameter regulation formula of the PI controller is
ìïK=
K p* + DK p
p
í
Ki * + DKi
ïîK=
i

entrance

sampling

Δu dc =u dcref-u dc

dΔu dc (k)/dt=Δu dc (k)-Δu dc (k-1)

Δu dc (k-1)=Δu dc(k)

Figure 12. The flow chart of parameters’ online regulation

(20)

Δu dc (k) dΔu dc (k)/dt
fuzzification

ΔK p

Kp

Δki Revise

K i caculation

PI controller output

return
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5.3. Double-loop FLC
The block diagram of the double-loop fuzzy logic control strategy is shown in Figure 13. As
with the previous FLC control strategies, the outer control loop of the DC-link voltage is
substituted. The structure of the double-loop control scheme is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 13. Double-loop fuzzy logic control strategy
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Figure 14. Double-loop control scheme for variable-speed WECS

It can be seen that the control system is divided into low-frequency and high-frequency loops.
The low-frequency loop typically incorporates the slow variation of the wind energy, and its
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task is to track the optimal operating point. The high-frequency loop utilizes small-signal
perturbations about the operating point, determined by the low-frequency loop. The highfrequency loop captures the transient behaviour excited by the high-frequency and turbulent
component of the wind.
The FLC is applied in the high-frequency loop to eliminate or reduce the dynamic error of the
DC-link voltage due to the dynamic characteristics of the WECS. The inputs of the FLC are the
deviation of DC-link voltage (∆udc) and the rate of the deviation δ(∆udc). Meanwhile, the PI
controller is used to eliminate static error between the average DC-link voltage and the
reference DC-link voltage. Then, the steady-state characteristics of the system can be improved.
The double-loop FLC can reduce the ripples of the DC-link voltage significantly and improve
the performances of the WECS. In this case a smaller capacitor may be used for the DC link
and a more compact WECS may be achieved.

6. Simulations
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control strategies and evaluate the per‐
formance of the control system, a simulation model of WECS is constructed by using the
MATLAB/Simulink tool. The simulation model of the WECS is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Simulation model of the WECS

The wind model is essential to obtain realistic simulations of the power fluctuations in the
power production of the wind turbines. Hence, to investigate the steady-state and transient
performance of the controller under different circumstances, different wind models are
studied, namely a step wind model and a stochastic wind model.
At low wind-speed below the rated condition, the PM generator is supposed to work in an
MPPT strategy. For a well designed generator-side control system, a simple model for the
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Figure 16. Simulation model of direct FLC with PI controller

generator-side converter may be used where the electrical power injected to the DC link is
proportional to the cube of the wind-speed. The parameters of the proposed PM generation
system are shown in Table 4.

Parameters

Values

Rated power

3000 W

Rated line to line voltage

380 V/50 Hz

LCL filer

Lg=3.4 mH, Li=6.9 mH, Cf=2.04 µF, Rd=11 Ω

DC-link capacitor

390 µF

Outer-loop PI controller

kp=40, ki=150

Inner-loop PI controller

kp=0.2, ki=250

Table 4. Parameters of the proposed PM generation system

6.1. Simulation results of direct FLC
The model of FLC is shown in Figure 16, where the PI controller is also included for compar‐
ison. By changing the value of the switch, one of the FLC and PI controllers may be selected.
a.

Step wind model

The injected current idcg of the step wind model is shown in Figure 17, where the initial current
is 2.14 A and the final current is 4.28 A. The simulation results are shown in Figure 18 and
Figure 19.
Figure 18 shows the results of the PI controller, where much large DC-link voltage fluctuation
can be seen. The dynamic adjust time of the PI controller is much longer than that of the direct
FLC. The results in Figure 19 reveal nearly no voltage fluctuation, and that the voltage ripple
is reduced significantly.
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Figure 18. Simulation results of step wind model for PI controller: (a) DC-link voltage variations; (b) grid-side currents.
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Figure 19. Simulation results of step wind model for direct FLC: (a) DC-link voltage variations; (b) grid-side currents.
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b.

Stochastic wind model

The stochastic wind model is shown in Figure 20(a) and the injected current is shown in Figure
20(b). In order to observe the DC-link voltage fluctuations, the simulation time is set to only
two seconds. The simulation results of the PI controller and FLC are shown in Figure 21 and
Figure 22, respectively, where larger voltage variations are shown for the PI controller than
for the FLC.
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Figure 20. Stochastic wind model: (a) wind-speed; (b) injected current to DC-link
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Figure 21. Simulation results of stochastic wind model for PI controller: (a) DC-link voltage variations; (b) grid-side
currents.
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Figure 22. Simulation results of stochastic wind model for direct FLC: (a) DC-link voltage variations; (b) grid-side cur‐
rents.
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The comparisons of the DC-link voltage ripples are shown in Table 5, where the DC-link
voltage ripple is expressed as ∆udc/udc.

Wind model

DC-link voltage ripples △udc/udc(%)
PI controller

Direct FLC

Step wind

2.86

0.17

Stochastic wind

2.0

0.16

Table 5. Comparisons of the DC-link voltage ripples

According to the injected wind model simulation, it is shown that the FLC has less voltage
fluctuation and ripples than the PI controller. This will improve the dynamic performance of
the WECS. Considering all the stochastic natural wind, the FLC seems much more suitable for
the DC-link voltage control in the wind power generation system than the traditional PI
controller. It should be noted that the simulation time is limited to two seconds for stochastic
wind model. However, according to the van der Hoven wind spectrum, wind turbulence can
occur on the level of tenths of seconds to several minutes. So, the DC-link voltage ripples may
be increased a little both for the PI controller and the FLC, if the longer simulation time is used.
6.2. Simulation results of fuzzy adaptive PI controller
The simulation model of fuzzy adaptive PI controller is shown in Figure 23. Firstly, the fuzzy
adaptive PI controller and PI controller are compared under the same wind model conditions
as are shown in Figure 20.

Figure 23. Simulation model of fuzzy adaptive PI controller

The DC-link voltage variations under the PI control and the fuzzy adaptive PI control are
shown in Figures 24(a) and 24(b), respectively. It can be seen that the DC-link voltage is
fluctuated with the same tendency according to the stochastic wind, and the voltage ripples
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are very large. The fuzzy adaptive PI controller can restrain the fluctuation and reduce the
voltage ripples effectively.
In order to investigate the transient performance and robustness of the fuzzy adaptive PI
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Figure 24. DC-link voltage variations: (a) with PI controller; (b) with the fuzzy adaptive PI controller
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Figure 26. DC-link voltage variations: (a) with PI controller; (b) with fuzzy adaptive PI controller
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Figure 25 shows a current suddenly injected into the DC-link at 0.8 to 0.9 seconds. In this case
a sudden jump of DC-link voltage occurs in the PI control system, as shown in Figure 26(a).
However, only very small fluctuation is seen in this period for the fuzzy adaptive PI controller,
as shown in Figure 26(b). The DC-link voltage under fuzzy adaptive PI control has very little
ripples and the adjust time is very fast, meaning the WECS has quick dynamic response and
good transient performance. Figure 27 shows the three-phase grid-side current with PI
controller and fuzzy adaptive PI controller, respectively.
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Figure 27. Three-phase grid-side current: (a) with PI controller; (b) with fuzzy adaptive PI controller

It can be seen in the simulation results that the fuzzy adaptive PI controller shows better
performance than the PI controller. The performance might be improved by adjusting the
parameters of the PI controller. However, it is hard to balance the overshoot and dynamic
response at the same time. By incorporating the PI with the FLC, namely the fuzzy adaptive
PI, the transient adjustment time is decreased significantly and the overshoot is greatly reduced
through online self-tuning of the parameters of the PI controller.
6.3. Simulation results of double-loop FLC
The simulation model of the double-loop FLC is shown in Figure 28. Here a mean block is
designed to obtain the component of the low-frequency loop.
Firstly, the double-loop FLC and the PI controller are compared under the conditions of the
stochastic wind model. The injected current of the stochastic wind model is shown in Figure
20. The DC-link voltage variations under certain wind models are simulated and the results
show that large DC-link voltage ripples are obtained with the PI controller, while the DC-link
voltage hardly fluctuates in double-loop FLC, as shown in Figure 29.
In order to investigate the transient performance of the proposed double-loop FLC, the
stochastic wind model with step mean wind-speed at 1.0 seconds is simulated, as shown in
Figure 30. The mean wind-speed is 13 m/s during the period 0~1 seconds and 7 m/s during the
period 1~2 seconds. Figure 31 shows the simulation results under the stochastic wind model.
The DC-link voltage shows a negative jump at 1.0 seconds in the case of the PI controller, while
in the case of double-loop FLC, DC-link voltage fluctuation is hardly observed.
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Figure 31. DC-link voltage variations: (a) with PI controller; (b) with double-loop FLC

6.4. Comparisons of fuzzy based control strategies
Three FLC-based control strategies are simulated and compared with the traditional PI
controller. Simulation results reveal that the FLC-based controllers have a better dynamic
response. In this part, three fuzzy-based control strategies are simulated and compared with
each other under different wind models.
a.

Step wind model

The same step wind injection model as shown in Figure 17 is used for FLC-based controllers.
The simulation results are given in Figure 32. It is shown in Figure 32(b) that the fuzzy adaptive
PI has the largest voltage overshoot. This is because the adaptive PI controller is essentially a
PI regulator. Similar characteristics of the PI controller are seen in the fuzzy adaptive PI
controller. However, the dynamic-response performance is greatly improved by the FLC loop,
which is shown in Figure 32. The dynamic regulation time is short in all the fuzzy-based control
strategies. It should be noted that steady error exists for direct FLC, as shown in Figure
32(a), where the voltage in infinite time is not the same as in the time before disturbance
occurring.
Compared with the direct FLC, the double-loop FLC has the least voltage overshoot, as shown
in Figure 32(c), which makes it the most ideal control strategy for the WECS. However, the
double-loop FLC also has a more complicated structure and more complicated algorithms than
the direct FLC.
b.

Sudden injected energy

The performances of the FLC-based control strategies are compared under sudden injected
energy. Figure 33 shows the injected current to the DC-link due to supposed sudden wind
changes, where two cases, namely sudden positive and sudden negative injected current, are
considered. The simulation results are presented in Figure 34 to Figure 36. It is shown that both
the injected energy disturbances at 0.9 to 1.0 seconds lead to a dynamic process for the three
FLC-based control strategies, where the direct FLC has the poorest performance. The latter
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Figure 32. Simulation results of step wind model: (a) with direct FLC; (b) with fuzzy adaptive PI controller; (c) with
double-loop FLC
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Figure 33. The injected current to the DC-link; (a) positive;(c)
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control strategies, namely fuzzy adaptive PI and double-loop FLC, have nearly the same DClink voltage ripples during the simulation; however, the double-loop FLC has smaller steady
voltage error in the disturbance period.
c.

Stochastic wind model

Figure 37 shows the injected current of a stochastic wind model with mean wind-speed 7
m/s. The simulation results are presented in Figure 38. Similar results may be obtained where
the dynamic DC-link voltage fluctuation is large for the direct FLC. Furthermore, the direct
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FLC has the largest steady voltage errors during the whole simulation period. Considering the
voltage fluctuations between the fuzzy adaptive PI and the double-loop FLC, the latter shows
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Figure 34. DC-link voltage variations with direct FLC: (a) positive; (b) negative
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Figure 35. DC-link voltage variations with fuzzy adaptive PI controller: (a) positive; (b) negative
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Figure 37. Injected current of stochastic wind model
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Figure 38. Simulation results of (a) direct FLC; (b) fuzzy adaptive PI controller; (c) double-loop FLC

7. Conclusions
The turbulence of the wind model will result in dynamic power variations and increase the
DC-link voltage ripples, which will deteriorate the grid-side power quality. The traditional PI
control strategy is discussed and three fuzzy-based control strategies for DC-link voltage
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control are proposed in this chapter. The simulation models are constructed in a MATLAB/
Simulink surrounding and simulations and comparisons between the different control
strategies are carried out, where different wind models are used.
The simulation results show that the three fuzzy-based control strategies have better dynamicand steady-state performances than the traditional PI controller when the stochastic wind
model is considered. Due to the good dynamic and robustness of fuzzy logic control, the fuzzylogic-based control strategies may be much more suitable for DC-link voltage control in the
WECS than the traditional PI controller. Considering only the fuzzy-based controller, the fuzzy
adaptive PI controller has the largest voltage overshoot during the disturbance, while the
dynamic adjustment time is as short as other FLC. The direct FLC has small steady error under
disturbance while the fuzzy adaptive PI and double-loop FLC have none. Since the doubleloop FLC has fast dynamic response, limited voltage overshoot, and small DC-link voltage
ripples in the stochastic wind model, it is supposed as the best choice for the DC-link voltage
control of the WECS. However, the double-loop FLC has more complicated structure and
algorithms than the direct FLC.
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1. Introduction
Modern automation systems are equipped with multitude of intelligent electronic devices
(IEDs) – sensors and actuators that can be remotely accessed, monitored or controlled. These
various components within the system form an interrelated network of elements. From a
layered architecture standpoint, every device/application/module/sub-system (hereafter
referred to as component) provides some services to a certain group of components, while
receiving services from some others. These components are all prone to incidents (hereafter
referred to as failure), either internally due to natural faults and malfunctions, or externally
due to natural causes or cyber intrusions. Clearly, in a web of interconnected components,
failure or degradation of each one can affect the performance of those receiving its services,
and ultimately impact the availability and integrity of the underlying automation system.
Therefore, for efficient operation of such a system, the operator has to ensure that the impact
of a component’s degradation or failure on the rest of the system is determined as quickly as
possible, so that he/she knows what part(s) of the system can continue operating as is, what
parts are conditionally operational, and what others cannot continue operating reliably and
should be terminated or disconnected from the rest of the system. This indicates a measure of
trustworthiness for the overall system and its components. In small systems, with few interde‐
pendent components, this task is rather trivial. However, an increase in the number of system
components or the dimensionality of interdependencies among them can exponentially
complicate matters. Although experienced operators and/or automated mechanisms exist in
automation systems that can handle individual applications, a uniform solution that can
analyze the aftermath and range of impact of a failure does not exist.
The objective of this article is to devise a solution for system-wide situational awareness. Our
goal is to identify how the impact of a failure is spread across the automation system, and what

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and eproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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components have been affected by it and to what extent. This capability should be a crucial
aspect of modern automation systems, since system complexity often prevents the operators
from visual and/or heuristic inspection.
We propose a scheme based on graph-theoretic fuzzy cognitive maps (FCM) that, in the event
of internal or external failures in one or more components in the system, is able to identify the
range of fault activation, and indicate what other components have been (or will be) affected
by it most. This provides additional situational awareness for the system operator and allows
him/her to isolate untrustworthy functions and applications as soon as possible. To make the
solution less dependent on usually subjective human knowledge, the map of interdependen‐
cies is developed in two phases:
a.

Building one-step-ahead local relationships based on expert knowledge and qualitative
data

b.

Graph-theoretic importance analysis for global impact assessment

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a review of the literature on
situational awareness in automation systems. The basic concepts behind FCM and design
challenges are discussed in section 3. The proposed methodology and proof-of-concept
simulation results are presented in sections 4 and 5 respectively. Section 6 discusses some
practical considerations of the proposed methodology, while its adaptability aspect is briefly
discussed in section 7. Finally, conclusions appear in section 8.

2. Situational awareness — State of the art
Situational awareness in a system may relate to various aspects such as spatial, mission,
resource or crew awareness [1]. Whenever the system needs to process and interpret a large
number of data points, situational awareness becomes more vital. In large-scale automation
systems, the size and complexity of the network poses its own unique challenges. While during
normal conditions, operators may show relatively high situational awareness, their awareness
level drops following disturbance onset [2], which is when responsiveness and effective
decision making is needed most. This has been attributed to elements such as attention
narrowing, memory trap, workload fatigue, data overload and complexity creep [3].
Traditionally, the notion of situational awareness in automation systems has tied in closely
with the concept of state estimation (SE). Using the measurements available from across the
system, SE algorithm tries to find the set of system states (for example, voltages at various
nodes in a power system) that statistically fits this set of measurements best [4]. In order to
complete the picture of the system operating condition, extensive research was conducted on
estimating the network topology through identification of topology errors [5, 6], which led to
the introduction of the concept of generalized state estimation [7] that presented a unified
solution for SE using both network measurements and system topology data. To efficiently
deal with the large size of the problem, research has been conducted on developing distributed
state estimation solutions for large multi-area systems [8-10].
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In conjunction with SE techniques, situational awareness solutions have also been developed
making use of alarms and signals. However, even the simplest failures in an automation
systems could lead to tens to hundreds of alarms brought to the attention of the system operator
[11], which echoed the need to convert this raw data to easily-interpretable information for the
human operator. The early approaches for this purpose were in the form of organizing and
prioritizing alarm messages [12]. Some authors suggested techniques for priority and grouping
schemes [13], which were later improved by using Boolean algorithmic and rule-based expert
system techniques [14, 15]. However, these modified approaches were still difficult to imple‐
ment for large systems, and lacked adaptability and flexibility. The trend therefore took a turn
towards more powerful intelligent techniques such as artificial neural networks [14, 16], fuzzy
systems [17-20], neuro-fuzzy systems [21], genetic algorithm [22] and Tabu search [23] among
others.
In parallel to these efforts, many researchers have focused on developing awareness solutions
by improving system observability. For instance, in power system automation schemes this
has been achieved by adopting additional system-wide dynamic measurements through
Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) [24, 25], which can then be used for disturbance event
detection and analysis [26, 27]. Also, data visualization tools have been proposed to assist
system operators with emergency situations [28-30].
With the advent and large-scale deployment of advanced sensors, the focal point of some
researchers shifted towards developing methodologies for sensor data fusion, sensor data
interpretation and knowledge extraction, and linking them to operator situational awareness
[31, 32].
Although many of the solutions proposed in the literature succeed in providing situational
awareness and vigilance for the system operator, some aspects are missing and require more
research:
• Many of these techniques assist the operator in narrowing down and interpreting events,
but are unable to provide information on the breadth (range of impact) and depth (how
severely other system components are affected) of the event,
• Event detection and identification is the first step towards awareness, but post-event
mitigation requires a measure of “trustworthiness” of the rest of the system,
• Many of the methodologies proposed in the literature are application-specific, and cannot
be readily applied to all systems,
• Some of the situational awareness solutions proposed in the literature use the concepts of
supervised and unsupervised learning to build a logical model for the system under study,
where historical data on the past incidents are used to construct and train the model.
However, in most practical systems, training data related to past events are not available.
Even if they are, they are likely to be recorded in a qualitative and application-specific
format,
• Finally, most approaches for sensor data integration and fusion treat the data points at the
same level of importance, whereas in large-scale systems different data from different
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components may have dissimilar importance for the overall performance of the system or
the underlying application.

3. Graph-theoretic based approach
3.1. Basic idea
Cognitive maps were introduced in the 1970s to represent social scientific knowledge [33].
These were signed directional graphs (digraphs) where a positive link from vertex j to vertex
i would indicate that j causally increases i, whereas a negative link would mean the reverse is
true (Fig. 1). In this context, the indirect effect of vertex j on vertex i over a path Pq is negative if
the number of negative signs (of the edges of Pq) is odd, and is positive otherwise. The total
effect of j on i would then be negative if all the indirect effects (over all possible paths) are
negative, positive if all indirect effects are positive, and indeterminate otherwise. It is safe to
assume that in most real-world applications beyond a trivial level of complexity, the indeter‐
minate case happens more frequently.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of FCM with generic vertices and edges.

To further improve the computational capabilities of cognitive maps, Kosko [34] introduced
fuzzy cognitive maps which assigned fuzzy weights to the edges connecting vertices. This
allowed for determining the impact of vertices on one another based on the concepts of general
fuzzy t-norm and t-conorm operators (minimum and maximum). Within this context, the
indirect effect of vertex j on vertex i over a path Pq is defined as the minimum edge weight
along that path, and the total effect of j on i would be the maximum of all indirect effects. In
other words, the indirect effect represents the weakest causal link in a path connecting two
vertices and the total-effect would be the strongest of the weakest links.
Later versions of FCM used algebraic equations to determine the value of each vertex based
on the influence of the interconnected vertices (Fig. 2) [35].
This way, the state (value) xi of vertex i at any point in time is defined as:
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where ui represents the excitation level of vertex i, wij is the weight of the edge connecting j to
i, and function f ( ) is the threshold function defined, common choices being sigmoid or
hyperbolic tangent. In matrix form, the state vector X of the FCM can be expressed as:

X ( t + 1) =
f [W×X ( t )],

(2)

where W is the weight matrix.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of FCM with weighted edges.

3.2. Challenges with FCM
In a prior work, the author developed FCMs to model and analyze the interdependencies of
typical power substations and to assess the impact of non-idealities in data quality on the
overall performance of the system [36]. However, the maps were built manually based on
expert knowledge, and it was shown that even for a simple system, the resultant FCM could
become rather complex, which makes its manual derivation less feasible. One of the main
challenges in this regard is how to assign weights to different edges of the graph. Traditionally,
this has been done using expert knowledge. Some researchers have proposed modified
techniques to measure the agreement between weights proposed by different experts [35], or
assigning weights based on majority vote among experts [37]. To help automate the process
further, some have used the notions of in-degree and out-degree of a vertex [38], the centrality
(total degree) of the vertices [34], or concepts such as the key vertex [39] and the closeness
(similarity) of relations between the states of two vertices i and j [40]. Alternatively, others have
focused on methodologies for training the FCM and updating its weights [41].
While many of these techniques have proven effective in certain applications, they may fall
short when applied to automation system situational awareness. First and foremost, it is often
easy for human experts to identify and analyze local relations and interdependencies, but for
large systems, an objective global system-wide analysis is difficult to obtain, and is likely to
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become subjective. Moreover, in practice, an expert might be very knowledgeable in certain
parts of the system, but not necessarily in all parts. Adopting training techniques to adjust the
weights can solve the problem; however, its success largely depends on the availability of
comprehensive sample data on system integrity related to past incidents, which is often not
the case. Even if this data is available, it is not necessarily quantified and is likely to be
qualitative, again subject to human interpretations.

4. Proposed methodology
4.1. Overview
Accordingly, the approach put forth in this article seeks a solution that takes advantage of the
expert knowledge on local interrelations, but then modifies it towards a global perspective
using the features of the abstract graph. The FCM is first formed based on the flow of data and
communication services that exist between different components. The weights are then
developed in a semi-automated fashion through three steps:
1.

Using an expert system to determine the initial weights of the edges based on the short
range (1-step ahead) dependencies of components,

2.

Initial weights are then adjusted using the abstract centrality of the vertices (with no
knowledge of the criticality/type of their services),

3.

Weights are further tuned based on the relative number of paths from each vertex to the
(user-defined) critical ones.

It should be noted that our proposed approach does not require conducting experiments on
the system. Instead, it relies on the existing structure of the interdependencies and relations
between different components as well as the expert knowledge (likely to be limited and local)
on the criticality of these relations. As such, this methodology takes advantage of the graphtheoretic concepts that govern the automation system.
4.2. Assumptions
In developing the proposed solution, several assumptions have been made: Both external and
internal faults have been considered; however, it is assumed that the faults are operational
type (and not development faults [42]). Moreover, failure in service content is considered only,
and not in its timing. Furthermore, dependability of components on one another has been
analyzed in terms of availability and integrity.
Without loss of generality, notion of quality has been attributed to the services provided by
different components in accordance with the quality attribute defined in IEC 61850 which is
developed for utility automation systems [43]. Here, validity is defined as the main identifier
of the quality attribute that determines the existence or lack of an abnormal condition of an
acquisition function or source of information. Validity may be marked as good, invalid or
questionable. An enumerated list detail quality further elaborates the reason for an invalid or
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questionable value. This list of identifiers includes items such as overflow, out of range, bad
reference, old data, inconsistent, inaccurate, etc. [43].
While the quality attribute provides valuable information for the operator, in many cases
converting this information to useable data is not straightforward. For instance, the standard
considers the client to be responsible for determining whether or not values marked ques‐
tionable should be used. Moreover, the impact of each data value on the partial or overall
performance of the substation in part depends on the interconnection of the protection, control
and measurement functions within the system, which requires a methodology for measuring
the propagation of bad data within these functions.
4.3. Algorithm
4.3.1. Step 0 — Initializing the FCM
To initialize the structure of the FCM, various components in the system are first modeled as
the vertices of the graph. Any physical or logical component can be replaced by a vertex. The
flow of data and services between these components determines the directional edges that
interconnect the vertices. Data may refer to metering data, alarm signals, setting data, and
suchlike. Services may refer to actuation signals, control commands, set-point adjustments,
and data retrieval commands, etc. The directions of the edges are determined based on the
notion of client and server. In other words, FCM edges connect servers (providers of data and
services) to clients (users of data and services).
4.3.2. Step 1 — Local weight initialization
In the first step, an expert system is used to determine the initial weights. The weights derived
this way would be short-sighted, i.e., the impact of each component on the very next one can
be quantified relatively accurately, but the precision is expected to decline as the depth of
impact of the component increases. The rational adopted here is based on how a vertex B uses
the services from vertex A (see Table 1).
Criticality

Definition

Classification
Very critical

B only receives services from A

(very high)
Critical (high)

B receives services from multiple components (including A), where no component can fully
replace or replicate the services provided by A (i.e., no redundancy)

Semi-critical

B receives services from multiple components (including A), where services provided by A can

(medium)

be partially replaced or replicated by another component (i.e., partial redundancy)

Non-critical

B receives services from multiple components (including A), where services provided by A can

(low)

be fully replaced or replicated by another component (i.e., full redundancy), or when services
provided by A are not essential for B to function

Table 1. Classification of edge relations A → B
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Without loss of generality, weights 1.0, 0.7, 0.4 and 0.1 have been chosen to indicate very critical,
critical, semi-critical and non-critical edges respectively. The reader should note how the
definition proposed here is purely local, with no system-wide impact in mind.
4.3.3. Step 2 —Weight update based on graph structure
Centrality of a vertex indicates how connected it is to the rest of the graph, and can be used as
a measure of importance, since it shows the number of vertices in the graph that are related to
this vertex. Centrality C of a vertex is defined based on the notions of its in-degree and outdegree. For a vertex i [38]:
n

n

j =1

j =1

od(i ) = å | w ji |, id(i ) = å | wij |

(3)

C(i ) = od(i ) + id(i )

(4)

However, in this article in order to decouple the expert system based weight derivation in step
1 (which can be subjective) from weight update in the current step, the notion of abstract
centrality is used instead as shown in [44]. Here, the importance (centrality) of vertices will be
derived based on abstract in-degree and out-degree as proposed in (5):
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å h( w
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(6)

The previously derived weights will therefore be adjusted based on the abstract centrality
C*(i) of each vertex i, in such a way that outgoing edges from vertices with high centralities
will be further strengthened:

ˆ i ))
"j : w*=
w ji (1 + b × C(
ji

(7)
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where β is a learning rate parameter (heuristically chosen here to be 0.20) and Ĉ represents the
normalized abstract centrality based on the range of [C*min, C*max] values of all abstract centralities.
4.3.4. Step 3 — Weight update based on relation to critical vertices
Here, the severity of the relationship between vertices and the ones identified as critical (by
the operator) are quantified. Definition of critical vertices is application specific. In automation
systems, for instance, critical vertices could be defined as those taking an “action”, e.g.,
protection relays, switch controllers, etc. In a graph with k critical vertices, the severity of the
relationship between vertex i and the set of critical nodes is defined as:

Si = åå
k

p

1
p
(i ,k )

L

(8)

where Lp(i,k) is the length of the pth path that connects vertex i to vertex k. To maintain decoupling
from step 1, calculation of the length of the paths should ignore the weights of the edges in
between. In this article, the length is defined as the number of intermediate vertices along the
path. Severity is then used to update the weights:
*
"j : w=
w ji (1 + h × Si )
ji

(9)

where η is the learning rate parameter.
4.4. Discussion
It can be seen that relative independence is ensured between the three steps of the algorithm.
This is necessary, because part of the information that is obtained from the expert system is
subjective, and should not interfere with the other two steps that are graph-dependent.
Validation of the FCM output can be done using the historical data on past failures in the
system. Of course, if desired, part of the historical data can be used for updating the weights,
as shown in [44]. Here, the available data can be divided into independent training and testing
batches to evaluate the efficiency of the training algorithm. However, training using historical
data is not adopted here due to the fact that its availability in sufficiently large scale is often
unlikely.

5. Case study
The system studied in this article is a modified version of the IEEE 34-bus test distribution
system [45]. For the purpose of this study, the system has been expanded by adding fixed and
switched capacitors, reclosing switches, distributed generation (DG) units, on-load tap
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changer (OLTC) with line drop compensation (LDC), and various metering IEDs across the
feeder and the laterals (Fig. 3).
It is assumed that the system is equipped with advanced distribution automation (DA) system
consisting of functions for conservation voltage reduction (CVR), voltage and var control
(VVC), electric service restoration (RES), and DG dispatch. These interrelated functions share
services from different devices:
• CVR: receives voltages from end-of-lateral meters (V6 and V7 in this example) and based on
the current through the OLTC I1 and the substation voltage V1 regulates the LDC settings
so that no voltage across the system drops below ANSI low. It also receives relevant data
from VVC.
• VVC: controls the settings of the tap changers T2, T3 and switched capacitors CS1, CS2 in order
to minimize the losses. The capacitor switches are equipped with Point-on-Wave switching
scheme. The function consults the network configuration, itself being updated based on the
statuses of the reclosing switches among other things.
• RES: manages the reclosing switches R1, R2 and R3 across the system in the event of a
disturbance. For proper performance, the function is updated based on the output of the
DG units DG1 and DG2, and the power flow meters at certain locations of the feeder, i.e., I1,
I2, I3 and I4.
• DG Dispatch: regulates and manages the power generated by the DG units DG1 and DG2
based on economic and environmental considerations, as well as requirements from the RES
function.
It can be seen that even this simple example portrays various levels of interdependencies
between different DA applications, to an extent that they make visual assessment of system
integrity very difficult, if not impractical. The initial structure of the FCM for the system in
Fig. 3 has been developed based on the presumed interrelations (flow of data and communi‐
cation services) between different components (Fig. 4).
The arrows shown in the diagram denote the direction of impact/dependence, i.e., A → B
indicates that services of A have an impact on B. Each vertex in the FCM is assumed to have
a linguistic state space of {failed (not trustable), questionable, low confidence, not verified,
healthy}, which without loss of generality has been quantified as {1.0, 0.7, 0.4, 0.2, 0.0}. The
choice of numbers might sound counter-intuitive to the reader, but it is necessary here, since
the proposed FCM models the chain of “failures” in components. The weights of the FCM are
first initialized based on the logic in Table 1. They are then adjusted based on the abstract
centrality of the vertices according to (7). Finally, they are updated according to (9). For the
purpose of this algorithm, critical vertices have been assumed to be VVC, DG Dispatch and
RES.
A few examples have been provided to indicate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
For all use cases, matrix W is developed based on weights of the FCM (Fig. 4). Simulations
have been performed in MATLAB® environment. The system starts from healthy state (all
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Figure 3. Modified 34-bus test distribution system. Switches denoted as NC and NO represent “normally closed” and
“normally open” respectively. Measurement and status data are collected from the field and sent to the control center.
Commands are sent from the control center to the field devices.

zeroes) except for the vertices that are considered to experience a failure. The state update
equation (2) is repeated in a loop until the impact of the unhealthy vertices propagates across
the whole system, i.e., the loop is iterated as many number of times as the length of the longest
path originated from the unhealthy vertex.
5.1. Case study 1: Impact of failures on major functions
The following case studies have been analyzed:
• Non-Verified Voltage Measurement V1: voltage meter V1 at the distribution substation
indicates a value that has not been updated (not verified).
• Questionable Recloser Status R1: the status of recloser R1 is indicated to have a questionable
data quality as it has been oscillatory with relatively fast changes.
• Outdated Tap Position T2: the tap position of T2 indicates that the upper threshold is reached,
which does not match the expected operation based on engineering judgment (low confi‐
dence).
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Figure 4. FCM developed for system in Fig. 3. Vertices in blue represent DMS applications that reside at the control
center. Vertices in black represent devices and components out on the field. Those shown in green can be implemented
either on the field or at the control center. Abbreviations: TCC: tap changer controller, CF: fixed capacitor, CS: switch‐
ed capacitor, SW: capacitor switch, POV: point on voltage waveform. It is assumed that the DG sends all relevant in‐
formation (e.g., active/reactive power, terminal voltage, injected current, connection status) to control center.
Relationship between reclosers R and function RES is in the form of “send recloser status” and “receive control com‐
mand”. TCC ensures that the upper or lower tap positions for each tap changer are not violated.

• Failed Switch SW1: switch responsible for controlling switched capacitor CS1 is failed with
stuck blades.
Table 2 shows the impact of each case study on some of the main applications within the
distribution automation system. The state of each application indicates where it lies in the
range of healthy (0) to failure (1). It should be noted that the interpretation of values between
0 and 1 would be subjective; nonetheless, it would provide a qualitative measure of integrity
for the application of interest. It can be seen that while some of the conclusions provided in
Table 2 are easy to draw based on expert knowledge (e.g., RES would fail if R1 is questionable),
others are not easy to infer from the local interrelations (e.g., the impact on DG dispatch and
VVC). This is the advantage of the proposed methodology that converts local interrelations to
global system-wide impacts.
Case Study
V1 not verified

VVC

DG Dispatch

RES

Model

CVR

0.26

0.07

0.07

0.12

0.17

R1 questionable

0.66

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.29

T2 low confidence

0.42

0.13

0.14

0.21

0.23

SW1 failed

0.70

0.12

0.07

0.16

0.25

Table 2. Impact of case studies on major DA applications
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5.2. Case study 2: Range of impact of a failure
It is assumed in this case study that switch SW1 has failed. The goal is to provide an overall
view of the system dependability. Colored vertices in Fig. 5 show the range of impact of the
failure. It can be seen that the proposed FCM-based solution assists the human operator in
detecting what functions/components have been affected by the failure and to what extent.
For example, this case study indicates that as a result of failure in SW1, operation of VVC cannot
be trusted, which in turn causes the information provided at the HMI to have low confidence
or to be questionable. Such a visual overview of system trustworthiness can be extremely
beneficial to the operator for making fast decisions during contingencies in order to save the
rest of the system. For instance, in this failure scenario, the operator may decide to temporarily
deactivate the CVR function so as to avoid instances of non-optimal voltage profile across the
distribution system.

Figure 5. FCM developed for system in Fig. 3. The following color codes have been defined associated with case study
2: green (healthy to not verified), yellow (not verified to low confidence), orange (low confidence to questionable), and
red (questionable to not trustable).

6. Practical considerations
6.1. Scalability
One of the main features in the proposed methodology lies in its ability to model various
systems regardless of their size and number of components. In fact, any large system can be
modeled as a hierarchical FCM. The key is to decompose the overall system into sub-systems
and model each one as an FCM. This would represent the first layer of hierarchy. Each lower
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layer FCM will then be modeled as an “equivalent vertex” for the FCM at the upper layer (Fig.
6). This allows for masking the dynamics and interrelations of lower layer sub-systems from
the upper layers. This way, the operator can first pinpoint which sub-system has been affected
by a failure and how this would impact the rest of the sub-systems. If desired, the operator can
then study the individual components within that particular sub-system. In theory, there are
no limits to the number of the layers defined.

Figure 6. Hierarchical FCM comprising multiple lower layer FCMs that represent sub-systems.

Zhang et al. [46] proposed one such solution based on the notion of equivalence relation. In
their approach, the set of vertices were first partitioned into blocks, where each block contained
a portion of the original FCM. The authors referred to the upper layer as the quotient FCM
which was responsible for providing global information about the original system. The
sectional FCMs would then provide local information on the interactions and interrelations
between vertices.
6.2. Reliability and accuracy of the results
The reliability and accuracy of the proposed FCM-based solution depends in part on the
accuracy of the initial graph created (initial structure and initial weights). This, in turn, depends
on the validity of the expert knowledge on local interrelations between components. Once the
correct initial graph is in place, the graph theory rules will modify the “local” solution to a
“global” one. However, in achieving that goal, learning rate parameters in equations (7) and
(9) play an important role, and if chosen incorrectly may lead to solutions that overestimate
or underestimate the impact of failures. These parameters should therefore be assigned
carefully, typically starting from low values and gradually increasing them until reasonable
outcomes are achieved. In the lack of historical data on the past failures in the system, heuristic
selection of these parameters would be the only option. However, if this data exists (even if it
is incomplete and partial) it can be used as training data to validate the output of the FCM and
modify the learning rate parameters as necessary.
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7. FCM adaptation
7.1. Structural changes to the FCM
Many automation systems may undergo structural changes and modifications as time passes.
New components may be installed and/or current components may be upgraded with
extended sensing and actuation capabilities. In the context of the logical interconnections
mapped by the FCM, this indicates one or more additional vertices.
The following steps need to be undertaken to incorporate a new vertex into the FCM model:
• Create the new edges connecting the new vertex to the existing vertices. The direction of
these edges will be determined based on the flow of data and services,
• Initialize the weights for all edges according to the definition in Table 1. All edges connecting
the existing vertices to the new vertex will receive a new initial weight,
• Recalculate the abstract centrality for all vertices according to (6),
• Normalize the new abstract centrality values based on the new minimum and maximum
values,
• Update the initial weights for all edges according to (7),
• Recalculate the severity index Si for all vertices according to (8),
• Finally, update all the weights according to (9).
When components (or their sensing/actuation functionalities) are removed from the system,
one can either remove the corresponding vertices from the graph and follow the steps above,
or simply remove the corresponding entries of state vector X and the rows/columns of
matrix W associated with that vertex.
7.2. Training the FCM
In this article, it was assumed that historical data on the past incidents in the system are
not available and therefore the weights were only created and adjusted based on heuris‐
tic and graph-theoretic rules. However, it is possible that partial data be available on some
past instances of failure in the system. This data may be obtained from post mortem analysis
following a disturbance, and may be in the form of “when component x failed, compo‐
nents y and z, and applications a and b failed (completely or partially) as a result.” In all
likelihood, this data will be qualitative. If sufficient expert knowledge is readily available
to quantify the level and severity of these past failures then the data can be used for
updating all or some of the weights of the edges. Two common scenarios are possible:
supervised learning and unsupervised learning. For an overview of these two ap‐
proaches, the reader is referred to [41].
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7.2.1. Supervised learning
In this case, for the given input data, the actual values of the system states Xactual will be
compared with the desired values Xdesired. The difference between the two vectors will deter‐
mine the direction of update in the weights. One algorithm may be expressed as:

wij=
(t ) wij (t - 1) + a × Dx j (t - 1) × [Dxi ,desired (t - 1) - Dxi ,actual (t - 1)]

(10)

where α is a learning rate parameter, which can be customized for each individual edge. For
other variations of supervised learning, see [48-52].
7.2.2. Unsupervised learning
Unsupervised Learning methods adjust the weights of the FCM without any knowledge of the
desired target values of the vertices. As such, this approach would be more appropriate for
cases where desired system states are not known exactly (or at least not known in a quantified
fashion). Many unsupervised learning schemes are based on the Hebb’s learning law, where
the change in the synaptic weight wij linking vertices j and i is expressed as a function of signal
flows before and after the link:

Dwij = a × x j × xi

(11)

In order to solve the instability issues, Oja modified the rule as [53]:

Dwij = a × x j × ( xi - wij x j )

(12)

In essence, this method tries to strengthen the link between two vertices whose state values
move in the same direction, and weaken the link should they move in opposite directions (e.g.
one increases while the other decreases). For other variants of unsupervised learning, see
[54-57].

8. Concluding remarks
Latest advances in sensor and actuator technology have made them attractive and, at the same
time, affordable for large scale deployment across automation systems. The benefits of
improved observability and controllability come at the price of having a more complex system
of interrelated components, where failure of one may cause many others to fail or become
degraded. System integrity assessment in this case requires a thorough analysis of the scope
of impact of component failures. However, the potentially large number of components may
prevent human operators from efficiently interpreting and identifying failure impact.
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A solution was proposed in this article for providing situational awareness and dependability
assessment of components within an automation system that is exposed to partial failure. A
combination of expert rule-base and graph-theoretic approaches were used to develop a
cognitive map of global interdependencies in the system. Expert knowledge was first used to
create an initial directional and weighted graph model of the automation system based on the
interrelations between components and their local (one-step ahead) impacts on one another.
In this model, a component is modeled as a vertex of the graph, and an edge between two
vertices would indicate the existence and direction of flow of data/services between them. This
model was then modified based on the assessment of centrality and criticality of different
vertices in the graph. This way, the local solution that was developed by a human expert would
be converted into a global solution that considers the overall system performance.
By reproducing the fault activation pattern, the proposed solution can provide additional
situational awareness for the system operator during or in the aftermath of a fault, and can be
used for static as well as dynamic verification of system dependability. It was shown through
simulation results that the proposed solution allows the system operator to identify the range
of impact of a failure on the overall system and determine what parts of the system remain
trustworthy and dependable.
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1. Introduction
For the purpose, of controlling a DC motor in a mono quadrant, a totally controlled Graetz
converter bridge (a static converter) was used. For the implemented system, a microcomputer,
a data acquisition board, an electronic firing circuit, as well as a current and speed sensors
were used.
In this computer study, C++ language was used for the implementation of a controlled DC
drive using a DC series motor.
Through the computer, the system control was performed directly via software and a data
acquisition board containing A/D and D/A converters.
The board used was a PCL-711B PC-Multilab card from Advantech Co. (www.advan‐
tech.com), with A/D and D/A conversion, as well as digital inputs and outputs. The A/D
conversion had 12 bits resolution, with eight input channels programmable for input ranges
of ±5 [V] and a conversion time of 25 [µs]. The D/A conversion had the same resolution (12
bits) but with a single output channel that had an accommodation time of 30 [µs] and output
ranges from 0 to +5 [V].
Two input channels were used for A/D conversion, corresponding to the speed and current
feedback signals; one output channel D/A was used for the control signal (VCC).
The control software was responsible for the acquisition of input data, for the A/D and D/A
conversions, implementation of the control algorithm for the speed and current grids, and for

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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generation of the control signal for the firing circuit. The program also included an on-line
parameters setting. An output DC signal of the card (0-10 [V]) was used as the input of the
generation
of the control signal for the firing circuit. The program include also, on-line
firing circuit in order to control the series DC motor and for this purpose, two regulators,
parameters
setting.
An output
DC in
signal
card
has
connected
in a cascading
fashion
termsof
of the
speed
and(0-10
current[V])
loops,
was projected. The load
been torque
used to
the
input
of
the
firing
circuit,
in
order
to
control
the
series
DCsame
motor
was imposed using a three phase synchronous generator, connected
to the
shaftand for
this purpose,
two
connected
in cascade,
in thebank.
speed and current loops, will be
of the series
DCregulators,
motor and supplying
a three-phase
resistor

projected. The load torque was imposed by using a three phase synchronous generator,
connected to the same shaft of the series DC motor , supplying a three phase resistor bank.
2. Motor block diagram
2. Motor block diagram
2.1. Mechanical part equating

2.1 Mechanical part equating

Figure 1 shows the series DC motor armature circuit. The diagram of the drive system's
mechanical part is also presented.

Figure 1 shows the series DC motor armature circuit. The diagram of the drive system
mechanical part is also presented.

Counter electromotive force [V]
FigureU:
Motor
armature
circuit and diagram of the drive system mechanical part
E: 1.
Applied
voltage
[V]
R , L : Total resistance and inductance of the armature circuit
Being:
Ф: Motor flux
U: Counter
electromotive force [V]
Ia: Armature current
M: Motor voltage
torque
E: Applied
[V]
: Load torque
Ra, LaTJ:: Moment
Totalofresistance
and inductance of the armature circuit
inertia (motor + load)
Ф: Motor
flux
n: Speed
[rpm]
ω: Rotation [rad / s]
Ia: Armature
current
M: Motor
torque
Figure 1.
Motor armature circuit and diagram for the drive system mechanical part, being:
Tc: Load torque
Also: of inertia (motor + load)
J: Moment
n: Speed [rpm]
M= K1FI a
ω: Rotation [rad / s]
a

a

c

Also:Being I a the armature current average value and also, K1Φ = KIa, therefore:
M = K1ΦI a
Being Ia the armature current average value and also, K1Φ=KIa therefore:
� = �� �1�
For the accelerating torque:
� − � = �
��

(2)
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M = KI a2

(1)

M - Tc =
B

(2)

For the accelerating torque:

dw
dt

(3)

2p
n
n
60 0 n0

(4)

B
Mn

(5)

B= J

w=

Being:
n0: No load speed [rpm]
Mn : Rated torque.

B = Mn

(4) e (5) into (3) results:
2p
n
n
60 o no
B
=J d
Mn
Mn
dt
Mn
n=

2p no dn
B
=J
60 no dt
Mn

(6)

n0
1
B.dt
Mn 2p n0 ò
J
60 Mn

By defining the acceleration time constant TH, as:
TH =

2p Jn0
60 Mn

(7)
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time
constant TH, as:
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2� ��
(7)
60 �

This time constant may be interpreted as the time
required
for the motor to reach no load speed
� ==

from a resting state, when it is accelerated by a resultant torque equal to the rated motor torque.

This time constant may be interpreted as the time required for the motor to reach no load
speed from rest, when it is accelerated by a resultant torque equal to the rated motor
n 1
torque.
n= 0
B.dt
(8)
M�n TH1ò
� �. ��
(8)
�=
� �
Figure 2 illustrates the block diagram related to the mechanical motor part.

Figure 2 illustrates the block diagram related to the motor mechanical part.

Figure 2. Block diagram of the drive mechanical part
Figure 2. Block diagram of the drive mechanical part.

Setting the magnitude values in pu, current, load torque, accelerating torque, speed and motor
torque results in:
Ia
= i (pu)
IN a

Tc
= t (pu)
Mn c
B
= b (pu)
Mn

n
= nu (pu)
no

M
= m (pu)
Mn

The block diagram in Figure 2 can be represented in pu as shown in Figure 3.
2.2. Armature circuit equating
E = Ra I a + La

dI a
+U
dt

n
= nu (pu)
no
M
= m (pu)
and Implementation of a Series DC Motor Drive System
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n
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The block diagram of Figure 2, can be represented in pu as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Representation of the motor mechanical part in pu.
Figure 3. Representation of the motor mechanical part in pu.

2.2 Armature circuit equating

Applying the Laplace transform results in:

E = Ra I a + La

dI a

+U

E(S) = Ra I a (S) + SLa Idta (S) + U (S)

Applying the Laplace transform,
E(Sresults:
) - U (S=
) I a (S) éë Ra + SLa ùû

E ( S ) = Ra I a (S ) + SLa I a ( S ) + U ( S )

(S )
E ( S ) − U (ES(S) )=-IU
a ( S ) [ Ra + SLa ]
I a (S ) =

�() =

Defining:

(9)

Ra + SLa

���� − �(�)
� + ��

(9)

Defining:
� =

�
�

Ta =

� ��� =
I a (S ) =

La
Ra

(10)

���� − �(�) 1
×
+U��
E ( S1) (S) 1 �
1 + STa

´

Ra

(10)

(11)
(11)

Regrouping:
Ia
E-U EN
1
´ IN =
´
IN
Ra EN 1 + STa
Ia
E-U EN
1
=
´
I N EN Ra I N 1 + STa

I a E-U EN
1
=
´
IN
EN Ra I N 1 + STa
The armature current Ia appears to be normalized by the nominal current IN. Voltages E and
U are also normalized by the nominal voltage EN, setting the normalized values as:
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E-U EN
1
× IN =
×
IN
Ra EN 1 + STa
Ia
E-U EN
1
=
×
1 + STa
I N IE
R I
ia = a N a N
I
I a E-U
EN
1
N
=
×
IN
EN Ra I N 1 + STa

(12)

E

e=
by the nominal current IN .Voltages E and
U are
The armature current Ia seems normalized
(13)
E
also normalized by the nominal voltageNEN.
Setting the normalized values as:
�
U � =
(12)
u=
(14)
�
EN

�
�
E
Vi = N
�
Ra I N� =
�
�
� =
The block diagram of the armature circuit l is shown
� �in
 Figure 4.
�=

(13)
(15)

(14)
(15)

The block diagram of the armature circuitl is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Block diagram of the DC motor armature circuit.
Vi
The
factor
can
be considered
a delay element of 1 ª order. The determination of the
Figure 4.
Block
diagram of the DC
motor
armature circuit.
1 + STa
time constant
Ta can be done in two ways:
Vi
The factor
canand
be Ra;
considered a delay element of 1 ª order. Time constant Ta can be
a) Measuring
La
1 + ST
a

determined in two ways:
a.

Measuring La and Ra;

b.

Applying a reduced voltage step in the armature circuit when the rotor of the motor is
blocked.

Figure 5 shows the armature circuit.
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b) Applying a reduced voltage step in the armature circuit, when the
rotor of the motor is
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/59814
blocked.
Figure 5 shows.
b) Applying a reduced voltage step in the armature circuit, when the rotor of the motor is
Ra
La
blocked.
Figure 5 shows.

Ia

La

Ra

RSH

Ia

RSH

E

STORAGE
OSCILLOSCOPE
STORAGE
OSCILLOSCOPE

E

Figure 5. Reduced voltage step applied to the armature circuit.
Figure 5. Reduced voltage step applied to the armature circuit.

through
an oscillograph
orcircuit.
storage oscilloscope(voltage drop in
The
current
Ia is captured
Figure
5. Reduced
voltage step
applied
to the armature
The current
Ia resistor
is captured
oscillograph
or storage
(voltage drop in the
Figure 6 an
illustrates
the expected
time oscilloscope
transient response.
the shunt
RSH).through
The current
through the
an oscillograph
or storage
oscilloscope(voltage
drop in clamp
a is captured
6 illustrates
expected time
transient
response. A current
shunt resistor
RSH). IFigure
). Figure
6 illustrates
RSHof
can alsothe
beshunt
used,resistor
instead
the resistor
RSH. the expected time transient response.

Figure 6. Current response for a voltage step applied to the armature circuit.
Figure 6. Current response for a voltage step applied to the armature circuit.

up to 63%
of the step
regime
and checking
Figure Marking
6. Current response
for a voltage
appliedvalue
to the armature
circuit.

the corresponding time on the
Markingaxis,
up to
the constant
regime value
and checking
the corresponding
time on the
from Figure
4.
horizontal
one63%
has of
a time
τa. Results,
.
Results,
from
Figure
4.
horizontal
axis,
one
has
a
time
constant
τ
a
Marking up to 63% of the regime value and checking the corresponding time on the horizontal
�−�
axis, yields the time constant τa, as �shown
(16)
�in−Figure
� � 4.
 =
(16)
� = 1 + +�� �
1 + +��

eV
-iu (equation 15). One has a motor with the rotor
Given an interpretation to the constant
ia =
Vi
15). One has a motor with the rotor (16)
Given an interpretation to the constant
Vi (equation
locked and with rated voltage applied
armature.
1to+the
+ST
a
locked and with rated voltage applied to the armature.

�
�
(17)rotor
�� =
the
Considering an interpretation of the constant
V (equation 15) results in a motor with
(17)
 = � i
�
locked and with a rated
voltage
applied to the armature.
�
��

�
== 
(18)
(18)
�� ��
��

E
I AK = N
(17)
Ra
E
I AK
= N
I N Ra I N

(18)
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Comparing (18) e (15), results in :
I AK = Vi I N

(19)

Comparing (18) e (15), results:
� = � �
(19)
.The Vi factor can be interpreted as the multiplying factor of the rated current for gaining a
current
with
rotor locked when nominal voltage is applied to the armature circuit (starting
Soon, the
Vthe
i factor can be interpreted as the multiplying factor of the rated current for
current
in
pu).
getting
a current
theresults:
rotor locked, when nominal voltage is applied to the armature
Comparing
(18)with
e (15),
circuit
(starting
current
in
pu).
�the
= series
� � DC motor with rated flow and considering
(19)
Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of
. normalized magnitudes (pu).
the

Soon,7the
Vi factor
can be interpreted
of the
current
Figure
shows
the schematic
diagramasofthethemultiplying
series DCfactor
motor
withrated
rated
flow,forand
getting a current
with the magnitudes(pu).
rotor locked, when nominal voltage is applied to the armature
considering
the normalized
circuit (starting current in pu).
Figure 7 shows the schematic diagram of the series DC motor with rated flow, and
considering the normalized magnitudes(pu).

Figure 7. Schematic block diagram of the series DC motor.
Figure 7. Schematic block diagram of the series DC motor.

3. Complete block diagram with inclusion of regulators filters and transducers
Figure 7. Schematic block diagram of the series DC motor.

3. Complete block diagram including regulators, filters and transducers
Figure 8 shows the controlled drive complete block diagram.

3. Complete block diagram with inclusion of regulators filters and transducers
Figure 8 shows the controlled drive complete block diagram.

Figure 8 shows the controlled drive complete block diagram.

Figure 8. Controlled drive complete block diagram.
Where:
Figure 8. Controlled drive complete block diagram.
channel of the speed loop;
τWhere:
: Filter time constant of the reference channel of the current loop;
gs2Where:
VRN
: Gain
the constant
speed regulator;
: Filteroftime
of the reference channel of the speed loop;
τgs1
: Filter
constantregulator;
of the reference channel of the current loop;
: Gain
of time
the current
VRiτgs2
of theof
speed
regulator;
constant
the speed
regulator;
τn:VTime
RN: Gain
of the of
current
regulator;
Ri: Gain
constant
the current
regulator;
τi: VTime
:
Time
constant
of
the
speed
regulator;
τ
n
τgn: Filter time constant of the speed transducer;
8. Controlled drive complete block diagram.
τFigure
gs1: Filter time constant of the reference

τi: Time constant of the current regulator;
τgn: Filter time constant of the speed transducer;
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τgs1: Filter time constant of the reference channel of the speed loop
τgs2: Filter time constant of the reference channel of the current loop
VRN: Gain of the speed regulator
VRi: Gain of the current regulator
τn: Time constant of the speed regulator
τi: Time constant of the current regulator
τgn: Filter time constant of the speed transducer
τgi: Filter time constant of the current transducer
τss: Time constant of the firing circuit
Vs: Gain of the static converter
The regulators in Figure 8 were considered as PI (proportional integral) type and its parameters
will be determined by the design procedure.

4. Design of the current regulator and filters of the current control loop
Figure 9 illustrates the current regulation loop.
Series DC motor data:
• - Power: 1.7 [KW]
• - Current: 7.72 [A]
• - Speed: 1500 [rpm] (Rated)
• - No load speed: 1770 [rpm]
• - Voltage: 220 [V]
• - ΣRa = 7.0 [Ω] (Total resistance of the armature circuit)
• - ΣLa = 490 [mH] (Total inductance of the armature circuit, including the smoothing reactor)
• - τH = 1.2 s - (Accelerating time constant)
The current transducer is a diode bridge that supplies resistors connected to the AC (alternat‐
ing current) side and feeds through the secondary current transformers (CTs), 30/5 [A]. Figure
10 shows the current transducer.
A current hall sensor can also be used as current transducer in DC side.
Where: Ld: Smoothing reactor inductance
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- No load speed: 1770 [rpm]
- Voltage: 220 [V]
- ΣRa = 7.0 [Ω] (Total resistance of the armature circuit)
- ΣLa
= -490
(Total
inductance
Fuzzy
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Tool[mH]
for Getting
Accurate
Solutionsof the armature circuit, including the smoothing
reactor)
- � = 1.2 ���- (Accelerating time constant)

Figure 9. Current regulation loop.

Figure 9. Current regulation loop.

The current transducer is a diode bridge, supplying resistors, connected to the
AC(alternating current) side and feeding through the secondary of current transformers
(CTs), 30/5 [A]. Figure 10 shows.

Figure 10. Current transducer
Figure 10. Current transducer.

Where: Ld : Smoothing reactor inductance.
Ls: Series field inductance
Ls: Series
field inductance
The Vi signal (current transducer), has, as know, a (1/6 ) of cycle ripple wave. It should
The V
i signal (current transducer) has, as is known, a (1/6) cycle ripple wave. It should have:
have:
1 ������
� ≤
2 �  �� ������
1 Period
t gi £
2
N o ofpulses
For 60 [Hz], period of 16.7 [ms], and six pulse
bridge, it is adopted:
τgi = 1.5 [ms]

The firing circuit cannot instantly respond to the change in the firing angle α. This time
constant can vary by the range of zero to one sixth of a cycle. The value τss= 2,5 [ms], will
be used. The time constant τa, was obtained measuring La and Ra.

τa =

La

= 70 [ms ]
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For 60 [Hz], a period of 16.7 [ms] and six pulse bridges, the following is adopted:
τ gi = 1.5 éë ms ùû
The firing circuit cannot instantly respond to the change in the firing angle α. This time constant
can vary by a range of zero to one sixth of a cycle. The value τss = 2.5 [ms] will be used. The
time constant τa was obtained measuring La and Ra.

ta =

La
= 70 [ms]
Ra

This constant has been calculated taking into account the total inductance La in the series with
the armature circuit, which corresponds to the inductances of machine (armature, interpoles
and series field) added to the inductance of the external smoothing reactor.
The Vi constant is equal to:
Vi =

En
= 4.07
Ra I a

The Vs gain of the converter is obtained, as follows:
E = 1.35U 2 sina
Being U2, the AC supply voltage of converter bridge is:
dE
= -1.35U 2 sina
da
π

Multiplying member by member by E , results:
N
æ E ö
d çç
÷÷
è EN ø = -1.35 U 2 p sina
EN
d (a / p )
The value of U2 is determined for the DC side-rated voltage as being equal to (220V), consid‐
ering the value of the firing angle at 30°. This procedure results in U2 = 188 [V].
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Also:
de
188
=
-1.35 ´
´ p sina
da 2
220

(20)

de
= -1.15p sina
da u

α

Being As the value in (pu) of the firing angle α, is equal to αu = π
Results:

Vs =

de
= 1.15p sina
da 2

When α = 90 ° the maximum gain is:
p /a = 90o = 1.15p
Vs1 =

de
da 2

For α = 30°, gain is given by:
p / a = 30o= 1.15 ´ p ´ 0.5
Vs2 =

de
da 2

The average gain, Vs, can be determined as:
Vs = 2.71

(21)

The current regulation system gain is then obtained as:
Vsia = Vs ´ Vi = 2.71 ´ 4.07 = 11.03
The sum of the small time constants is:

s = t ss + t gi = 4 [ms]

(22)
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The relationship

τa

4σ

= 4.37 > 1

According to Table 6.3 (pp 339) in Introduction to Electronic Control (Spanish) [4] by Friedrich
Fröhr and Fritz Orttenburguer, the regulator type PI should be used (designed by type cake
recipe).
According to Table 6.4 (pp 341) of the same text, the gain and the time constant of the regulator
can be obtained thus:

ta
= 0.8
2Vsias

(23)

ta
= 13.66 éë ms ùû
t a + 3s

(24)

VRi =

t i = 4s

The time constant value of the reference channel filter in [ms] is:

t gs 2

æ t ö
æ
-çç a ÷÷ ö
4s - 1 ø ÷
ç
=
=
4s 1 - e è
15.84 éë ms ùû
ç
÷
è
ø

(25)

Thus, in summary:
CURRENT REGULATOR
• - Type: PI
• - Gain: VRi = 0.8
• - Time constant τi = 13.66 [ms]
• - Time constant value of the reference channel filter, τgs2 = 15.84 [ms]
• - Time constant value of the feedback channel filter, τgi = 1.5 [ms]

5. Design of the regulator and filters of the speed control loop
5.1. Design of the speed regulator
The current loop will be replaced by a corresponding retarder block of the first order, whose
time constant, according to [4] is obtained thus:
1
t e = 2s + t gs 2 = 15 éë ms ùû
2

(26)
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This results in a block diagram for the speed control loop as shown in Figure 11.

Thus, results the block diagram of the speed control loop, as shown in Figure 11.

+

nREF

-

1
1+ ST gS1

MOTOR
MECHANICAL
BLOCK

CURRENT
LOOP

SPEED
REGULATOR

FILTER

ia
VR N 1+ STn
STn

X

1
1+ STe

m

+

nu
-

b
tC

1
STH

FILTER

Figure 11. Speed loop regulation

1
1+ STgn

Figure 11. Speed loop regulation.

A speed transducer filter will be needed, for which the time constant is adopted as:.

A speed transducer filter will be needed, for which the following time constant is adopted:

 gn  100 [ms ]
In the speed regulation loop, there aretthe
=time
100 [constants:
ms]
gn
�� � ������
�� � ������
��� � �������

In the

The speed regulation loop contains the following time constants:

The small time constants τe e τgn, will
grouped
by an equivalent time constant σ’.
éë s ùû
= 1.2
t H be
t = 15 é ms ù

� � � ��e � ���ë �û�������
t gn = 100 éë ms ùû

The relationship,

��

���

� ���� � � and in accordance with Table 6.3 [4], a PI

The
small
time constants
e τgn,
will be grouped
by anrecipe).
equivalent time constant σ’:
type
regulator
should beτeused
(designed
by type cake

According to Table 6.4 [4] the gain
the time
constant
éë ms ùû of the regulator are:
s ' and
= tt
+
= 115
e
gn
��
��� �
���
� ���
����
τH
The
relationship,
and in accordance
with Table 6.3 [4], a PI type regulator should
4σ ' = 4.56
The
speed regulator
time> 1constant,
is:
�
��cake
� �������
����
be used (designed �by
type
recipe).
� �
According
Table
6.4 [4] refernce
the gain and
time constant
of the channels
regulator filters
are:
5.2 Designtoof
the speed
andthe
transducer
feedback

The speed transducer is a DC tachogenerator
t H coupled to the shaft of the DC motor. It has
=
= 5.2
(27)
been used a filter due to the rippleVwave
of the
tachogenerator output voltage. The adopted
RN
2s '
time constant is:
����
��� � �������
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The speed regulator time constant, is:

t n = 4s ' = 460 éë ms ùû

(28)

5.2. Design of the speed reference and transducer feedback channels filters
The speed transducer is a DC tachogenerator coupled to the shaft of the DC motor. A filter is
used due to the ripple wave of the tachogenerator output voltage. The adopted time constant
is:

t gn = 100 ëé ms ûù

(29)

The speed reference channel filter has the following time constant value [4]:

t gs1 = 4s ' = 460 éë ms ùû
Thus, in summary, one has:
SPEED REGULATOR
• - Type: PI
• - Gain: VRN = 5.2
• - τn = 460 [ms]
• - Time constant value of the reference channel filter, τgs1 = 460 [ms]
• - Time constant value of the feedback channel filter, τgn = 100 [ms]

6. Ramp type firing circuit
The firing system used is a ramp type, implemented with the TCA 780 integrated circuit and
manufactured by Siemens, as shown in Figure 12.
The intersection of the DC level with a ramp, which is internally generated in the TCA 780
integrated circuit, produces the pulses. Voltage VCC is the output of the current regulator, as
shown in Figure 8. Three TCA 780 integrated circuits were used to produce six firing pulses
for the thyristorized GRAETZ converter bridge, which are P1 and P2 for thyristors 1 and 4, P3
and P6, for thyristors 3 and 6 and P5 and P2 for thyristors 5 and 2, respectively. This process
explains the firing circuit pulse generation stage. The other pulses include: enlargement of
pulses, galvanic isolation of pulses and pulse amplification, the circuit description and
explanation for which were not the objective of this work.
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ing system
used is ramp type, implemented with the TCA 780 integrate
tured by Siemens. Figure 12 shows:

12 : RampFigure
type
firing circuit
12. Ramp type firing circuit.

7. Control using fuzzy logic
rsection of
the DC level with a ramp, which is internally generated in the
d circuit,This
produce
pulses.
Voltage
is the output of the current reg
procedure the
is based
on research
provided inVCC
[10].
n Figure 8.
Three TCA 780 integrated circuits should be used to produce
7.1. Fuzzy regulator
or the thyristorized GRAETZ converter bridge, which are P1 and P2
objective of understanding how this type of regulator works, it is helpful to under‐
s 1 and 4;With
P3theand
P6, for the thyristors 3 and 6; and P5 and P2, for the thy
stand the basics of fuzzy logic. Based on the theory of the fuzzy sets proposed by ZADEH in
1965This
[9], thisistype
has proven to of
be one
the most circuit
interesting pulse
technologies
for
spectively.
theof logic
explanation
theof firing
generation
st
application in sophisticated control systems, providing a simple approach to decreasing costs
es are: enlargement
of pulses, galvanic isolation of pulses and pulse ampl
and increasing the efficiency of such systems.
rcuit description
and explanation are not the objective of this work.
This chapter provides an introduction to this technology in the controlled drive of a DC
machine with series excitation aimed at speed control and current limitation. According to [8],
this type of system (a non-linear process) is better controlled with fuzzy controllers as opposed
to conventional compensators.

ol using fuzzy logic
rocedure is based according to reference [10].
7.2. Fuzzy control

The theory for control using fuzzy logic characterizes the variables of interest through
y regulator
linguistic expressions such as “very large”, “large”, “small”, “hot”, “cold”, etc. These linguistic
expressions are numerically represented by fuzzy sets, each set being characterized by a
pertinence function varying from 0 to 1. The fuzzy control algorithm performs control actions
written in terms of these imprecise ideas. The input variables of the fuzzy controller considered
of interest (current regulator) are obtained by:

e objective to understand how this kind of regulator works, it is conv
nd a little of the Fuzzy Logic. Based on the theory of the fuzzy sets pro
in 1965 [9], this logic has shown to be one of the most interesting technol
=
IE ( k ) I ( k ) - I ( k )
on in sophisticated control systems,
providing a simple way to(30)decrease c
the efficiency of such systems.
PE ( k ) = GEi ´ IE ( k )
(31)
hapter proposes the introduction
of this technology in the controlled
drive
with series excitation aiming at the speed control and current li
real

ref

ed circuit,
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IIE ( k=
) IIE ( k - 1) + GVi ´ IE ´ T

(32)

Where IE(k) = Error of current; IIE(k) = Current error integral
PE(k) = Proportional error
GEi = Proportional gain; GVi = Integral gain (inverse of the regulator time constant)
Ireal(k) = Feedback current
Iref(k) = Reference current
u(k) (see program listing) = Vcc = Output control;

TCA 780k = Sampling interval
gulator, asT = Sample time
pertinence functions are shown in Figure 13; variables are expressed in “pu”,. The universe
six firingThe
is adopted according to operational conditions.
2, for theEach control and action variable is decomposed into a set of fuzzy sets called labels. Generally,
yristors 5each label or fuzzy subset has an asymmetric form, with a trend toward a larger concentration
to the origin of cartesian axis. This allows for greater precision in the control close to the
tage. Theclose
steady operation point.
lification,The number of labels associated with one given variable must be an odd number between 5
and 9. Additionally, the end of each label must overlap those of neighbouring labels. This
overlapping provides the fuzzy controller with continuous and steady action. The overlapping
must be between 10 and 50% of the neighbouring area and the sum of the vertical points of
the overlapping must preferably be less than 1.
The control does not require an accuracy modelling. The model can be unknown or badly
defined.
The components of a conventional and of a fuzzy control system are more or less similar. The
differences reside in the fact that in the fuzzy system, there is an element that converts the
inputs into their fuzzy representations, i.e., the fuzzifier and another that converts the fuzzy
outputs inferred into a solution, a numerical and precise value, i.e., the defuzzifier. In a fuzzy
system, the value of an input is converted by the fuzzifier. Afterwards, control rules that are
met are performed. This process produces a new fuzzy set representing each output or variable
solution. The defuzzifier creates a value for the variable output of this new fuzzy set. The
output value actuates the physical system. The change is picked up by a sensor and the control
is restarted.

venient to
oposed by
logies for
costs and

The fuzzy variables are defined at a numerical interval commonly called the “universe of
discourse”. The fuzzy rules are typically of the conditional form IF-THEN, as follows:

e of a DC
imitation.
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nd “y” are fuzzy variables
and A, B, and C are fuzzy subsets
in
IF ( " x" is A and "y" is B ) THEN ( "z" is C )
(33)
Y, Z respectively. If the condition expressed in the rule is met,
Where “x” and “y” are fuzzy variables and A, B and C are fuzzy subsets in the universe of
erformed.
To X,design
a fuzzy
atheseries
discourse
Y and Z, respectively.
If the controller,
condition expressed in
rule is met,of
thenrules
the actionmust be
specified is performed. To design a fuzzy controller, a series of rules must be built.
e, the error
(IE), the error integral (IIE) and the control sig
In this case, the error (IE), the error integral (IIE) and the control signal (V ) are considered
zzy variables,
with
possible
values
given
by
pertinence
fuzzy variables,
with possible
values given
by pertinence
functions
(µ) to
fuzzy sets such as functio
small positive, small negative, zero and so on.
mall positive,
small negative, zero, and so on.
The pertinence functions for the error variable can be represented according to Figure 13.
nce functions for the error variable might be represented acco
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presentation of the typical pertinence functions for a fuzzy varia
Figure 13. Representation of the typical pertinence functions for a fuzzy variable.

7.3. Design of the fuzzy controller — Current regulator

the fuzzy
controller – Current regulator
Figure 14 shows a representation of the pertinence functions.
The elaboration of rules can be based on the intuition and experience of the designer. The
number of rules is related to the number of control variables. For the case under study, there
were two control variables, each divided into five fuzzy subsets, producing 25 possible input
Error
(IE)some care must be taken regarding the
combinations. Thus, 25 rules may be Current
necessary.
Here,
number of rules. As each rule represents a part of the knowledge presented, eliminating rules
implies
omitting information.
The fuzzy controller is designed with the
LN
SN
LP
SPhelp of a control
Z
algorithm that considers fuzzification and defuzzification, as well as and all the rules all other
rules pertaining to ****. Table 1 shows the base rules adopted for the current fuzzy control in
a matrix format.

ows representation of the pertinence functions.
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Figure 14 shows representation of the pertinence functions.
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e number of rules. As each rule represents part of the knowledge, eliminating ru
Where: LN = Large Negative; SN = Small Negative; ZE = Zero; SP = Small Positive; LP = Large Positive.
Table 1. Base rules for the current fuzzy control.

As illustrated in Figures 13 and 14, an input numerical value can be a member of more than
one fuzzy set. For this, it is sufficient for the value to be situated in an overlapping region. So
it means that, for a specific pair of values IE and IIE, more than one rule can be activated.
Therefore, the existence of a means for combining the control actions activated by each rule is
required so that a simple but significant action can be performed by combining all of these
rules. This is the function of the defuzzifier. There are several methods for transformation of
the output fuzzy set into a precise value, the latter representing the solution. The centroid
method is well-indicated for control systems. Using this method, we can calculate the gravity
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centre of the activated fuzzy rules, producing a result that is sensitive to all rules and which
tends to dislocate itself smoothly through the control surface. The defuzzification by the
centroid method selects the output as a value corresponding to the gravity centre of the output
pertinence function as is given by (34) as:

òxm ( x ) .m ( x ) dx = å
=
òm ( x ) .m ( x ) dx å

n

X0

1

1

2

2

x m ( IEi ) .m ( IIEi )

i =1 i
n

m ( IEi ) .m ( IIEi )

(34)

i =1

Where:
Vcc = X0 = Gravity centre of the output pertinence function
xi = Gravity centre of the output pertinence function activated by each rule
µ (xi) = Pertinence function activated by each rule
7.4. Design of the fuzzy controller — Speed regulator
Similar to the current regulator, a diffuse speed regulator can be selected. The variables are
the speed error, its integral and the regulator output information, which provides the input of
the current regulator. The error of this grid will be the difference between the speed reference
(nref) and the real speed (nreal). Corresponding pertinence functions are defined for the speed
grid variables. The rules table can be similar to the current grid (Table 1), as it is a standard for
several types of fuzzy controller applications. The scale factors (or gains) of a diffuse controller
for the speed grid can be termed as GEn and GVn, respectively.

8. Experimental results
The data input parameters for digital control fuzzy regulators were as follows.
Speed regulator
Gen = 5.2 (proportional gain The practice adjusted value was 4.0. GVn = 2.17 (integral gaininverse of the integral time constant τn); digital filter of the reference value – time constant =
Tgs1 = 460 [ms] (used only for digital control using conventional PI regulators).
Filter of the speed feedback transducer (analogical) – time constant = Tgn = 100 [ms] (imple‐
mented with RC components for both controls as digital fuzzy regulators and conventional
ones).
Current regulator
GEi = 0.8 (proportional gain). The practice adjusted value was 0.1. GVi = 73.2 (integral gaininverse of the integral time constant τi); digital filter of the reference value – time constant =
Tgs2 = 15.84 [ms] (used only for digital control using conventional PI regulators).
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Filter of the current feedback transducer (analogical) – time constant = Tgi = 1.5 [ms] (imple‐
mented with RC components, for both controls, as digital fuzzy regulators and conventional
ones).
The dynamic behaviour of the controlled drive was verified. The current limiting was adjusted
to 1.20 [pu]. The graphs of illustrations were provided with scales and locations: current (top)1 division = 5.5 [A]; speed (bottom)- 1 division = 1000[rpm]; time/div.= 2.5[s].
The machine data were: 1.7[kW], 220[V], 7.72 [A], 1500[rpm].
Figure 15 shows the machine speed and current response during start-up and for a load
disturbance torque of 0.33 pu, negative and positive, respectively, using conventional digital
PI regulators. The perfect current limiting and speed regulation could then be observed.
Figure 16 shows the machine current and speed response when the negative and positive steps
of 0.33 pu in the speed reference set point occurred, respectively, using conventional digital
PI regulators.
Figure 17 shows the response of the machine speed and current during start-up and for a load
disturbance torque of 0.33 pu, negative and positive, respectively, using digital PI fuzzy
regulators. The perfect current limiting and speed regulation could then be observed.
Figure 18 shows the machine current and speed response when negative and positive steps of
0.33 pu in the speed reference set point occurred, respectively, using digital PI fuzzy regulators.

Figure 15. Machine current and speed during start-up and for a load disturbance torque of 0.33 pu, negative and posi‐
tive, respectively, using conventional digital PI regulators.
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Figure 16. Machine current and speed when a negative and positive step of 0.33 pu in the speed reference set point
occurred, respectively, using conventional digital PI regulators.

Figure 17. Machine current and speed during start-up and for a load disturbance torque of 0.33 pu, negative and posi‐
tive, respectively, using digital PI fuzzy regulators.
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Figure 18. Machine current and speed when a negative and positive step of 0.33 pu in the speed reference set point
occurred, respectively, using digital PI fuzzy regulators.

9. Conclusion
The experimental results obtained in the laboratory for the present study were satisfactory.
The control with fuzzy regulators for the driving of a DC machine with series excitation was
shown to be stable and efficient.
The most significant contribution of this work is the experimental implementation of fuzzy
regulators in the control application of a non-linear DC series-motor drive. The system is
simple to implement, for both DC motors and AC machines, replacing the traditional analogue
controllers and allowing for an inexpensive and simple design. A comparison of dynamic drive
performance showed that when conventional digital PI and fuzzy regulators were used, a
response to steps in load torque (load disturbance torque) and in the speed reference set point
was less oscillatory that when digital PI fuzzy regulators were employed, and comparatively
so when digital conventional PI regulators were used. In fact, fuzzy logic control was extremely
efficient for controlling non-linear systems [7].
Due to the wide flexibility offered by this type of control, the developed technique and the
used equipment outlined in this paper can also be used to control other types of general
systems.
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Appendix
CONTROLED DC MOTOR DRIVE PROGRAM USING FUZZY LOGICS (PI-FUZZY) REGULATORS:
/*
*******************************************************************************
*************
* Program
: PI Fuzzy Controller
*
* Description
: Digital control actuator for a series DC motor using a *
* PCL-711B card
*
* Version
: 2
*
* Date
: 25/07/2014
*
*************************************************************************
*/
include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h> /* Accept directives, including codes*/
#include <stdlib.h> /* of sources, of others */
#include <dos.h> /* programs and directories. */
#include <timer.h> /* program timer */
#include <math.h> /* math functions */
/* Global Variables Declaration */
extern "C" pcl711(int, unsigned int *); /* Includes Function "pcl711"
integer defined, unsigned in a separate module using "C" language*/
unsigned int param[60];
/* Definition of an array of data that make up the
table and unsigned integer parameters */
unsigned int datain[200], dataout[200]; /* 10 integer data Buffer +
for conversion*/
unsigned int far * datin, * datout;
/* Above data buffer address
- pointer – type integer and long:
2 words with range of 1Mbyte */
int tecla,i, cont1, cont2=0;
/* Keyboard reading variables
and number of channels */
/* Variables and control floating points */
float nRef= 1.00, nReal=0.0, ne=nRef, iRef, iR,ie, iReal=0.0 , ilim=1.2;
float a1, a2, b1, b2, b3, b4;
float DataBuf[3];
float Vc1, e, v , Vi1=0.0, j, dd1 ,u1 , Gv1 = 5.2, Ge1=2.17, dt=0.003;
float
ceNL=-1.2, ceNS=-1.0, ceZE= 0.0, cePS= 1.0, cePL= 1.2,
beNL= 1.0, beNS= 1.0, beZE= 1.0, bePS= 1.0, bePL= 1.0,
cvNL=-1.2, cvNS=-1.0, cvZE= 0.0, cvPS= 1.0, cvPL= 1.2,
bvNL= 1.0, bvNS= 1.0, bvZE= 1.0, bvPS= 1.0, bvPL= 1.0,
caNL=-1.2, caNS=-1.0, caZE= 0.0, caPS= 1.0, caPL= 1.2,
ueNL, ueNS, ueZE, uePS, uePL,
uvNL, uvNS, uvZE, uvPS, uvPL;
float r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, r7, r8, r9, r10, r11, r12, r13, r14, r15, r16,
r17, r18, r19, r20, r21, r22, r23, r24, r25;
float Vc2,e2,v2, Vi2=0.0, dd2, Gv2 = 0.8 , Ge2 = 73.2 , u2 ;
float
ceNL2=-1.5, ceNS2=-1.0, ceZE2= 0.0, cePS2= 1.0, cePL2= 1.5,
beNL2= 1.0, beNS2= 1.0, beZE2= 1.0, bePS2= 1.0, bePL2= 1.0,
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cvNL2=-1.5, cvNS2=-1.0, cvZE2= 0.0, cvPS2= 1.0, cvPL2= 1.5,
bvNL2= 1.0, bvNS2= 1.0, bvZE2= 1.0, bvPS2= 1.0, bvPL2= 1.0,
caNL2=-1.5, caNS2=-1.0, caZE2= 0.0, caPS2= 1.0, caPL2= 1.5,
ueNL2, ueNS2, ueZE2, uePS2, uePL2,
uvNL2, uvNS2, uvZE2, uvPS2, uvPL2;
float r26, r27, r28, r29, r30, r31, r32, r33, r34, r35, r36, r37, r38, r39,
r40, r41,
r42, r43, r44, r45, r46, r47, r48, r49, r50;
/* Variable Declaration void – means it does not return a value */
void conv_ad(void);
void conv_da(void);
void control1(void);
void control2(void);
void teclado(void);
/* Analog, Digital Conversion Subroutine */
void conv_ad()
{
unsigned int i;
/* Pointer – Memory space – Variable that contains an address, */
/* usually another variable’s address." */
datin = datain; /* Assigns the equivalent value to the datin pointer... datain variable */
param[0] = 0; /* Card number */
param[1] = 0x220; /* I/O Base Address */
/* sampling frequency = card base frequency /(C1 * C2) */
/* 2M / (10 * 10) = 20 kHz */
param[5] = 10; /* Constant divisor C1 */
param[6] = 10; /* Constant divisor C2 */
param[7] = 0; /* Mode Trigger, 0 : pacer trigger
Allows D/I functions
*/
/* Buffer Offset, memory address (Buffer) where data will be stored, Segment,
data Buffer length
*/
param[10] = FP_OFF(datin); /* A/D Buffer A Offset */
param[11] = FP_SEG(datin); /* A/D Buffer A Segment */
param[12] = 0; /* Buffer B Addresss (unused)*/
param[13] = 0; /* Segment- Unused, set to 0 */
/* The A/D conversion covers two input channels, channel 1 – current, and channel 0 – speed, with values in pu adjusted in +/- 5 V */
param[14] = 2; /* Number of A/D conversions */
param[15] = 0; /* Channel of the A/D conversion initiation*/
param[16] = 1; /* Stop A/D conversion channel*/
param[17] = 0; /* Channel gains, 0 : +/- 5V */
/* conversion A/D fault indication*/
pcl711(3, param); /* Function 3 : Hardware initialization */
if (param[45] != 0) { /* If parameter 45 is different from 0, do: */
clrscr(); /* Clear screen */
printf("\n DRIVER INITIALIZATION FAILED!"); /* Print */
getch(); /* Shows exit screen */
exit(1); /* Closes loop and exit with status 1 - Error */
}
pcl711(4, param); /* Function 4 : Conversor A/D initialization*/
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if (param[45] != 0) {
clrscr();
printf("\n A/D INITIALIZATION FAILURE!");
getch();
exit(1);
}
pcl711(5, param); /* Function 5 : verification of the number of A/D conversions */
if (param[45] != 0) {
clrscr();
printf("\n A/D DATA TRANSFER SOFTWARE FAILURE!");
getch();
exit(1);
}
/* A/D Conversions */
for (i = 0; i < param[14]; i++) /* Sampled data – channels 0 e 1 */
{
DataBuf[i] = datain[i] & 0xFFF;
/* Data collect for the buffer on the address 0xFFF
(the first three hexadecimal digits can be reset because the
remaining, are sufficient to support 4096 binary digits) */
DataBuf[i] =((5.0 - (-5)) * DataBuf[i] / 4096) + (-5);
/* conversion so that the voltage signal is available for the recursive
control equations
(5 - (-5)) : Input range A/D (-5V to 5V)
4096 : Scale range of the A/D - 12 bit
DataBuf : Input data of the A/D
(-5) : Beginning of the scale of the A/D "-5" V
*/
}
/* Feedback voltage reading for the speed and current loops, under nominal
load and speed.*/
/* speed signal conversion – correction to pu*/
nReal=(DataBuf[0]/1.500);
/* current signal conversion - correction to pu */
iReal=(DataBuf[1]/1.493);
}
void control1()
{
ne = nRef - nReal ; /* Erro */
Vi1 = Vi1 + Gv1*ne*dt; /* Error integral */
if (Vi1 <cvNL) Vi1 = cvNL ; /* Limits */
if (Vi1 >cvPL) Vi1 = cvPL ;
e = Ge1 * ne ;
v = Vi1 ;
teclado(); /* Performs the subroutine that inspects the keystroke */
/* Fuzzification : Triangular Functions */
/* Analyzing with respect to "e" */
if ( ( ( ceNL - beNL ) <= e ) && ( e <= ( ceNL + beNL ) ) )
ueNL = 1.0 - ( fabs( ceNL - e) ) / beNL ;
elseueNL = 0.0 ;
if ( e <ceNL )
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ueNL = 1.0 ;
if ( ( ( ceNS - beNS ) <=
ueNS = 1.0 - ( fabs( ceNS
elseueNS = 0.0 ;
if ( ( ( ceZE - beZE ) <=
ueZE = 1.0 - ( fabs( ceZE
elseueZE = 0.0 ;
if ( ( ( cePS - bePS ) <=
uePS = 1.0 - ( fabs( cePS
elseuePS = 0.0 ;
if ( ( ( cePL - bePL ) <=
uePL = 1.0 - ( fabs( cePL
elseuePL = 0.0 ;
if ( e >cePL)
uePL = 1.0 ;
/* Analyzing with respect
if ( ( ( cvNL - bvNL ) <=
uvNL = 1.0 - ( fabs( cvNL
elseuvNL = 0.0 ;
if ( v <cvNL)
uvNL = 1.0 ;
if ( ( ( cvNS - bvNS ) <=
uvNS = 1.0 - ( fabs( cvNS
elseuvNS = 0.0 ;
if ( ( ( cvZE - bvZE ) <=
uvZE = 1.0 - ( fabs( cvZE
elseuvZE = 0.0 ;
if ( ( ( cvPS - bvPS ) <=
uvPS = 1.0 - ( fabs( cvPS
elseuvPS = 0.0 ;
if ( ( ( cvPL - bvPL ) <=
uvPL = 1.0 - ( fabs( cvPL
elseuvPL = 0.0 ;
if ( v >cvPL )
uvPL = 1.0 ;
/* Logical Implications –
r1 = ueNL * uvNL ;
r2 = ueNL * uvNS ;
r3 = ueNL * uvZE ;
r4 = ueNL * uvPS ;
r5 = ueNL * uvPL ;
r6 = ueNS * uvNL ;
r7 = ueNS * uvNS ;
r8 = ueNS * uvZE ;
r9 = ueNS * uvPS ;
r10 = ueNS * uvPL ;
r11 = ueZE * uvNL ;
r12 = ueZE * uvNS ;
r13 = ueZE * uvZE ;
r14 = ueZE * uvPS ;
r15 = ueZE * uvPL ;
r16 = uePS * uvNL ;

e ) && ( e <= ( ceNS + beNS ) ) )
- e ) ) / beNS ;
e ) && ( e <= ( ceZE + beZE ) ) )
- e ) ) / beZE ;
e ) && ( e <= ( cePS + bePS ) ) )
- e ) ) / bePS ;
e ) && ( e <= ( cePL + bePL ) ) )
- e ) ) / bePL ;

to "v" */
v ) && ( v <= ( cvNL + bvNL ) ) )
- v ) ) / bvNL ;

v ) && ( v <= ( cvNS + bvNS ) ) )
- v ) ) / bvNS ;
v ) && ( v <= ( cvZE + bvZE ) ) )
- v ) ) / bvZE ;
v ) && ( v <= ( cvPS + bvPS ) ) )
- v ) ) / bvPS ;
v ) && ( v <= ( cvPL + bvPL ) ) )
- v ) ) / bvPL ;

Product Operator*/
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r17 = uePS * uvNS ;
r18 = uePS * uvZE ;
r19 = uePS * uvPS ;
r20 = uePS * uvPL ;
r21 = uePL * uvNL ;
r22 = uePL * uvNS ;
r23 = uePL * uvZE ;
r24 = uePL * uvPS ;
r25 = uePL * uvPL ;
/* Defuzzification */
dd1 =
caNL*r1+caNL*r2+caNL*r3+caNS*r4+caZE*r5+caNL*r6+caNL*r7+caNS*r8+
caZE*r9+caPS*r10+caNL*r11+caNS*r12+caZE*r13+caPS*r14+caPL*r15+
caNS*r16+caZE*r17+caPS*r18+caPL*r19+caPL*r20+caZE*r21+caPS*r22+
caPL*r23+caPL*r24+caPL*r25;
u1 = dd1 /
(r1+r2+r3+r4+r5+r6+r7+r8+r9+r10+r11+r12+r13+r14+r15+r16+r17+r18+r19+
r20+r21+r22+r23+r24+r25);
//u = u/10.0 ;
if (u1 < -1.0) u1 = -ilim;
if (u1 > 1.0 ) u1 = ilim;
}
void control2()
{
/* Current Loop */
if(iRef>ilim) iRef = ilim ;
if(iRef<-ilim) iRef =-ilim ;
ie = iReal - iRef ; /* Error */
Vi2 = Vi2 + Gv2*ie*dt; /* Integral Error */
if (Vi2 < cvNL2) Vi2 = cvNL2 ; /* Limits */
if (Vi2 > cvPL2) Vi2 = cvPL2 ;
e2 = Ge2 * ie ;
v2 = Vi2 ;
/*: Triangular Functions Fuzzification */
/* Analysis in Relation to "e2" */
if ( ( ( ceNL2 - beNL2 ) <= e2 ) && ( e2 <= ( ceNL2 + beNL2 ) ) )
ueNL2 = 1.0 - ( fabs( ceNL2 - e2) ) / beNL2 ;
else ueNL2 = 0.0 ;
if ( e2 < ceNL2 )
ueNL2 = 1.0 ;
if ( ( ( ceNS2 - beNS2 ) <= e2 ) && ( e2 <= ( ceNS2 + beNS2 ) ) )
ueNS2 = 1.0 - ( fabs( ceNS2 - e2 ) ) / beNS2 ;
else ueNS2 = 0.0 ;
if ( ( ( ceZE2 - beZE2 ) <= e2 ) && ( e2 <= ( ceZE2 + beZE2 ) ) )
ueZE2 = 1.0 - ( fabs( ceZE2 - e2 ) ) / beZE2 ;
else ueZE2 = 0.0 ;
if ( ( ( cePS2 - bePS2 ) <= e2 ) && ( e2 <= ( cePS2 + bePS2 ) ) )
uePS2 = 1.0 - ( fabs( cePS2 - e2 ) ) / bePS2 ;
else uePS2 = 0.0 ;
if ( ( ( cePL2 - bePL2 ) <= e2 ) && ( e2 <= ( cePL2 + bePL2 ) ) )
uePL2 = 1.0 - ( fabs( cePL2 - e2 ) ) / bePL2 ;
else uePL2 = 0.0 ;
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if ( e2 > cePL2)
uePL2 = 1.0 ;
/* Analysis in Relation to "v2" */
if ( ( ( cvNL2 - bvNL2 ) <= v2 ) && ( v2 <= ( cvNL2 + bvNL2 ) ) )
uvNL2 = 1.0 - ( fabs( cvNL2 - v2 ) ) / bvNL2 ;
else uvNL2 = 0.0 ;
if ( v2 < cvNL2)
uvNL2 = 1.0 ;
if ( ( ( cvNS2 - bvNS2 ) <= v2 ) && ( v2 <= ( cvNS2 + bvNS2 ) ) )
uvNS2 = 1.0 - ( fabs( cvNS2 - v2 ) ) / bvNS2 ;
else uvNS2 = 0.0 ;
if ( ( ( cvZE2 - bvZE2 ) <= v2 ) && ( v2 <= ( cvZE2 + bvZE2 ) ) )
uvZE2 = 1.0 - ( fabs( cvZE2 - v2 ) ) / bvZE2 ;
else uvZE2 = 0.0 ;
if ( ( ( cvPS2 - bvPS2 ) <= v2 ) && ( v2 <= ( cvPS2 + bvPS2 ) ) )
uvPS2 = 1.0 - ( fabs( cvPS2 - v2 ) ) / bvPS2 ;
else uvPS2 = 0.0 ;
if ( ( ( cvPL2 - bvPL2 ) <= v2 ) && ( v2 <= ( cvPL2 + bvPL2 ) ) )
uvPL2 = 1.0 - ( fabs( cvPL2 - v2 ) ) / bvPL2 ;
else uvPL2 = 0.0 ;
if ( v2 > cvPL2 )
uvPL2 = 1.0 ;
/* Logical Implications – Product Operator */
r26 = ueNL2 * uvNL2 ;
r27 = ueNL2 * uvNS2 ;
r28 = ueNL2 * uvZE2 ;
r29 = ueNL2 * uvPS2 ;
r30 = ueNL2 * uvPL2 ;
r31 = ueNS2 * uvNL2 ;
r32 = ueNS2 * uvNS2 ;
r33 = ueNS2 * uvZE2 ;
r34 = ueNS2 * uvPS2 ;
r35 = ueNS2 * uvPL2 ;
r36 = ueZE2 * uvNL2 ;
r37 = ueZE2 * uvNS2 ;
r38 = ueZE2 * uvZE2 ;
r39 = ueZE2 * uvPS2 ;
r40 = ueZE2 * uvPL2 ;
r41 = uePS2 * uvNL2 ;
r42 = uePS2 * uvNS2 ;
r43 = uePS2 * uvZE2 ;
r44 = uePS2 * uvPS2 ;
r45 = uePS2 * uvPL2 ;
r46 = uePL2 * uvNL2 ;
r47 = uePL2 * uvNS2 ;
r48 = uePL2 * uvZE2 ;
r49 = uePL2 * uvPS2 ;
r50 = uePL2 * uvPL2 ;
/* Defuzzification */
dd2 =
caNL2*r26+caNL2*r27+caNL2*r28+caNS2*r29+caZE2*r30+caNL2*r31+caNL2*r32+caNS2*r33
+
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caZE2*r34+caPS2*r35+caNL2*r36+caNS2*r37+caZE2*r38+caPS2*r39+caPL2*r40+
caNS2*r41+caZE2*r42+caPS2*r43+caPL2*r44+caPL2*r45+caZE2*r46+caPS2*r47+
caPL2*r48+caPL2*r49+caPL2*r50;
u2 = dd2 /
(r26+r27+r28+r29+r30+r31+r32+r33+r34+r35+r36+r37+r38+r39+r40+r41+r42+r43+r44+
r45+r46+r47+r48+r49+r50);
if (u2 < 0.0) u2 = 0.0;
if (u2 > 1.0) u2 = 1.0;
}
voidteclado()
{
/* The activation of these subroutine keys, allows online adjustment
system parameters, where settings are displayed on the output */
/* Keys "k" and "l" operating in the value of the reference speed */
if (tecla==108 &&nRef<1.0) nRef=nRef+0.01; /* Limited adjustment to */
if (tecla==107 &&nRef>-1.0) nRef=nRef-0.01; /* range -1.0<nRef<1.0 */
/* Keys "o" and "p" operating in the value of the reference speed */
if (tecla==112 &&nRef<1.0) nRef=nRef+0.05; /* Limited adjustment to */
if (tecla==111 &&nRef>-1.0) nRef=nRef-0.05; /* range -1.0<nRef<1.0 */
/* Keys "q" e "w" operating on the gain Gv1 */
if (tecla==119 && Gv1<99.95) Gv1 = Gv1+0.05 ;
if (tecla==113 && Gv1>0.05) Gv1 = Gv1-0.05 ;
/* Keys "s" e "d" operating on the gain Ge1 */
if (tecla==100 && Ge1< 99.95) Ge1=Ge1+0.05;
if (tecla==115 && Ge1> 0.05) Ge1=Ge1-0.05;
/* Keys "g" e "h" operating on the gain Gv2 */
if (tecla==103 && Gv2< 9.95) Gv2=Gv2+0.05;
if (tecla==104 && Gv2< 0.05) Gv2=Gv2-0.05;
/* Keys "m" e "n" operating on the gain Ge2 */
if (tecla==109 && Ge2< 9.95) Ge2=Ge2+0.05;
if (tecla==110 && Ge2> 0.05) Ge2=Ge2-0.05;
}
/* Digital-Analogic Conversion Subroutine */
voidconv_da()
{
datout=dataout; /* Assigns the equivalent value to the datout pointer
... dataout variable */
param[0]=0; /* Card number */
param[1]=0x220; /* I/O base address */
/* Buffer Offset ‚ the memory address (Buffer) where data
will be stored. Segment ‚ the length of the data buffer */
param[20] = FP_OFF(datout); /* Buffer A Offset D/A output data */
param[21] = FP_SEG(datout); /* Buffer A segment D/A output data */
param[22] = 0; /* Buffer B output address(unused) */
param[23] = 0; /* Output segment- Unused, set 0 */
param[24] = 1; /* Number of D/A conversions*/
param[25] = 0; /* D/A conversion initialization channel */
param[26] = 0; /* D/A conversion stop channel */
/* D/A conversion fault indicator */
pcl711(3, param); /* Function 3 : Hardware initialization */
if (param[45] != 0) { /* If parameter 45 different from 0, do: */
clrscr(); /* Clear screen */
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printf("\n DRIVER INITIALIZATION FAILURE!"); /* Print */
getch(); /* Output screen display */
exit(1); /* Close loop and exit with status 1 - Error */
}
pcl711(12, param); /* Function 12: D/A conversor initialization */
if (param[45] != 0) {
clrscr();
printf("\n D/A INITIALIZATION FAILURE !");
getch();
exit(1);
}
pcl711(13, param); /* Function 13: number of D/A conversions verification*/
if (param[45] != 0) {
clrscr();
printf("\n D/A DATA TRANSFER SOFTWARE FAILURE!");
getch();
exit(1);
}
/* conversion for the output voltage signal of the recursive control equations
in pu to occupy an address space of the output data buffer. */
dataout[0]=(4095*u2); /* Base pu = 4095 */
}
/* Main program */
void main(void)
{
Timer t; /* Timer"t" */
clrscr(); /* Clear screen */
delay(500);
textbackground(4); /* Defines Red Background (4) */
gotoxy(5,2);
cprintf("FUZZY CONTROLLER FOR A DC MOTOR SPEED CONTROL: );
gotoxy(5,4);
delay(500);
cprintf(" Student : Otavio Henrique Salvi Vicentini n 9025 ");
gotoxy(5,5);
cprintf(" Advisor : prof. Angelo J. J. Rezek Date : 25/09/2014 ");
delay(500);
textbackground(1); /* Defines a Blue Background (1) */
gotoxy(1,15); cprintf(" [O] - Decreases the Speed [0.05] ");
gotoxy(40,15); cprintf(" [P] - Increases the Speed [0.05] ");
gotoxy(1,16); cprintf(" [K] - Decreases the Speed [0.01] ");
gotoxy(40,16); cprintf(" [L] - Increases the Speed [0.01] ");
gotoxy(1,17); cprintf(" [Q] - Decreases the Gain Gv1 [0.05] ");
gotoxy(40,17); cprintf(" [W] - Increases the Gain Gv2 [0.05] ");
gotoxy(1,18); cprintf(" [S] - Decreases the Gain Ge1 [0.05] ");
gotoxy(40,18); cprintf(" [D] - Increases the Gain Ge1 [0.05] ");
gotoxy(1,19); cprintf(" [G] - Decreases the Gain Gv2 [0.05] ");
gotoxy(40,19); cprintf(" [H] - Increases the Gain Gv2 [0.05] ");
gotoxy(1,20); cprintf(" [M] - Decreases the Gain Ge2 [0.05] ");
gotoxy(40,20); cprintf(" [N] - Increases the Gain Ge2 [0.05] ");
textbackground(4); /* Defines Red Background (4) */
gotoxy(13,24); cprintf(" PRESS ESC TO END PROGRAM ");
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do
{
tecla=0;
if (kbhit()) tecla=getch(); /* Control by keyboard */
j++; /* Increases the number of interactions by 1 */
t.reset(); /* Resets the timer "t" */
t.start(); /* Starts the timer */
asm cli;
conv_ad(); /* Performs A/D subroutine conversion */
asmsti;
ne = nRef-nReal;
control1();
if(iRef<ilim&&iRef>-ilim) control1();
if(iRef==ilim&& ne<0.0) control1();
if(iRef==-ilim&& ne>0.0) control1();
iRef = u1;
ie=iReal-iRef;
if(u2<0.9 && u2>.10) control2();
if(u2>=0.9 &&ie<0.0) control2();
if(u2<=.10 &&ie>0.0) control2();
asm cli;
conv_da(); /* Performs A/D subroutine conversion */
asmsti;
if (j>=100) /* Displays instant results each 100 interactions in the screen */
{
j=0;
gotoxy(7,8);
textbackground(1);
cprintf(" Time spent : %1.6f (s)", dt);
gotoxy(7,9);
cprintf(" Channel [0] - Speed : % 1.3f (pu) Gv1 %1.3f Ge1 %1.3f " ,
nReal,Gv1,Ge1);
gotoxy(7,10);
cprintf(" Channel [1] - Current : % 1.3f (pu) Gv2 %1.3f Ge2 %1.3f " , iReal,Gv2,Ge2);
gotoxy(7,11);
cprintf(" Reference Speed : %1.2f (pu) iRef : %1.2f (pu) " , nRef,iRef);
gotoxy(7,12);
cprintf(" ne : %1.2f ie : %1.2f Vcontr : %1.2f (pu) ", ne, ie, u2);
}
t.stop(); /* Stops timer */
dt = t.time(); /* Sampling time */
} while (tecla!=27); /* Program ends when the Esc key and is pressed.*/
}
CONTROLED DC MOTOR DRIVE PROGRAM USING PI (PROPORTIONAL-INTEGRAL) REGULATORS,
USING RECURSIVE EQUATIONS DERIVED FROM Z TRANSFORM:
/*
*******************************************************************************
*******************
*
Program
: MCC Control
*
*
Description
: Digital control for a series DC motor using conventional digital
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* PI regulators
*
*
PCL-711B board
*
*
Version
: 2
*
*
Date
: 29/09/2014
*
*******************************************************************************
********************
*/
/* Inclusão de Diretivas */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
/* Accept directives, including codes */
#include <stdlib.h>
/* from other sources */
#include <dos.h>
/* programs and folders */
#include <timer.h>
/* Declaração de Variáveis Globais */
extern "C" pcl711(int, unsigned int *);
/*Includes function "pcl711" integer defined, unsigned in module separated using language "C"*/
unsigned int param[60];
/* Defining an data array – which makes up an unsigned integer parameter table */
unsigned int datain[200], dataout[200];
/* 10 integer data buffer +
for conversion*/
unsigned int far * datin, * datout;
/* Buffer address of data above
- pointer – long and integer type:
2 words with 1Mbyte range */
int tecla,i;
/* Keyboard reading variables
and number of channels*/
/* Control floating point variables */
float nRef=0.72, nReal=0.0, ne=nRef;
float ne_1=0.1, nReal_1=0.0;
float iRef=1.20, iR=1.20, ie=-1.20, iReal=0.0, Ilim=1.20, iRefer=1.20;
float iRef_1=1.20, iR_1=1.20, ie_1=-1.20, iReal_1=0.0, iRefer_1=1.20;
float Tn=0.460, Tgs2=0.01584, Ti=0.01366;
float VRn=5.20, VRi=0.8, Vcc=0.1, Vcc_1=0.1, Vcontr=0.1;
float a1, a2, b1, b2, b3, b4, T=0.003;
float DataBuf[3];
/* Variable declaration void – means it does not return a value */
void conv_ad(void);
void conv_da(void);
void control(void);
void control1(void);
void control2(void);
void teclado(void);
/* AD conversion – Parameters table */
void conv_ad()
{
unsigned int i;
/* Pointer – Memory space – Variable that contains an address,
usually another variable’s address */
datin = datain; /* Assigns to the datin pointer the
equivalent value of datain variable */
param[0] = 0; /* Board number */
param[1] = 0x220; /* I/O base address */
/* Sampling frequency = Board base frequency/(C1 * C2) */
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/* 2M / (10 * 10) = 20 KHz */
param[5] = 10; /* Constant divisor pacer C1 */
param[6] = 10; /* Constant divisor pacer C2 */
param[7] = 0; /* Trigger Mode, 0 : pacer trigger
Allows D/I functions
*/
/* Buffer offset ‚ the memory address (buffer) where the data
will be stored. Segment‚ the length of the data buffer */
param[10] = FP_OFF(datin);
/* A/D Buffer A offset */
param[11] = FP_SEG(datin);
/* A/D Buffer A segment */
param[12] = 0;
/* Buffer B address (unused)*/
param[13] = 0;
/* Segment - unused, set to 0 */
/* The A/D conversion covers two input channels, channel 1 – current, and channel 0 – speed, with values in pu adjusted in +/- 5 V */
param[14] = 2; /* Number of A/D conversions */
param[15] = 0; /* Channel of the A/D conversion initiation*/
param[16] = 1; /* Stop A/D conversion channel*/
param[17] = 0; /* Channel gains, 0 : +/- 5V */
/* Conversion A/D fault indication*/
pcl711(3, param); /* Function 3 : Hardware initialization */
if (param[45] != 0) { /* If parameter 45 is different from 0, do: */
clrscr(); /* Clear screen */
printf("\n DRIVER INITIALIZATION FAILED!"); /* Print */
getch(); /* Shows exit screen */
exit(1); /* Closes loop e exit with status 1 - Error */
}
pcl711(4, param);
/* Function 4 : Converter A/D initialization*/
if (param[45] != 0) {
clrscr();
printf("\n A/D INITIALIZATION FAILED!");
getch();
exit(1);
}
pcl711(5, param);
/* Function 5 : Number of conversions A/D verification*/
if (param[45] != 0) {
clrscr();
printf("\n A/D DATA TRANSFER SOFTWARE FAILURE!");
getch();
exit(1);
}
/* A/D conversions */
for (i = 0; i < param[14]; i++) /* Sampled data – channels 0 e 1 */
{
DataBuf[i] = datain[i] & 0xFFF;
/* Data collect for the buffer on the address 0xFFF
(the first three hexadecimal digits can be reset because the
remaining, sufficient to support 4096 binary digits) */
DataBuf[i] =((5.0 - (-5)) * DataBuf[i] / 4096) + (-5);
/* conversion so that the voltage signal is available for the recursive
equations control
(5 - (-5)) : Input range A/D (-5V to 5V)
4096 : Scale range of the A/D - 12 bit
DataBuf : Input data of the A/D
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(-5) : Beginning of the scale of the A/D "-5" V
*/
}
/* Feedback voltage reading for the speed and current loop mesh, under nominal
load and speed.*/
/* speed signal conversion – correction to pu*/
nReal=(DataBuf[0]/1.500);
/* Current signal conversion - correction to pu */
iReal=(DataBuf[1]/1.493);
}
/* Control */
/* Recursive Equations to perform functions of control */
void control()
{
/* Sampling time considered T */
a1=T/((2*Tgs2)+T);
/*Tgs2= Filter time constant */
a2=((2*Tgs2)-T)/(T+(2*Tgs2));
b1=VRn+((VRn*T)/(2*Tn));
/* VRn= Speed regulator gain */
/* Tn= Speed regulator time constant */
b2=((VRn*T)/(2*Tn))-VRn;
b3=VRi+((VRi*T)/(2*Ti));
/* VRi= Current regulator gain */
/* Ti= Current regulator time constant */
b4=((VRi*T)/(2*Ti))-VRi;
}
/* Speed Regulator */
void control1()
{
iRef=(b1*ne)+(b2*ne_1)+iRef_1;
/* nreal= Speed feedback */
iRef_1=iRef;
/* nRef= Post filter reference speed */
ne_1=ne;
/* ne= Speed error */
/* iRef= Current reference - Output
speed regulator */
/* Reference Current Filter */
iRefer=iRef;
iR=a1*(iRefer+iRefer_1)+a2*iR_1;
/* Which:
*/
iR_1=iR;
/* iR= Post filter current reference/
iRefer_1=iRefer;
/* iRef= Reference current */
if(iR>=Ilim) iR=Ilim;
if(iR<=-Ilim) iR=-Ilim;
/* Current reference limit */
}
/* Current Regulator */
void control2()
{
/* Which:
*/
Vcc=(b3*ie)+(b4*ie_1)+Vcc_1;
/* ireal= feedback current */
Vcc_1=Vcc;
/* iR= Post filter reference current */
ie_1=ie;
/* ie= Current Error- In. regulator */
if(Vcc>0.95) Vcontr=0.95;
if(Vcc<.05) Vcontr=.05;
/* Control voltage limit */
if(Vcc<=0.95 && Vcc>=.05) Vcontr=Vcc;
}
/* System parameters alteration */
void teclado()
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{
/* The activation of these subroutine keys, allows online adjustment of system
parameters, with the settings being shown in the output screen */
/* Keys "s" and "d" operating in the value of the reference speed */
if (tecla==115 && nRef<1.0) nRef=nRef+1.44; /* Adjustment limited to */
if (tecla==100 && nRef>-1.0) nRef=nRef-1.44; /* range -1.0<nRef<1.0 */
/* Keys "k" and "l" operating in value of the reference speed */
if (tecla==107 && nRef<1.0) nRef=nRef+0.01; /* Adjustment limited to */
if (tecla==108 && nRef>-1.0) nRef=nRef-0.01; /* range -1.0<nRef<1.0 */
/* Keys "o" and "p" operating in value of the reference speed */
if (tecla==111 && nRef<1.0) nRef=nRef+0.05; /* Adjustment limited to */
if (tecla==112 && nRef>-1.0) nRef=nRef-0.05; /* range -1.0<nRef<1.0 */
/* Keys "f” and “v" operating in VRn gain */
if (tecla==102 && VRn<40.0) VRn=VRn+0.05;
if (tecla==118 && VRn>0.02) VRn=VRn-0.05;
/* Keys "g” and “b" operating on time constant Tn */
if (tecla==103 && Tn<5.00) Tn=Tn+0.05;
if (tecla==98 && Tn>0.06) Tn=Tn-0.05;
/* Keys "h” and “n" operating in VRi gain */
if (tecla==104 && VRi<10.0) VRi=VRi+0.05;
if (tecla==110 && VRi>0.01) VRi=VRi-0.05;
/* Keys "j” and “m" operating on time constant Ti */
if (tecla==106 && Ti<1.000) Ti=Ti+0.005;
if (tecla==109 && Ti>0.006) Ti=Ti-0.005;
}
/* D/A conversion – Parameter table */
void conv_da()
{
datout=dataout;
/* Assigns the equivalent value to the datout pointer */
param[0]=0; /* Card number */
param[1]=0x220; /* I/O base address */
/* Buffer Offset ‚ the memory address (Buffer) where data
will be stored. Segment ‚ the length of the data buffer */
param[20] = FP_OFF(datout); /* Buffer A Offset D/A output data */
param[21] = FP_SEG(datout); /* Buffer A segment D/A output data */
param[22] = 0; /* Buffer B output address(unused) */
param[23] = 0; /* Output segment- Unused, set 0 */
param[24] = 1; /* Number of D/A conversions*/
param[25] = 0; /* D/A conversion initialization channel */
param[26] = 0; /* D/A conversion stop channel */
/* D/A conversion fault indicator */
pcl711(3, param); /* Function 3 : Hardware initialization */
if (param[45] != 0) { /* If parameter 45 different from 0, do: */
clrscr(); /* Clear screen */
printf("\n DRIVER INITIALIZATION FAILURE!"); /* Print */
getch(); /* Output screen display */
exit(1); /* Close loop and exit with status 1 - Error */
}
pcl711(12, param); /* Function 12: D/A converter initialization */
if (param[45] != 0) {
clrscr();
printf("\n D/A INITIALIZATION FAILURE !");
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getch();
exit(1);
}
pcl711(13, param); /* Function 13: number of D/A conversions verification*/
if (param[45] != 0) {
clrscr();
printf("\n D/A DATA TRANSFER SOFTWARE FAILURE!");
getch();
exit(1);
}
/* Conversion for the output voltage signal of the recursive control equations in pu to . occupy an address space of the output data buffer. */
dataout[0]=(4095*Vcontr);
}
/* Main program */
void main(void)
/* Ensures that global variables do not return values */
{
/* Variable declarations */
int xx=0;
/* Initializes the number of interactions in 0*/
Timer t;
/* Time counter “t" */
clrscr();
/* Clear screen */
gotoxy(1,10); cprintf("[S] - Invert vel. [+]");
gotoxy(40,10); cprintf("[D] - Invert vel. [-]");
gotoxy(1,11); cprintf("[O] - Increments vel. [0.05]");
gotoxy(40,11); cprintf("[P] - Decrements vel. [0.05]");
gotoxy(1,12); cprintf("[K] - Increments vel. [0.01]");
gotoxy(40,12); cprintf("[L] - Decrements vel. [0.01]");
do{
tecla=0;
if (kbhit()) tecla=getch();
xx++;
/* Increments 1 to the number of interactions */
t.reset();
/* Resets timer "t" */
t.start();
/* Starts timing */
asm cli;
conv_ad();
/* Performs the A/ D conversion subroutine */
asm sti;
control();
teclado();
/* Performs the inspecting keystroke subroutine */
ne=nRef-nReal;
if(iR<Ilim && iR>-Ilim) control1();
if(iR==Ilim && ne<0.0) control1();
if(iR==-Ilim && ne>0.0) control1();
ie=iReal-iR;
if(Vcc<0.95 && Vcc>.05)control2();
if(Vcc>=0.95 && ie<0.0 ) control2();
if(Vcc<=.05 && ie>0.0 ) control2();
asm cli;
conv_da(); /* Performs the D/A conversion subroutine */
asm sti;
if (xx>=10) {/* Prints instant results on screen every 100 interactions */
xx=0;
gotoxy(1,1);
cprintf("VRn= %1.3f Tn= %1.4f VRi= %1.3f Ti= %1.4f ", VRn, Tn, VRi, Ti);
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gotoxy(1,2);
cprintf("Time spent: %fs ", T);
gotoxy(1,3);
cprintf("canal[%3d] = % 1.3f (pu) canal[%3d] = % 1.3f (pu) ", 0, nReal, 1, iReal);
gotoxy(1,4);
cprintf("nRef= %1.2f Vcontr= %1.2f iR= %1.4f ie= %1.2f ", nRef, Vcontr, iR,
ie);
gotoxy(1,5);
cprintf("Said.R.Veloc= %1.3f Said.R.Corr= %1.3f ", iRef, Vcc);
/* %1.4f V, means, real, in 1 field, with 4 decimal digits, in "V".
%3d means, integer, in 3 fields. */
}
t.stop();
/* Ends timing */
T=t.time();
/* We consider the sampling time with initial value
T=0.003 s. If the running time of "t" greater than "T" program, must attempt
to reduce it. If "t" is smaller we do T=t.*/
}
while (tecla!=27);
}
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Chapter 6

Self-Tuning Fuzzy PI Controller (STFPIC)
Salman Hameed
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/59810

1. Introduction
Traditionally, control systems are designed through mathematical analysis and synthesis
techniques. A wealth of control design techniques through mathematical approaches is
available in the literature. Now, the first step for control system design through mathematical
techniques is to obtain a proper model of the process to be controlled. However, for a highly
nonlinear system like power system, it is often quite difficult to obtain an accurate mathemat‐
ical model. Because of the inaccurate model, it is often quite an arduous task to design a control
system which would be effective over a wide range of operating conditions. Under these
conditions, Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLCs) can be used quite effectively for controlling the
process. Fuzzy logic controllers are essentially “model free” controllers, which try to control
a process, based on the experience of a skilled human operator without requiring a detailed
model of the process to be controlled. In many cases, application of fuzzy logic approach makes
it possible to design a control system that is more robust, cost-effective, and easier to design
as compared to a controller developed based on mathematical techniques.
Motivated by the above features of FLC, an attempt has been made to design fuzzy logic TCSC
(Thyristor controlled series capacitor) controllers to improve power system stability. Gener‐
ally, fuzzy PI controllers (FPIC) have been used in which the inputs to the fuzzy controllers
are error (e) and charge in error (∆e), while the output of FPIC is the incremental change in the
control output (∆u). The error (e) is defined as e = Pref – Pact, where Pref is the steady-state power
flowing through the line (in which TCSC is installed) and Pact is the actual power flowing
through that particular line following a disturbance. From these two inputs, the FPIC generates
the incremental change in TCSC reactance as its output (∆u = ∆xTCSC).The main components of
any FLC are fuzzification unit, fuzzy inference unit, fuzzy rule base, and defuzzification unit.
The fuzzification unit maps the measured crisp inputs into the fuzzy linguistic values which
are subsequently used by the fuzzy inference mechanism. It is to be noted that the actual values
of the e and ∆e are not submitted directly to the fuzzification unit. The quantities e and ∆e are
first converted to normalized quantities eN and ∆eN, respectively, by using scaling factors Ge

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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and G∆e and subsequently these normalized quantities are passed to the fuzzification unit. The
fuzzy inference mechanism, utilizing the fuzzy rule base, performs fuzzy logic operations on
the fuzzified inputs to infer the control action. Finally, the defuzzification unit converts the
inferred fuzzy control action into crisp, normalized incremental change in control output
(∆uN), which, in turn, is converted into actual incremental change in control output (∆u) by
using the scaling factor Gu.
These three scaling factors (Ge, G∆e, and Gu) are the main parameters for tuning the FPIC
because variation of scaling factors (SFs) changes the normalized universe of discourse for
input and output variables and their corresponding membership functions. These SFs play a
role similar to that of the gains of a conventional controller. Therefore, they are extremely
important for the controller stability and performance. Generally, there is no well-defined
method for computing the appropriate values of SFs for FLC and as a result, the values of these
SFs are sometimes decided by trial-and-error technique. To circumvent this trial-and-error
procedure, a genetic algorithm (GA)-based technique is proposed for finding the appropriate
values for Ge, G∆e, and Gu. The proposed GA-based technique is described in details in [1]. The
scaling factors have been tuned such that the power system oscillations are minimized after
the occurrence of a disturbance. Specifically, the aim is to minimize the error between the
Pref and Pact following a disturbance. Various performance indices can be used to represent the
above goal mathematically. Here, the integral of squared error (ISE) index has been used as it
tends to place a greater penalty on large errors.
In many practical cases, even after a controller is established, there is a need to further tune
the controller on-line. The necessity of applying further on-line tuning arises in situations
where a controller must operate under uncertainty and/or when the available information is
so limited that it is impossible or impractical to design in advance a controller with fixed
properties. The main goal of the auto-tuning controller is to make the controller robust as far
as possible when subjected to a wide range of operating conditions.
In this chapter, a simple and effective fuzzy-logic-based method for on-line tuning of TCSC
FPIC is presented. The resulting controller is termed as self-tuning fuzzy PI controller
(STFPIC).The effectiveness of the developed STFPIC has been validated through detailed
nonlinear dynamic simulation studies on two different multimachine power systems. These
study systems are: (a) two-area 4-machine system and (b) 10-machine 39-bus system. The
simulation studies have been carried out on MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. A large
number of fault cases involving three-phase, 5-cycle, solid short-circuit faults have been
investigated on both these study systems for different loading conditions as well as different
fault locations. From the simulation results, it has been observed that the proposed STFPIC for
TCSC improves the system stability significantly. The detailed description of STFPIC is given
in the following sections.

2. Self-tuning scheme
Fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) contain a number of sets of parameters that can be altered to
modify the controller performance. These are:
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• The scaling factors (SFs) for each variable
• The fuzzy sets representing the meaning of linguistic values
• The if-then rules
A nonadaptive FLC is one in which these parameters do not change once the controller goes
on-line. Adaptive FLCs have the capability of altering these parameters on-line. Further, the
adaptive fuzzy controllers that modify the fuzzy set definitions or the scaling factors are called
self-tuning or auto-tuning fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) [2, 3]. Alteration of these parameters
essentially fine-tunes an already working controller. On the other hand, adaptive FLCs that
alter the rules are called self-organizing controllers [3]. These two types of fuzzy logic con‐
trollers have been developed [4-11] and implemented for various practical processes. Of the
various tunable parameters, SFs have the highest priority due to their global effect on the
control performance because changing the SFs changes the normalized universe of discourse,
the domains, and the membership functions of input/output variables of FLC [3].
2.1. Self-tuning fuzzy PI controller (STFPIC)
It has been experimentally observed that a conventional FLC with constant scaling factors
and a limited number of IF–THEN rules may have limited performance for a highly
nonlinear plant [12]. As a result, there has been significant research on tuning of FLCs
where either the input or output scaling factors or the definitions of the membership
functions (MFs) and sometimes the control rules are tuned to achieve the desired control
objectives [5, 8, 10]. Here, only the output scaling factor (SF) is tuned due to its strong
influence on the performance and stability of the system. In this scheme, the output SF of
the FLC is adjusted on-line according to the current states of the controlled processes.
Specifically, the tuning of the output SF is based on the value of instantaneous error and
change in error (e and Δe). The block diagram of the Self-tuning Fuzzy PI type Control‐
ler (STFPIC) is shown in Fig. 1 [13, 14]. From this figure, it is observed that by the use of
a self-tuning mechanism, the controller’s output SF gets modified, as shown by the dotted
boundary. Thus, the output scaling factor gets modified at each sampling time and is
updated by the gain updating factor α. This process depends on the trend followed by the
controlled process output and the value of α is obtained using fuzzy rules [13, 19].
In contrast to FPIC (which has only one fuzzy logic block), there are two fuzzy logic blocks in
STFPIC as shown in Fig. The top fuzzy logic block in Fig. 1 computes the main control output
(Δu) of the FLC. The membership functions (MFs) for e, Δe, and Δu corresponding to this fuzzy
logic block are shown in Fig. 2. The rule base for computing Δu is shown in Table The second
fuzzy logic block (shown in dotted boundary) calculates the gain updating factor α at each
sampling instant. For this second fuzzy block also, the MFs for e and Δe are same as shown in
Fig. 2. The membership functions used for the factor α are defined in the domain [1] and are
shown in Fig. 3. As each of the two inputs has 7 fuzzified variables, the rule base has a total 49
rules for calculating α as shown in Table 2. This rule base improves the control performance
under large disturbances such as sudden loss of a generating unit or a large load, three-phase
short circuit on the transmission lines, etc. [13, 20]. For example, immediately after a large
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disturbance, e may be small but Δe will be sufficiently large (they will be of same sign) and,
for this case, α should be large to increase the gain. Therefore, under these circumstances, the
appropriate rules are “IF e is PS and Δe is PM, THEN α is B” or “IF e is NS and Δe is NM,
THEN
α is B.”eOn
thebeother
forwill
steady-state
conditions
(i.e., will
e ≈ 0be
and
≈ 0),
controller
disturbance,
may
smallhand,
but ∆e
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of Δe
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ZE) to avoidrules
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large
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thesmall
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problem
Further
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∆e ≈ 0),
controller gain should be very small (e.g., IF e is ZE and ∆e is ZE, THEN α is ZE) to avoid chattering
found
in [13].
around the set point. Further justification for using the rule base in Table 1.2 can be found in [13].
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is obtained from the rule base in Table 2. This factor K for the STFPIC (to enhance the value of
Gu) is found empirically with an objective to maintain the same rise time as that of the
conventional FLC [13].

Figure 2. MFs for e, ∆e, and ∆u. N: Negative, P: Positive, ZE: Zero, B: Big, M: Medium, S: Small
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2.2. Scaling factor’s tuning using genetic algorithm (GA)
Here, the power system oscillations are minimized by tuning of the scaling factors using GA.
The aim is to minimize the error between the steady-state power (Pref ) flowing through the

line in which the TCSC is installed and the actual power flowing through that line (Pactual ) after

a disturbance [12, 19]. Several performance indices can be used to represent the above goal
mathematically. The integral of the squared error (ISE) [12] as shown in eqn. (1) has been
selected as it tends to place a greater penalty on large errors. This goal can be formulated as
the minimization of the objective function F where,

F=

tsim

òe

2

(t ) dt

(1)

0

In eqn. (1), e(t) = Pref − Pactual is the error in power flow in the line following a disturbance and

tsim is the total time period of simulation. As the objective function of eqn. (1) is nonconvex in

nature, GA has been used to minimize F. A basic introduction to GA is given in Section 2.
2.2.1. Genetic algorithm (GA)

Various conventional optimization techniques are available in the literature, which can be used
to optimize the controller parameters effectively. The conventional optimization approach,
based on gradient descent technique, sometimes gets stuck at local minima giving suboptimal
controllers.
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) offer promising potential for optimizing controller parameters and
it uses the concept of Darwin’s theory of evolution. As per this theory, the existence of all living
things is based on the rule of “survival of the fittest” [1]. GA makes use of three fundamental
operators, namely, reproduction, crossover, and mutation, which are explained later in this
section. The basic principle of GA is to initially form different possible solutions to a problem
and then test them for their performance. By using the rule of “survival of the fittest,” only a
fraction of the better solutions are selected, eliminating the remaining ones. Genetic operators
(reproduction, crossover, and mutation) are then applied to the selected solutions resulting in
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a new generation of possible solutions (which are expected to perform better than the previous
generation). The above steps are repeated until a specific termination criterion is met (such as
maximum number of generations, negligible variation in performance or fitness value, etc.).
Search space of GA does not confine to a narrow expected region (as in the case of gradient
descent), but rather includes a broad spectrum of possible solutions. It is capable of obtaining
the global solution of a wide variety of functions such as differentiable or nondifferentiable,
linear or nonlinear, continuous or discrete, and analytical or procedural [1]. GA tries to perform
an intelligent search for a solution from a nearly infinite number of possible solutions.
2.2.2. Basic tuning procedure

The overall flowchart for optimization using GA is shown in Fig. 4. Initially, a number of
populations (N) have been generated for the scaling factors. Each of the populations consists
of the binary strings corresponding to the scaling factors Ge, GΔe, and Gu. These strings are
created in a random fashion with the constrain that the values of Ge, GΔe, and Gu should lie
within their specified ranges. The ranges chosen for each of these scaling factors are shown in
2.2.2. Basic tuning procedure
Table 3. For each of these N sets of values of Ge, GΔe, and Gu, time domain nonlinear simulation
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out for
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Parameter
Maximum generations
Population size
Mutation rate

Value/Type
50
25
0.1

Gu
0
1
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Parameters

Ge

GΔe

Gu

Minimum range

0

0

0
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0.5

1
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Table 3. Ranges for the different scaling factors

Parameter

Value/Type

Maximum generations

50

Population size

25

Mutation rate

0.1

Crossover operator

Scattered

Table 4. Parameters used in genetic algorithm

3. Case studies
The efficacy of the projected STFPIC has been validated on two different multimachine power
systems: (a) two-area 4-machine system [16] and (b) 10-machine 39-bus system [16, 19]. The
details of these two systems are presented in Section 3.
3.1. Study systems
3.1. Study systems
schematic of
diagram
of the two-area
4-machinesystem
system is is
shown
in Fig.
In this
system,
The schematicThediagram
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4-machine
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in1.5.
Fig.
5. In
this machines
system,1, 2 and 3, 4
form two different coherent groups. The three tie lines connect these two coherent areas. As shown in Fig. 1.5, a TCSC
machines 1, 2 and 3, 4 form two different coherent groups. The three tie lines connect these
has been installed in the middle of one of these tie lines [17, 19].
two coherent areas. As shown in Fig. 5, a TCSC has been installed in the middle of one of these
The one line diagram of the second study system of this work, i.e., the 10-machine 39-bus system is shown in Fig. 1.6.
tie lines [17, 19].
In this diagram, the generators are identified by their bus numbers to which they are connected. In this system, a TCSC
has been assumed to be installed in the middle of the tie line connecting buses #39 and #36.
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3.2. Simulation results

3.2. Simulation results
The effectiveness of the self-tuning fuzzy PI controller (STFPIC) has been studied through de
domain
studiesfuzzy
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environment [18]. For illustrating the efficacy of the fuzzy controllers developed in this work,
results pertaining to two different situations are presented. These situations are: (a) study
system with a TCSC controlled by FPIC and (b) study system with a TCSC controlled by
STFPIC. For following figures, the rotor angles of the machines have been measured with
respect to the Centre of Inertia (COI) reference [16].
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3.2.1. Two-area 4-machine system
For this system, initially the short-circuit fault has been assumed to occur at bus 9. The
variations of the rotor angles of the two machines (machine 1 and machine 4) and active power
flow in line 11–10 (P11-10) for the base case loading condition (the loading condition as described
in [16, 21]) are displayed in Figs. 7 and 8, and 9(a), corresponding to scenarios (a) and (b),
respectively. In Figs. 7– 9, the dotted lines show the variation of rotor angle with TCSC FPIC,
whereas the variation of rotor angle with TCSC STFPIC is depicted with solid lines. For
implementing STFPIC, K has been set equal to 3. From Figs. 7 to 8, and 9(a), it is observed that
there is perceptible improvement in the performance of the system as the oscillations are
damped earlier by the STFPIC proposed for TCSC. The variations of the TCSC reactance
(XTCSC) are shown in Fig. 9(b) for situations (a) and (b).
To investigate the performance of the TCSC STFPIC controller at enhanced loading condition,
simulation studies were carried out by increasing the system loads by 10% from the base case
loading condition. The results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, and 12, corresponding to scenarios
(a) and (b), respectively. From Figs. 10 to 11 and 12(a), it is evident that at 10% higher loading,
the TCSC STFPIC improves the system performance. Figure 12(b) shows the variation of the
TCSC reactance for this case with TCSC FPIC and TCSC STFPIC. It can be observed from Figs.
9(b) and 12(b) that STFPIC has been able to improve the damping with smaller variation in
XTCSC as compared to FPIC for the base case and 110% loading conditions respectively with
fault at bus 9.The variations of α for fault at bus 9 are shown in Fig. 13, corresponding to both
base case and 10% increased loading conditions. From these figures it is observed that for
different loading conditions, the TCSC STFPIC always improves the system performance,
showing the robustness of the controller.
The performance of the TCSC STFPIC has also been studied with faults at different locations
for both base case and 10% increased loading conditions. The simulation results for faults at
bus 8 are shown in Figs. 14– 19 with the variations of α depicted in Fig. 20. Similarly, the results
corresponding to fault at bus 5 are shown in Figs. 21– 26 with the variations of α displayed in
Fig. 27. From these figures, it is observed that irrespective of the fault location, the TCSC
STFPIC always improves the system performance.
3.2.2. 10-machine 39-bus system
In this system, initially the short-circuit fault has been assumed to occur at bus 24. From the
fault simulation studies carried out at the base case loading condition (the loading condition
as described in [16, 19]), it has been observed that the proposed TCSC STFPIC improved the
system performance. Subsequently, a great number of fault studies have been carried out at
several increased system loading situations to inspect the effectiveness of the developed
STFPIC for improving the performance of the system. After all these studies, it has been found
that the TCSC STFPIC helps to further increase the damping for the system. Only a few
representative results are presented below to illustrate the effectiveness of the developed
STFPIC in further enhancing the performance of the system under study.

the robustness of the controller.
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Figure 10. Rotor angle of generator 1 with STFPIC for 110% loading with fault at bus 9
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Figure 14. Rotor angle of generator 1 with STFPIC for base case with fault at bus 8
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Figure 18. Rotor angle of generator 4 with STFPIC for 110% loading with fault at bus 8
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Figure 22. Rotor angle of generator 4 with STFPIC for base case with fault at bus 5
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The performance of the TCSC STFPIC at 160% loading condition (w.r.t. the base case loading con
Additional fault simulation studies have also been carried out with faults at different locations,
[16]) is shown in Figs. 1.28–1.31. From these figures it is observed that at 160% loading
for various loading conditions, to investigate the robustness of the proposed control scheme.
improvement in the system performance is achieved by the proposed TCSC STFPIC. For implem
For all the simulation
studies
carried
this work,
thelevel
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STFPICincreased
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system
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the
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with
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Some
representative
proposed TCSC STFPIC is able to improve the system performance significantly as illustrated in
results obtained at 175% loading condition are shown in Figs. 35– 38. Figures 35 and 36 show
the results for fault at bus 38, while the results for fault at bus 23 are shown in Figs. 37 and
38. These results amply demonstrate that the TCSC STFPIC helps to enhance the damping
capability of the system quite significantly. The variations of α for fault at bus 38 and 23
corresponding to 175% loading conditions are shown in Fig. 39. Variation of the rotor angle of
generator 3 only has been shown for 175% loading condition.
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this work, the TCSC STFPIC has improved the damping of the system (as compared to the da
significantly. The variations of α for fault at bus 38 and 23 corresponding to 175% lo
FPIC). Some representative results obtained at 175% loading condition are shown in Figs. 1.35–
1.39. Variation of the rotor angle of generator 3 only has been shown for 175% loadi
1.36 show the results for fault at bus 38, while the results for fault at bus 23 are shown in Figs
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4. Conclusion
In this chapter, a methodology has been discussed for designing an adaptive FPIC using selftuning mechanism (STFPIC). The simulation studies have been carried out in MATLAB/
SIMULINK environment. A large number of fault cases involving three-phase, 5-cycle, solid
short-circuit faults have been investigated on both the study systems discussed earlier, for
different loading conditions as well as different fault locations. From the simulation results, it
has been observed that the proposed STFPIC for TCSC improves the system stability signifi‐
cantly.
In this scheme, the output scaling factor of the FPIC is modulated on-line by a gain updating
factor (α) whose value is determined by a second fuzzy logic scheme. Hence, the output scaling
factor of STFPIC does not remain fixed while the controller is in operation, rather it is modified
at each sampling instant by a gain updating factor “α.”
The effectiveness of the developed STFPIC has been studied through detailed nonlinear fault
simulation studies on both the test systems. The same fault cases have also been studied with
FPIC and the performances obtained by STFPIC have been compared to those obtained by
FPIC. From the comparative simulation results, it can be observed that the proposed STFPIC
for TCSC improves the system damping further (as compared to the system damping obtained
by FPIC).
The STFPIC, which comprises of two fuzzy logic blocks, requires increased computational time
and memory for implementation. Therefore, it would be advantageous to reduce the size of
the rule base so that the requirement of computational time and memory for implementation
is reduced.
The performances of FPIC and STFPIC discussed in this chapter have been tested with
predesigned scaling factors. However, in real life, the operating point in the system may vary
continuously, thereby making it almost impossible to predesign the scaling factors. Thus, it is
necessary to determine the scaling factors on-line based on some suitable measurements. In
future, such a scheme for on-line determination of the scaling factors will be described.
The proposed self-tuning philosophy may possibly be applied for the tuning of input SFs or
for tuning of both input and output SFs simultaneously, which may lead to superior perform‐
ances of the FLCs.
The efficacy and suitability of the proposed techniques can be explored further by applying it
to larger power systems for different operating conditions.
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